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' OFFICE OF '.i·EE GOVERL ... { 

Sacramento, California 
Contact: Paul Beck 
445-4571 1.8.68 

RELEASE: P.M5 ~ Tuesday 
January 9, 1968 

(PLEASE GUARD AGAIN~T PREMATURE RELEASE) 

TEXT OF THE GOVERNOR'S STATE-OF-THE
STATE MESSAGE TO A JOINT SESSION 
OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATURE 

Welcome back. It hardly seems like you've been away. I've 

-·nissea you--I think? 

We meet here today--members of two branches of the California 

state governmentu and members of the two major political parties---in 

common cause: the 9eople's business. 

What we do here--and what we fail to do here--will affect every 

citiz2n of our state. We are, for better or for worse, part of the 

li.fe of every man. 

The c0mpelling issues which face our people are not oartisan--in 

nature or solution. The burden of taxation presses doNn upon Democrat 

and RepubJ.~.can alike. Tr1e sm'Jg ·we breathe brings disease without 

::·•:'.gu:s-d t.c political allianc:e. The search for a ha~pier, healthier, 

~pore prodL1ctive life is shared by the vast majority of our citizenso 

\. · · r;:~::.cse he-~·~ of g::::od will and :::e!'ious intent know tl::i.s to be true. 

We alco kn.:)w that atten::m~r:e to these issues cannot wait for 
;J 

a:1other y~ar or another sessio!l. There i~ no time, there is no room, 

Ui.ere is no defense, for the personal squabble or the partisan 

obst:ruction. 

There is room--and there will be need--for debate: between our 

parties and between the branches of our government. Let there be such 

debate; it is a part of the power and the protection of our system. 

But let it be on the issues, and on the merits and demerits of 9rograms 

and prooosals. 

So, at the outset of this session and of this message, I issue 
a 

you . an invitation and /challenge: 

- -join with me--together we can mtJke this a meaningful and a 

constructive year for Californiai 

--join together in ascribing and achieving the greatu the bold, 

the compassionate and dynamic dimensions of a Cc.::ilifornia. pur?ose which 
-1-
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will fit the needs and the dreams of our 9eople. 

Only in this ·way can we be pro?er partners in the goal and 

pur?ose of every man. 

F..nd if this be idealistic1 let me remind you that we are here 

today in part because of idealism: 

--the ideals we carried in campaigns (which should be with us 

even now), and 

- -the ideals the voters placed ·within our trust when they sent 

us here to serve. 

It is time· for these ideals and this trust to take precedence 

over ?Olitics1 that is the basis and the thrust for the program I 

outline for you today. 

One year and five days ago I stood on the west steps of this 

great Capitol and told the people of California: 

"We will put our fiscal house in order. And as we do.., we will 

build those things we need to make our state a better place in which 

to live and we will enjoy them more kno·wing we can afford them and 

they are '!?aid for .. 11 

I 

Since then, a great amount of the time and effort of my administra-

t:ion has been given to keeping this commitment--to nulling our state 
' ll.. 

government from the brink of fiscal catastrophe; austerity was an 

essential ?relude to 9rogress. 

Sometimes to the cries of anguish, sometimes to the cheers of 

agreement, .but always with responsibility to the taJ{payer in mind, we 

have "cut and squeezed and trir.unedQ 11 In the .little itemsq which add 

U? to the big bills, and in the big items, which help to foster the 

nightmare of big gove:::nment soending 0 we have reduced costs, improved 

efficiency, and installed tighter control. 

That job is not yet cc.mp!_oted; far from it. T!1ere is still much 

to be done~ it will be done~ We wil.l continue to C-:lt and. squeeze and 

trim so that we get the most for each and every dollar we soe:::d. We 

are detE::rmined that this government will. live wi.th.!.n the tr..e:ans of the 

taxpayers who pay its costs. We should bear in mind that our fiscal 

problems will be just as tough this year as they ware last year. 

-?-
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The final 1967~b8 budget was ap?roximately within the ?rejected 

increase in state revenues due to economic growth. Most significantly# 

that budget reduced by 50 percent the previous trend of budgetary 

increases. 

The budget which I will present for the fiscal year 1968-69 

will also be within the limits of expected increases in state revenueso 

We cannot take our ';)eOple 1 or their government, into debt and we will 

not ask for increased taxes, indeed ·we shall Ol?!JOSe any such suggestion. 

Last year we soughtp and you approvedp a measure which would 

enable us to proceed with the r~_g§lnization of the executive branch 

of state governmento This is necessary if that branch is to serve 

the people efficiently and effectivelyo During this session we will 

pr.:::::H::nt to you the dimensions and details of that reorganization plan. 

It deserves your su9port and a?proval, 

A fur·i:her reorganization which I will be sending to you has to 

do with the selection of judgeso It is time, once and for all, to 

take th8 ·2 alection of judqes out of politics, Instead, selection will 

1:0 baseG. :::r:. rr..eri t and qualifications. I am pleased to inform you that 

th.is Ad!n_•_n-=.s··:ru.tion' s ~!3icial selection olan has the wholehearted 

~;1:;.pport cf: th:~ ~ra<l:Lcial Cc1;.~:-:3_l and the State :oar of California-. 
l 

':!.'his plan will ma.ke it possible for Californians to take the pride in 

their judicial system which it so richly deserves. I commend this plan 

t::1 you and earnestly solicit your support,. 

Also during the past year, a task force of more than 240 men--

citizens widely ~ecognized for their expertise in _efficiency and cost-

control--surveyed every department within the executive branch .. 

These volunteers--men from many areas of enterprise and both political 

parties--served ·without cost to the taxpayer and without special 

favor from the government. They reviewed the operations of some sixty 

different departments and divisions on the basis of efficiency# 

economy, and the best interests of the tax~ayer. 

_.3_ 
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,We have already begun to implement some of their recommendations, 

based on preliminary reports. 

The formal recommendations of the task force are to be presented 

to me early in February. At that time we shall review all of the 

some 1,800 suggestions made, and determine those which should and can 

be put into action. 

Those which will require legislation will be quickly brought to 

you for consideration and approvalo It has been estimated that once 

many of these recommendations are in effect, we can save the state 

perhaps $100 million·~--and much of that on an annual basis. 

I understand that some of the excellent recommendations. which 

the report contains originated with our own state employees; men and 

women who at long last were given an opportunity to make creative 

suggest.ions with the knowledge that constructive action would :· .":! 

taken. We owe thE:se employees our gratitude for their cooperat 

and concern. 

At the same time that we continue cutting the administrative 

costs of state government, we must face up to our problems in taxa-

tion. 

In the 1967 session we promise'd that $155 million Of the 

1968-69 budget would be used for.property tax relief. We intend to 

keep that promise. I will propose to you a method which will direct 
' ) 

this relief to tha people through our educqtional' system. One way 

is by assuming the local property tax burden of the junior colleges. 

Another is through the secondary system. 

We are commited, in next year's budget, to incl~de a provision 

for special property t;:tx relief for t}:e el.derly. Thi.s will total 

approximately $::2 million. and we will honor that commitment. 

we will also provide for inventory tax relief. r·~ is not the 

proper or prodt1.cti~,:e function of taxation to st:ir:iulate the warB:10-;;se 
; I 

industry in neigr.boring states; it is not the p:-:·oper or equitable 

f tJ.:lcJ.:ion of taxati.on to forc0 the m,mers of small papa-and-·mar.:<a stores 

to sps::id their midnight honr;.; doing bock:".:eeping fer the s::ate govsrn..:..~ 

ment. We must put an end to such · ~~r~2e~~~t. 

what really must be ~one about taxes in Califo~nia. 

There has been no substantial tax reform in this state govern-

ment since 1933. In that year, we were primarily an agricultural 

society with a population of about six million. Today we are a 
-Li.-
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highly industrialized state with almost 20 million citizens. 

During those thirty-five years, California has undergone 

tremendous change--

--we have known t11e pressures of depressions and wars; 

--we have experienced population explosions, industrial 

expansion and the growth of the super-city; 

--the cost of our state government has risen from just 
/ ,<.,_:;,---

under $Xbillion a year to over $5 billion. 

we have been through some of the most sweeping social, economic 

and political changes of any state in the nation. Yet through it 

all, the continued approach to taxation has been add-ons and gimmicks 

and gadgets and unkept promises. we have added patches to the patch-

work until today we have a crazy-quilt structure which is neither 

equitable nor effective. 

It will come as no surprise to you that I will propose a major 

tax reform measure for your consideration during this session. We 
£in al 

must overhaul our tax structure; we must do it now. Since the/report 

of a citizens' task forca studying tax reform won't be delivered to 

me until this afternoon, some of the stories on what I will recommend 

are a little 
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and, 
pr.emature / like tr,: reT:?ort of Mark Twain's ae( 1, somewhat 

exaggerated. 

Any significant tax reform program in our state must involve a 

reallocation of the functions and tax resources of our governments 

at both the state and local level. Just as Washington should return 

certain res9onsibilities and revenues to the states. the states should 

continue to return certain functions and tax sources to the cities 

and counties. To ignore this fact is to ignore the needs of our citizens 

The present patchwork system is inca'?able of keeping ·::>ace with 

our economy. To continue it means to continue having to seek new 

sources of revenue and to change rates every few years. Orderly 

planning by government, business and the citizen is imposs: 

· have a positive business climate which will make our sta.te attrac,;;..," · ., 

to businesses and industries seeking new locations we must eliminate 

uncertainty as to future 9olicyg have a record.of financial stability 

and a settled tax policy that minimizes the need for frequent adjust-

ment of either tax base or rate. 

Local or state taxes should not be used to redistribute the 

earnings of the citizenry. The federal.government has pre-empted 

that field. The state's concern should be to see that each citizen 

pays the same percentage of his income in state and local taxes after 

payment of his federal taxes. 

Our property tax is inelastic and highly regressive 6 amounting 

in many instances to a 20 percent tax each year on family shelter. 

lt discourages buying, retards property improvement and mruces it impos-

sible for many of modest income to continue living in and owning their 

own homes. 

The present retail sales ,tax, with all its exemptions, still 

im?oses a disproportionate burden on those of lower income. At the 

same time and by contrast, we find that 9 percent of those filing 

personal income tax returns pay 67 percent of the total income tax 

collected. 

E'J;Uitable ta}c reform must be based on a sense of responsiblity 

to the individual taxpayer. How much of his income is he willing to 

give~-canhe afford to pay--to state government? What amount of his 



personql re~ourc~s wt~i.. be spent or saved througt individual decisions--
. ' ' 

.and how much will he permit us to tax away and spend on his government? 
for 

This must be a taxpaye:i: 1 s decision--not ours 1 we work/ them, not the 

other way around. 

Let th.ere b.e no misunderstanding 6 no mistake as to what I am 

saying. 

·we do have a concern and rightful responsibility to t~he unfortunate, 

to the ill, and to the indigent. We must fulfill this responsibility, 

and we will. 

But1 there is also anotherresponsibility to which this adrninis-

tration will give high priority: that is to the taxpayer ... the too-

often forgotten man, who today is working 20 hours out of every eight-

hour day just to 9ay his taxes. 

This is the citizen who has no special pressuregrou9 to lobby 

for him. He works and sweats to make ends meet1 to pay his bills 

and keep his family in clothes and his kids in school.. He is the source 

from which the blessings of tax-supported programs flow. Before 

·we can provide special services to others~ we must first take the money 

from him. If he goes broke, there will be no money for Sacramento. 

In all our approach to government, and certainly as we attend to 

the matter of tax reform, we must be fully concerne& with the measure 

of his gain and the size of his loss. 

During recent years California's economy has continued to expand, 

but not rapidly enough to keep pace with the growth in our population 

or the needs of our people. An accelerated and diversified economy 

is necessary if we are to have the jobs and job opportunities for 

our peo9le: if we are to have a stronger tax base for our governments. 

We are in many ways the "brain bank" of the nation. We have the 

to-a scientists, the top technicians, the brilliant and the skilled . 

.-le need more
1 
of them to fill the job opportunities which now exist. 

But, we do not have enough jobs for the non-technical and the semi-

skilled who can contribute so much to our society. We must work with 

' the private sector to stimulate job formations for these citizens. 

In 1967, 37 percent of our manufacturing industry was defense 

connected. This may be economically fortunate, but it is not a 



healthy or. ha·:;ipy s\ ation. We '?ray for 1,')eace( 1.d for that day when 

our men will be home and when the energies and resources and brain 

power now focused on wea'?onry can be used to extend a peaceful and 

productive societyo We should 9repare for peace; for jobs for those 

gallant men who hopefully must soon be returned from that conflict 

in Vietnam. 

Accordingly, curing this session I will inaugurate programs and 

submit a series of measures designed to stimulate the economic growth 

of California in the years ahead. 

I will ask for the establishment of a Department of Human Re-

.sources Development. Its major function wi.11 be to stimulate job 

training and job retraining for those who have the desire, but not the 

skill, to find productive jobs. It will also cooperate with and 

expand the work of the Job Training and Placement council which was 

created early last year and has been under the guidance of Bob Finch. 

A report from the council will be ready soon. The department also 

will work closely with H. c. "Chad 0 McClellan, whose ''Management 

Council for Merit Employment" has helped place in jobs many thousands 

of our unemployed. and has the working cooper a ti on of 20 o 000 employen 

Jobs and job training, not hand-outs---pre the meaningful answer 

to poverty. ;J. 
I 

Last year our State Employment Service placed almost 600,000 

people inron-agricultural jobs. Some measure of the success of 

Mr. McClellan and the 20,000 employers in voluntarily facing u9 to the 

challenge of unem?loyment among minority groups is the fact that 30 

percent of those placed were members of minority groups. 

\ 
I 
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, A survey. cor( cted by U .s .C. found that ( 13 of those hired 

under this program are still employed at an average pay rate of 
Thirty 9ercent 

$2. 7 5 an hour {including women). / · have moved into new homes and of 

the 1/2 who left the initial job, half of them did so only to take a 

better job. None left bacause of discrimination. 

In the near future I will name a Business Advisory Council--

calling on the leaders of business and labor, research facilities 

·.and education institutions--to work with us to find new ways to 

attract and create new industries to our state. 

Our corporate securities law has needed an overhaul for a long 

time. This past year a bi-partisan commission has worked with our 

people and has developed revisions which will protect the investor 

while increasing the efficiency of the Division of Corporations. I 

will submit this legislation to you shortly. 

Despite a bad spring and considerable flooding, California 

~griculture again exceeded the $4 billion mark to remain a 

mainstay in our economy. still, there are lingering problems. In 

gross farm income we are number one, but our farmers are caught in 

a price-cost squeeze and we rank only third in net income and many 

farmers know great hardship. I am asking Earl Coke, state director 

of Agriculture, to name a special_ task force to investigate a wide 

range of farm problems and to report what can be done to mitigate 

these problems. · 

For eight months we have had a blue-ribbon task force studying 

the transportation needs of our state, and the proper role of state 

government in creating a blueprint for a modern statewide transporta-

tion system. The task force report will be made in March. In the 

meantime, I will propose to you legislation ·which will permit local 

voters, through referendum, to determine what types of mass transit 

they want and how they want to finance it. (An improved and balanced 

transportation network is vital to economic growth.) 

In the meantime, administrative savings in our Highway Department 

have resulted in more than .. $100 mill ion 

building being started one year in advance. 

.. ; worth of highway 

We have already started to work in concert with the private 

sector and leading educational institutions to seek new ways to har-

ness the atom and to unlock the secrets.of the sea for the benefit 

of our citizens. Some of the great minds of the world in these 

fields are here in California. We seek their involvement in the 

development of these bold new programs. 
-9-



. Wat1,3r is. of nstant importance to our f ~nomy, to our agri-
'· 

culture and industrial growth. To insure the completion of the 

California Wuter Plan, I will propose that we increase the tidelands 

revenue contributions to $ ·25 million · :·. annually, starting in 

1970-71. At the same time I will ask that bond reserve reg:uirements 

beeliminated for those tidelands revenues used to help construct the 

California Water Plan. 

To insure proper protection for those millions of our citizens 

who are members of organized labor, I will again call for legisla-

tion guarantying each member the right to a secret ballot on all 

matters affecting policy of his union. So far I have heard no one 

in government, no one in labor, advance a sound reason why a citizen 

who has the right to vote privately on public matters with only his 

conscience as witness should be denied that right in his union. 

While you and I wrestle here with budgets and billions, our 

citizens wrestle with the day-to-day problems of dirty air and dirty 

water and dirty and congested streets. As someone has said~ it is 

a bit incongruous that while we reach for the star~ we stand knee-

deep in garbage • 
• 

The needs of our daily living.in this regard are far more com-

plex than the problems of keeping man in space. But many of the 

techniques which have been developed' for spatial_ life have immediate 

application for a better life on earth. We must apply that research 

for the benefit of our people. 

I have already charged the reconstituted boards on air resources 

and water quality control to pursue this goal. And, in the inevitablt: 

but solvable conflict between the need for great freeways and the 

preservation of scenic beauty, the secretaries of Resources and 

Transportation have established a joint committee to develop a 

balanced approach .. 

Many of these problems are most aggravating in the great metro-
percent · 

politan areas where 80'. /of our people reside: And, many of these 

problems can best be answered by resourceful cooperation between our 

state and city and county governments. This will involve a restru.;;.'-~. 

ing of function as well as tax resource; and that, of course, further 

underscores the need for realistic tax reform. 

But, none of our efforts to build prosperity and sustain progres 

will be successful unless we also maintain a social climate of maxi-

mum freedom for the individual under the law. 

For, while a society can have law and order without freedom,· 
-10-



no society. can· lon. have freedom without law { l order. This is true 

whether we are talking about our homes, our campuses or our city 

streets. 'l'he breakdown of law and order can only lead to chaos and 

anarchy and--eventually--to tyranny. 

Every law-abiding citizen has the right to expect his government 

will insure the safety of his person. 

Every parent has the right to expect government to protect his 

children from those who deal in drugs and profit from pornography. 

Every homem,mer and every businessman has the right to expect 

his government to protect his property against the criminal1 the 

arsonist, the rioter and the looter. 

I view with respect the responsible efforts of most of our 

teachers whose personal and professional values require them to pur

sue the truth wherever it may lead. They are not like the few who, 

in the cloak of a distortion of the meaning of academic freedom, use 

the classroom and the campus for the advancement of their own self-

interest. It seems little· to ask that the great majority remind their 

erring colleagues of the meaning of and the reason for professional 

ethics, especially when dealing with the youth of a democratic society 

Our colleges and universities were created--and are tax"'."· 

supported--as centers of education--not staging areas for insurrection. 

As I said in January of 1967, I say again in January of 1968: obey th~ 

rules, or get out. 

Already we are drawing up legislation which will deal with the 

campus disorder--including trespass legislation to keep the disrup~ 

tive non-student and the trouble-makers from interfering with the 

orderly process of educationo 

In addition, we are call'ing a meeting of college and university 

officials and local law enforcement officers to develop better ways 

to work together during times of emergency--and to prevent emergencies 

from arising. 

We will continue to seek laws to protect our young people from 

~rnography. A series of decisions by the United States Supreme 

Court in recent years has established guidelines for regulating 

obscenity; we will ask fur measures to stiffen California laws in this 

regard, while keeping within those guidelines and avoiding any taint 

of censorship. 

Together with the attorney general we will ask legislation to 

strengthen our fight against organized crime, against the professional 
criminal and the narcotics peddler. This 'will include the right of our 
law officer§ tb use·electronic survelT~~nce·~quiprn~nt under the prdper 
control of judicial warrants. We must provide our law enforcement 



officers with sci~ •. \ '. if ic capabilities which ac at least equal to 

'those employed by the criminal. 

And, to protect our cities and our citizens from riots and 

..mas_s_disorders, we will ask that local authorities be given the power 

to issue temporary regulations such as curfews, and restrictions on 

the sale of alcohol--to help keep riots from spreading. 

To protect our citizens from the drinking driver I will ask 

for a presumptive limits law. And, in a further attempt to help rnakP 

our streets and highways safe, I will seek legislation to establish 

a pilot project to develop the best vehicle inspection system in the 

country--using the sophisticated knowledge of the aero-space and com-

puter sciences skills in addition to our resources at the University 

of California. 

we must also set safety standards and regulations in the sale 

of used cars. And, we are vitally interested in and will support 

legislation on motorcycle safety. 

Finally in this field1 we will seek to create a public, non-

prof it corporation for coordinated and applied research in traffic 

safety. I expect the private and independent sectors to join with 

us in this important venture. 

There will be--there have be?n--those who challenge our attem: ; 

to meet the welfare and medical needs 'of the ill and the aged and 

still fit these programs into the' financial capabilities and prioriti~s 

of our taxpayers. 

Let me say that this administration will never abandon its 

proper responsibilities to the needy and the unfortunate in our 

society. Working with the resources provided by the taxpayer1 we will 

continue to attend to those needs with compassion but under the pro-

per fiscal control. 

We will help those who need help--and we will expect them to do 

their best to help themselves. 
\ 

In the area of public assistance, 'one of the very real services 

we must provide is to break the chain of dependency which holds so 

many of our 1Jp,derprivileged in its own kind of bondage. We will pre-· 
pose during this session measures designed to turn welfare checks into 
paychecks; to help dependent citizens become independent, productive 
individuals. 

I will also ask for legislation, which will require employable 

welfare recipients to accept jobs or job training or be dropped from 

the rolls. 

- 12-



A yaar ago the~~ were just over 24,000 pati~nts in our mental 
I I \ ( 

hospitals. During the year, in spite of a record number of admissions, 

this figure dropped to the present level of only 20,278---a decline 

of 3,786,, This has to be accepted as testimony to the success of our 

out-patient clinics and means these thousands of patients are living 

near normal lives in familiar home surroundings.. We fully expect to 

seek additional funds for these clinics in the next fiscal year .. 

In recent weeks a number of other governors have talked to me 

. about the problems they are having with Medicaido They have proposed 

joining together to ask Washington to relax its excessive and inflexi-

ble regulations.. New York papers have carried stories about counties 

forced to drastically curtail other services to pay for the ever 

increasing costs of Medicaid. The Detroit News said Michiganls infant 

Medicaid program "could pull the state a long way toward a severe fiscal 

bind." I know of no state that is not facing a financial crisis 

because of this program. 

If we in California engage in a political numbers game with 

Medi-Cal when early estimates of overspending change as more knowledge 

becomes available, we do a disservice to the people of California. We 

all know and have known almost since its inception that this program 

.~.. must be re-structured or it will bankrupt our state. 

Last year the state•s share was budgeted at $151 million.. A month 

before our administration took office, that figure was increased almost 
/ 

$30 million to $179.7 million. By early spring, we knew it was costing 

$202 million and with only a few months to go before the end of the 

fiscal year, all of us assumed that was the final figure and budgeted 

for the present, year accordingly. Now with the fiscal year over as 

well as the six'....month period in which bills could continue to be 

presented, we know it cost $26307 million, almost $62 million more 

than the $202 million appropriated as of last spring .. 

ACL~inistrative changes have made it possible for us apparently to 

reduce this year's estimated spending by $31 million, but almost half 

of that is temporary since it results from permission by the federal 

government to delay upgrading of nursing home standards.. You have 

already corrected one glaring fault in reducing the time for submitting 

bills from six months to 60 days, but other legislation is absolutely 

necessary if this program is to be made workable and controllable~ 

We will continue to press for reform and flexibility. 
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compassion, no integrity( io vision in any 

program which holds people down, and which will inevitably bankrupt the 

state government; there is no equity in such programs when they threaten 

those funds which are required for other essential services and opera-

t ions. 

Some have suggested that this may turn out to be a "do-nothing" 

session of the legislature: 

--that I will propose and you will oppose; 

--that there will be much rhetoric but little results; 

--that there will be many speeches but few meaningful statutes. 

No doubt this pessimism stems from the fact that this is an 

election ¥ear and, therefore, a session for partisanship. Letting 

public problems go unsolved in an election year may be a time~orn • 
but 

political practice, /let us not refer to it as .. time honored 11
• There 

is little honor in it. The people we are under oath to serve have 

a right to expect better of us. They did not elect us nor do they pay 

us to neglect their important business in the name of partisan politics. 

Crime in the street, death on the highway, pollution of air and water, 

publication of pornography and confiscation of the earnings of our 

citizens for wasteful public programs will take no election year 

holiday. Nor should we. 
I. 

we were sent here to serve the people, not ourselves. 

What l have outlined today, and what. I will present in the days 
)i 

to come, and that which has already been started and must be completed--

this is admittedly a heavy agenda. 

But it is necessary if we are to match the bold dimensions of the 

California purpose. 

It is not enough simply to accept the future. It is not enough 

just to predict it. It is our task to help invent it. 

That is part of the history of California--our ancestors invented 

the future. As Eric Ht... fer wrote, "They eloped with history.; they ran 

away with it and shaped its course." 

Many speakers on many occasions, myself included, have taken the 

words from Sam v'72lter Foss' poem which stride across the entranceway 

to State Office Building Number One,' here in S<'!cramento .: 

"Bring Me Men To Match My Mountains. 11 

There is yet another line in that poem which, together with the 

first, sets the tone for the Creative society; 

"Men with new eras in their brains." 
Let this be us as we go about the people's business. 
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Let ttis be s we build tomorrow. 

While there is still time, let me wish you a HAPPY NEW YEAR. As 

a matter of fact, I might even go farther and ask you for the same 

thing for myself. 

###### 

} 
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Gentlemen. you honor me with this invitation to break bread and 

the honor is multiplied ten fold by your graciousness in listening 

to me, when in truth I could profit so much from listening to youo 

My susoicion that your invitation was prompted, at least in part, 
not 

by curiosity does/ detract from your kindness or lessen the 

warmth of your hos?itality.. After all, someone who has been riding 

off into the sunset with the words 11 the end" superim?osed on his 
is 

. back /not supposed to turn up on the statehouse steps 11'1ith a brief-

case full of something he calls the Creative Society. 

I am sure some of you have jumped to the conclusion that title 

Creative Society is intended to be a play on words, a counter to the 

Great Society. And you a~e absolutely right. 

Since this is a non-partisan gathering let me hasten to say I 

1 have no quarrel with the announced noble aims of the Great Society. 
\",·' 

None of us, regardless of ?arty, questions the desirability of 

reducing human misery and poverty or making opportunity, health, 

housing and education available to all. But just so you ·won't for-

get which side I'm on, I have serious doubts the Great Society' 

can accomplish this and remain a free society and that makes the 

price too high." 

I have long been concerned about government and what has seemed 

to be a relentless inch by inch encroachment on or usurpation of 

rights traditionally held to be the i_;:>roper ?Ossession of the peo'?le. 

Now, I am a part of governmento a formally elected member of 

the Establishment--a funriy thing happened to me on the way to 

Death Valley. From the inside looking out the view hasn't changed. 

If anything, my concern about government's increased growth and 

power is even greater. 

Some who have been in government a very long time as a part of 

the permanent structure of government seem to develop an arrogance 



that leads them to claim jump the inherent right of the citizen to 
I 

freedom of choice. And/have learned at first hand how savage ca.n 

be their angry resistance to any attempt to reduce the size and 

pm•1er of government. I have also learned that size and 9ower can be 

reduced and its reduction will be hailed by the people of whatever 

party. 

At the momente there appears to be a panic fear afloat in the 

air, partly due to a feeling of helplessness, a feeling that govern-

ment is now a separate force beyond their control,. that their voices 

echo unheeded in the vast and multitudinous halls of government. 

I do not remember a time when so many Americans, regardless of 

their economic or social standing, have been so suspicious and 

ap9rehensive of the aims, the credibility and the competence of 

the Federal Establishment. There is a question abroad in the land1 

"What is ha!:Jpening to us? Where is the country headed?" It is as 

if we have lost any sense of national pur1;mse. Particularly if we 

subscribe to the belief that our national purpose is to assure the 

ultimate in individual liberty consistent with law and oroer. 

' In the midst of material affluence on a scale unequalled in 

history, we have become a divided people. In many quarters, there 
} -

is a defeatist and embittered mood of having been let down. Even 

the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare has admitted out 

loud that 11 we are in deep trouble as a peoi;>le .. , and he hinted 

darkly at possible reoressions to come, unless the anarchists among 

us are put down .. 
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It is not in my mind to blame the government of the hour for all 

the evils that presently beset us; for the uncertainties that blur 

American prospects: and for the dissensions within that have made 

shambles of the American meaning in the world. 

The fault lies with all of us. As a nation, we have let ourselves 

be gulled into believing that tolerable solutions to our problems would 

be forthcoming in good times; that the American productivity and inven-

tive genius would yield the essential means for surmounting all our 

difficulties, whether in the city slums of America or in the rice 

paddies of Southeast Asia. We were to have an instant tomorrow for a 

dollar down and-heaven only knows how much a month. 

Something called the New Economics was to take charge. Through a 

skillful tuning of monetary and fiscal policies, and a sensitive 

balancing of wage-price guidelines, the economy was to be orchestrated 

into a state of full employment at an ever-rising rate of productivity 

which wou~d satisfy all the important national neecs without dangerous 

inflation, and at a diminishing cost of operating the federal 

establishment, relative to an ever-mounting gross national product. 

But somehow the music is off-key and one wonders if perhaps the 

violinis·~~:; have just been fiddling around. 
not 

The economy has / behaved according to the plan. Suddenly the 

intended order of things has been reversed. In the midst of what 

statistically looks to be the most prosperous peric'd Americans have 

ever kn.own, the books have begun to show alarming debits. 

Wide circulation is given to the prophecy by Lord Thomas Macaulay 

one hundred years ago that in the mid-20th century the destruction of 

our society and way of life would occur as it occurred for Rome in the 

5th century. Less quoted is his excellent advice to governments 

everywhere : . 

"Our rulers will best promote the improvement of the people by 

confining themselves to their own legitimate duties, by leaving capital 

to find its most lucrative course, commodities their fair price, -

industry and intelligence their natural reward, idleness and folly 

their natural punishment, by diminishing the price of the law, by 

maintaining peace, by defending property and by observing strict 

economy in every department of the state. Let government do this and 

the people will assuredly do the rest." 
have 

We / hardly been observing strict economy in every department 
have 

of the state and certainly, we'/ failed to let capital find its most 
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One arm of government has ruled that tobacco is injurious to 

health and must so state on each and every package.. At the same time 

another arm subsidizes the growing of tobacco and a third orders 

television to give equal time to those who want to reply to or offer 

dissent to advertising protesting the sale of tobacco. Perhaps the 

familiar line " we pause one moment to hear from our sponsor"· ·will 
I 

be changed to· 0 pausing two moments to hear from the s9onsor ?nd a 

fellow who happened by .. 0 

The national accounts are out of balance. Government I.O.U.'s 

cannot be honored from the reserves immediately at hand. On that 

account, the government is now compelled to call for a sharp reduction 

in private American investment abroad, for an embargo on foreign 

travel by its citizens and for the beginnings of a furtive but'none 

the less real U.S. military withdrawal from Europe. 

As an American I find this embarrassing to say the least. What 

is there to be said in defense of a government which, while presiding 

over a society capable of producing goods and services in the value 

of $300 billion annually and leading all the rest of the world in 

technology, no longer is able to let its citizens travel and do busi

ness freely in the world simply beca\tse the government itself failed 

(- · to keep its means and its programs in financial balance? 

It is fine and necessary for changing generations to dream and 

cast up new visions of society. But always at some point the 

accountants have to put in an appearance so that the books can be 

honestly balanced. 

The only sensible course of action is for the government to face 

up to and deal bravely with the primary course of the trouble--the toe 

~eavy spending programs and the extravagant credit policies that have 

brought inflation back. 

A few years ago I quoted an historian to the effect that if we 

lose this way of ours--this way of freedom--history will record that 

those who had the most to lose did the least to prevent its happening. 

At that time the business community was under attack by the Bureau of 

Internal Revenue. Specifically, the bureau was issuing new regulations 

regarding tax deductibility of business travel expense, business enter

tainment and gifts to employees and customers. The bureau won by 

default. 

Actually, the issue was one of principle involving the very right 

of management to make business decisions. But business sat down with 
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they debated whether the travelling man could have f ilet mignon or the 

blue-plate special for lunch. Should the limit for deductible pur-

poses on gifts be $25 or $35. £7~~~;%~~~ Forgive me if I seem ~ . · , but 

I think business should have said to government, "So long as we are 

legitimately spending money in the belief that it helps produce a 

prof it, it is not any of government's business how much we spend. 11 

Those who refuse to defend themselves--who p::efer the easy path 

of appeasement are only feeding the crocodile, hoping he'll eat them 

last--but eat them he will. 
have 

So far I I talked about the private sector and its relationship 

to the federal gove~nment. Believe me 1 the temptation is to go on 

talking on a broad philosophical plane, but some instinct warns me that 

the curiosity involved in your invitation was in some measure curiosity 

about Ca:'...ifornia, its government and happenings generally in Sacramento. 
have 

If I,/ awelt over long on troubles besetting all of us before 

gett.ing to those peculiar to California and Califo:i:·nia 's govarnment, 

it was to guard against the experience of a gentleman who departed 

this earth from a point somewhere in Western Pennsylvania. Arriving 

at the Pearly G2tes he was greeted by St. Peter and given an indoc-

trination course during which he learned the heavenly old timers had 

. ""' a stor.y telling ring and were particularly interested in net_5omers 

t,.,·bo might have interesting earthly experiences to relate. He told 

St. Peter he was a cinch to go over big--he was the sole survivor in 

his town of the. Johnstown flood. Peter took him over to the group 

and gave him a flattering introduction and buildup. The Pennsylvanian 

stepped forward to begin his exciting story. At which point, Peter 

murmurred in his ear: "By the way, that old gt:Ly in the front row is 

a fellow· named Noah. 0 

You are too well informed for me to cite. statistics on 

California's industries, problems of urban sprawl or just plain 

explosive increase in population although some of the problems I 

inherited have to do with the latter. 

For the last eight years the government of California justified 

every increase in government spending as necessary to keep pace with 

the population increase. Unfortunately the budgets were growing each 

year twice as much as the percentage that could have been justified 

on the basis of growth and inflation.. The plain truth was Big Brother 

in Washington had a philosophical little brother in California. vJhen 
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~!ashington sneezed\ .... he "gesundheit" was heard :i:.n Sacramento. For a 

time tax revenues and accumulated surplus kept pace, but then in 1963 

the pace ·was too much and the administration began employing gimmicks 

to fuzz up the fiscal picture and more importantly, to avoid or post-

pone the painful choice between reduced spending and increased taxes. 

Their timing could not have been worsa from my standpoint. The 

final desperate gimmick was employed in the election year and as a 

result inherited by me in the middle of the fiscal year last January. 

The device used to obtain a one time windfall was a switch to an 

accrual bookkeeping system, not a bad thing in itself, but when 

unaccompanied by any provision to insure cash liquidity, it was nearly 

catastrophic. 

A pudget of nearly $5 billion for 12 months' spending was ado;~1'l-.~d 

to be funded by 14~ months' revenue plus $190 million of accumulated 

cash ~A~ich was tpent as revenue and another $194 million borrowed from 

various state funds which by California law could not be carried as a 

permanent debt. Hy· predecessor was spending as if he were practicing 

to be ·President .. 

At one point someone said - "Cheer up, things could be worse .. " 

So I cheered up and sure enough, they got worse. 

'l'!e of course had to restore fiscal stability' and present a bal

anced budget for the current year with no cash reserve to call upon 

and only 12 months• revenue for 12 months'' spending. 

Ue did it and without adopting any new taxes--of course we 
one 

raised the old ones about I billion dollars q But seriot1.sly, that is 

not our final answer to the EtXcessive cost of government. He believe 

government should cost less and the people should pay no more than 
l 

they can afford and no more than they are willing to pay • 

. The Creative Gociety remains our goal and vie pledge its implemen-

tation. Indeed, the beginning steps have been takeno Bu~ bringing 

simple common sense to bear on the fiscal chaos ,confronting us v.ras 

obviously a first priority, and common sense dictated cutting, 

squeezing and trimming to reduce as far as possible the rate of 

spending in the few months remaining before the end of the fiscal 

year. 
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The state had been increasing its number of employees between 4 

and SJ2 percent a year for eight years.. \le thought there were too many, 

but how to prove it without a lengthy study? Our decision \vaS tb put 

a freeze on hiring replacements for employees who retired or quit for 

any reason. The screams of anguish curdled your blood. But the wheels 

of government did not grind to a halt, there was no loss of efficiency 

and the annual 4 or 5 percent rate of increase in numbers of employees 

·was revex:sed. There are today 2~ percent fewer employees than when 

we starb~d .. 

Bu.s:t~ess and government are different we are told,· and busiri_ess 

pro-:::edu:t:e3 will no·::. meet the needs of government.. Being totally 

inexperienced I did not know that, so I kept on co:m.'llitting blunders. 

Pe discovered California had no plan for centralized purchase of 

automobiles, no central inventory1 no plan for selling or trading on 

an age Clr milectge basis. In fact, no one Jms:~.:T how many cars the 

state 01;med. Each department head was on his 01rm and some ·v-1ere buying 

ret:.dl... \!e put a freeze on that. Strangely e::iou~fh by May there 'l/.ras 

fox- 'Lhe first time :i.n t1~e memory of man a surplus of availab1r::: cars 

in the motor pools and the state's purchase of gasoline was reduced 

15 p:;:,rcent. S':>me of that, of course, might have "!:·~f".:ln due to another 

'l!iict.a.ke ·we made. 

It seems that many of our employees had a streak of tourist in 

them. rve put a freeze on out-of-state travel. wa did not say they 

couldn •t go, we said they would have to come :!.::-;. and get permission. 

The budget for out-of-state travel has been reduced 78 percent. 

Such ordinary, routine business procedures as centralized buying, 

standardizing of specifications and competitive bidding have been 

instituted and at last report have resulted in savings in excess of 

$20 million. 

Licenses issued by the state had a common expiration date 

resulting in long periods of near vacant office space and short periods 

of hectic hiring of temporary employees.. He are staggering the expir-

ation dates to even out the workload. 

Zveryone knows the ?hone company has a department that will come 

in, cheerfully listen to your phone problems and tell you what kind 
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of setup you need. Everyone Jcnows that except government .. 

so, we called on the phone company for that particular service 

and since ,.;e were a $16 million a year customer, they obliged.. They 

found people at adjoining des1cs with intercommunication .systems. He 

have now received notice our phone bill will be reduced by $2 million 

a year. 

not all the savings were in the million dollar class. In my own 

of £ice there was a sizeable supply of stationery bearing a name other 

than my ovm. Custom decreed it should be burned. Somehow the thought 

of all the unused stationery adding to the smog seemed shamefully· 

wasteful. Uow the girls in the office .. x 11 out that other name and 

type mine in--and do you know I get a certain amount of pleasure out 

o:E that .. 

But a Creative Society must do more than this, it must not only 

maJ.::r:;; a solemn declaration of goals and princ:i.ples"' but must effectbrely 

re;?resent each of its segments in the pursuit of the good of all. 

l'!·.13·:-. the Creative . Societv will attempt to re-esta"?-1lish is the vri.nci:ple 
.,,,.,~-. 

t·;,-..i·;: in the F.rnBrican federal system,, ithe sta.tcrn fr~ their prcp£ir 

constitutional sphere are independent from the national government. 

Sa{~·;uards, howeve.r, must be provided to ass-i::;:~e t.hat the stat.es 
I. 

t~·::::;m£3elves fully assume their responsibilities both social and 

e~onomic. The sovereignty of our states has bee~ dangerously eroded 

as hard pressed state governments reached eagerly for the handout of 

federal money. our slogan once was 0 '\rialk softly and carry a big 

stick.," l:1ow on the Potomac shore it's "t1alk softly and carry a big 

SOC]\.., u 

The 'creative Cocia_ty is concerned with state responsibility. 

Thare are problems in our society ~n~ich require attention and action. 

'l,his action, I believe, should be taken at the state level where a 

thorough understanding of the problem existso 

As society grows more complex 11 a.dministration should become 

kentralized. t1hile the problems facing agriculture in the Midwest 

share common elements with the problems of California*s agriculture, 

there are great dissimilarities which make rules from Washington 

difficult and at times imDossibla to apply equitably. The same holds 
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true for our urbnri problems, our problems of eaucation and other 

problems which face the people of the United States .. 

Finally, the Creative Society to function in the best interests 

of the people, requires the particination of the pc;:;aple. It recog-

nizes that no government can possibly find or afford an elite group 

of. individuals capable of making the right decis:i.ons affecting the 

market _?lace, the home ~nd all or c;;ven part of the ma.ny facets of our 

society and ot:r da.ily l:i..ves,. It recognizes instead that a socie'ty will 

be only as great as the potential of its people and, therefore'" govern-

ment mus-t call. u~:>on the genius a.nd the ability of the people for the 

solution of their problems. 

Now you ask - does it work? The answer is yes,. 

I:romediately after the Hatta riots., a Los Angeles businessman 

ga.thered a hundred of his associates together and challenged them to 

join him in fulfilling ~n1at he said was industry!s responsibility to 

provide employment.. He pointed out that what he was suggesting \'las 

good bus:tness.. Jobs were going begging because of a lack of s1cilled 

workers., Horkers were going on. 'Welfare because of a lac1~ of job skills, 

; . and this \·las especially true in the minority comrm.:rdties. Along with 

the high cost of this situation to both business and govern.~ant, we 

can add the vast waste.in economic benefits when· more than 10 percent. 

of the buying public has less than average purch:;;.sing power .. 

The businessmen of Los Angeles followed H .. C. :McClellan into the 

Watts area where they set up an er11.ployme!:'lt office o In sixteen months, 

17, 300 1J.ard core unemi;>loyed v1ere placed in jobs at an a .. .re.rage pay. of 

$2. 75 an hou+ {including irmmen).. !'lore than 2/3 of them stil.l hold 

those jobs and 1/2 of t.he other 1/3 have progressed to better jobs .. 

Thirty percent moved out of the a:::.-£a, proof that the walls of the 

so-called ghetto are economic~ 

l\.£ter the election I wei;.t to r;r" .McClellan and asked if he wo:.:r1d 

do state-wide uhat he had done in ilatts" He agreed and today has a 

full time 1.:10r1dnq ~'.)roqram ~:Jith 20.? 000 California employers involved 

and cooperating 1:1ith our .state employment office.. I!lcidentally, 

foundations and private citizens have pic1~ed up the tab for admini-

strative overhead so it is comple~ely independent of tax revenues. 
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In the months between November and January a year ago, a Blue 

Ribbon Committee of citizens took on the task of recruiting for my 

administration.. I did not think the Creative Society could be run by 

personnel of the type usually associated with the political spoils 

system.. This committee did not screen job seeJrnrs 1 it went out 

seeking men and ·women who could be persuaded to serve because they had 

the skill and experience necessary for a particular jobo In almost 

every instance those who accepted appointments did so at great personal 

sacrifice. Employers were persuaded to give leaves of absence to 

bright. y·~·i"i.mg junior executives--no one refused .. 

In the appointn-:m:t of judgesu that prize patronage plu:.-n of the 

governor• s office, the same policy prevails because poll.tics she.-. .. : 

play no part in the selection of those who ad.-rninister justice... Joint 

co:wn:'.. ttees of the ha.r 1 the judiciary and laymen screen s.nd rc.-r:-.a 

pc:::i:-pec·:.:tve judges and their recott.mendations ?.re a::::cepted. 

Then we come to government itself and the need to make 5-t modern ... 

pl~· ;.~:ressive an:l efficient. on invitation; m:;i.re than 250 of t.7:-i.e m~-;.:rt. 

:7t';.t,'.~: ~ssful pecple in our state voluntE:Jered and put in more t'hc:.n four 

months full .time,· organized into task forces according to their 

si;:~~:1:;i.lities 1 they included some of the top e:5-~.0.!Cut:L.;.res of ou.r 

la: <.;est indust:::ies .. These task forces went 
-? i 

i;:.:::: eT:ery agency and 

de..t,Jartment of government to see where modern 'busi:.1ess practices 

co·u.ld be utilized to maJ~e go...,ernment more efficier~t and more economical. 

They ranged from hotel man?igemen.t to data processir-.i.g. For example, 

hot.Bl men looked at: prisons and institutions to see where housekeeping 

and kitchen chores could be upgraded .. 

He have received 1800 specific recommendations which we are now 
I 

c~l.":i: ala ting. Some will require legislatiori--some \'le have already put 

into action by executive order. For example, one team discovered that 

no one in state government had ever applied a formula of how much floor 

s~ace is required per employee for employees doing similar work. And 

yet the state has in process a giant building program in the capitol. 

As a result of this team•s effort we cancelled entirely the 

construction scheduled for last summer of a ten story building. The 

savings, $4.3 million. Total floor space for all branches of state 
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government is 9 miL .. J.on square feet. By a:.'.)ply:t.ug normal private 

business standards, it is being reduced to 7 million square feet. 

In our giant highway building program, $110 million worth of 

free·1;.ray and hight'.Jay projects are being started one year in advance of 

schedule financed by savings in administrative overhead in the depart-

ments financed by the gas tax. 

Another citizen task force has completed a study of our tax 

structure and has presented recommendations for a complete overhaul 

and tax reform. 

For every _unsolved problem there are ten people out there eager 

to help if someone will only point the way., By "out there" I do not 

mean in California out there all over America. The Creative Society 

is government of and by as well as for the people. 

An Ohio doctor ·wrote; "For one shining glorious moment of his-

tory, we had the key and the open door and the ~;Jay was there before 

us·. 1\.nd men threw off the yoke of centuries and thrust forward along 

that ·way tdtli. such brilliance that for a little while we were the 

light and the inspiration of the world.. And now the key has been 

thrm.vn a·way 1 the door is closing and ·we are losing the way." 

We can rediscover that way. We can remind ourselves and those 
l 

in government who have lost faith in the simple verities that the 

most profound words in the constitution are but three in number--

"He the people." Government is our creature, established by us for 

our convenience and \·Je can leave no more valuable legacy to our 

children than the restoration of the A..i'Uerican dream • 

,, 
.. fl. ., ·,,· 

(Note : Since Governor Reagan spea}~s from notes,. there may be 
additions to, or changes in, the above. However, 
Governor ~eagan will stand by the above quotes.) 
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It is certainly no secret that for more than twenty years I was 

involved directly in organized labor as an officer and board member of 

a union. During that period I renresented the membership at the 

negotiating table and I take oride in my-record of service. That· 

pride extends to the rank and file of organized labor--the working men 

and women of this co11ntry. I know them to be as fair-mi!lded and 

patriotic as any citizens of our land. 

When one talks of labor it is necessary to differentiate between 

the rank and file and the hierarchy of labor, that power elite which 

has gradually increased its control over the membership and whose 

members now take political stands and make pronouncements in the name 

of labor when in truth the rank and file have not been consulted as 

to their views. 

( - Never have I felt that labor or any other· particular group of 

citizens should have an extra or special claim upon government or be 
J_ 

granted favored treatment. 

But what is the situation today? At the recent AFL-CIO convention 

in Florida, President George Meany made it unmistakably clear that 

the ruling clique of organized labor considers itself as much a part 

of the administration in Washington as the State Deuartment or the 

Department of Defense. 

There was visible support for that contention. The President of 

the United States, the Vice President, five cabinet members and a 

,_'1:tost of lesser officials paraded across the pla.tform. Labor Secretary 

Wirtz gave the affair its proper coloration when he said, "I'm 

delighted to be here at this first joint convention of the AFL-CIO and 

the President's Cabinet". 

Labor's public relations director smilingly asked a representative 

of one of our largest corporations, "When was the last time a President 

of the United States addressed one of your stockholders' meetings?" 
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Now who will declare that our President, sworn to represent all 

of us equally, has not in truth subtracted from some .Americans in 

order to grant suecial favor to others? The Quid Pro Quo being 

political SU?~ort. 

I have long been concerned about government and what has seemed 

to be a relentless inch by inch encroachment on or usurpation of 

rights traditionally held to be the proper possession of the peo~le. 

Now, I am a 9art of government, a formally elected member of 

the Establishment--a funny thing happened to me on the way to 

Death Valley. From the inside looking out the view hasn't changed. 

If anything, my concern about government's increased growth and 

power is even greater. 

Some who have been in government a very long time as a part 

of the uermanent structure of government seem to develop an ar~ogance 

--2--
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that leads them to claim~jumo the inherent right of the citizen to ._,· . 

I 
freedom of choice. And/have learned at first hand how savage can 

be their angry resistance to any a.ttem~)t to reduce the size and 

power of goverr1ment. I have also learned that size and r;>ower can be 

reduced and its reduction will be hailed by the people of whatever 

party. 

At the moment,. there appears to be a i;:>anic fear afloat in the 

air1 partly due to a feeling of helplessness, a feeling that govern-

ment is now a separate force beyond their control, that their voices 

echo unheeded in the vast and multitudinous halls of government. 

I do not remember a time when so many Americans, regardless of 

their economic or social standing, have been so suspicious and 

ap~rehensive of the aims, the credibility and the competence of 

the Federal Establishment. There is a question abroad in the land, 

"Wnat is happening to us? Where is the country headed?" It is as 

if we have lost any sense of national pur?ose. Particularly if we 

subscribe to the belief that our national purpose is to assure the 

ultimate in individual liberty consis.tent with law and order .. 

In the midst of material affluence on a scale unequalled in 

history~ we have become a divided people. In many quarters, there 

is a defeatist and embittered mood of having been let down.. Even 

the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare has admitted out 

loud that "we are in deep trouble as a peoole", and he hinted 

darkly at possible repressions to come4 unless the anarchists among 

us are put downo 
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It is not in my mind to blame the government of the hour for all 

the evils that presently beset us: for the uncertainties that blur 

Ame~ican prospects; and for the dissensions within that have made 

shambles of the American rr.eaning in the world. 

The fault lies with all of us. As a nation, we have let ourselves 

be gulled into believing that tolerable solutions to our problems would 

b·:= forthcoming in good times; that the Arner ican productivity and inve1 

tive genius would yield the essential means for surmountin9 all our 

difficulties, whether in the city slums of America or in the rice 

paddies of Southeast Asia. We were to have an instant tomorrow for a 

dollar down and heaven only knows how much a month. 

Something called the New Economics was to take charge. Through a 

skillful tuning of monetary and fiscal policies, and a sensitive 

balancing of wage-price guidelines, the economy was to be orchestrated 

into a state of full employment at an ever-rising rate of productivity 

which would satisfy all the important national needs without dangerous 

inflation, and at a diminishing cost of operating the federal 

establishment, relative to an ever-mounting gross national product. 

But somehow the music is off-key and one wonders if perhaps the 

violinists have just been fiddling around. 
not 

The economy has / behaved according to the plan •. Suddenly the 

intended order of' things has been reversed. In the midst of what 
.. , 

statistically looks to be the most prosperous period Americans have 

everknown, the books have begun to show alarming debits. 

Wide circulation is given to the prophecy by Lord Thomas Macaulay 

one hundred years ago that in the mid-20th century the destruction of 

our society and way of life would occur as it occurred for Rome in the 

5th century. Less quoted is his excellent advice to governments 

everywhere: 

"Our rulers will best promote the improvement of the people by 

confining themselves to their own legitimate duties, by leaving capital 

to find its most lucrative course, commodities their fair price, 

industry and intelligence their natural reward, idleness and folly 

their natural punishment, by diminishing the price of the law, by 

maintaining peace, by defending property and by observing strict 

economy in every department of the state. Let government do this and 

the people will assuredly do the rest." 
have we / hardly been observing strict economy in every department 

have 
of the state and certainly, we'/ failed to let capital find its most 
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One arm of government has ruled that tobacco is injurious to 

heal th and must so state on each and every package. At the same time. 

another arm subsidizes the growing of tobacco and a third orders 

television to give equal time to those who want to reolv to or offer 
.1,, ...., 

dissent to advertising protesting the sale of tobacco. Perhaps the 

f;;:imiliar line 11 we pause one moment to hear from. our sponsor" ·will 

be changed to· 11pausing two moments to hear from the sponsor 2nd a 

fellow who happened by." 

The nationa 1 accounts are out of balance.. Government I .0. U. 's 

cannot be honored from the reserves immediately at hand. On that 

account, the governmGnt is now compelled to call for a sharp reduction 

in private American investment abroad, for an embargo on foreign 

travel by its citizens and for the beginnings of a furtive but none-

the-less real U.S. military withdrawal from Europe. 

As an American I find this embarrassing to say the least. What 

is there to be said in defense of a government which, while presiding 

over a society capable of producing goods and services in the value 

of $300 billion annually and leading all the rest of the world in 

technology, no longer is able to let its citizens travel and do busi-

ness freely in the world simply because the government itself failed 

( to Keep its means and its programs in financial balance? 

It is fine and necessary for changing generations to dream and 
} 

cast up new visions of society. But always at some point the 

accountants have to put in an appearance so that the books can be 

honestly balanced. 

The only sensible course of action is for tha government to face 

up to and de'a1 bravely with the primary course of the trouble--the top 

heavy spending programs and the extravagant credit policies that have 

brought inflation back. 

A,few years ago I quoted an historian to the effect that if we 

lose this way of ours--this way of freedom-~history will record that 

those who had the most to lose did the least to prevent its happening. 

At that time the business community was under, attack by the Bureau of 

Internal Revenue. Specifically, the bureau was issuing new regulations 

regarding tax deductibility of business travel expense, business enter-

tainment and gifts to employees and customers. The bureau won by 

default. 

Actually, the issue was one of principle involving the very right 

of management_ to make business decisions. But business sat down with 



they debated whether the travelling man could have filet mignon or the 

blue-plate special for lunch. 

poses on gifts be $25 or $35? 

Should the limit for deductible pur-

,_P/-C:Sv y i::.:w :5 

Forgive me if I seem-p-Pes-Hmptieu~, but 

I think business should have said to government# 11 80 long as we are 

legitimately spending money in the belief that it helps oroduce a 

i:;>rofit, it is not any of government's business how much we spend. 11 

Lose who refuse to defend themselves--who prefer the easy path 

of appeasement are only feeding the crocodile, hoping he'll eat them 

last--but eat them he 'will. 

For the last eight years the government of California justified 

every increase in government s9ending as necessary to kee9 pace with 

the population increase. Unfortunately the budgets were growing each 

year twice as much as the percentage that could have been justified 

On the basis of growth and inflation. ~e plain tr:th was Big Brother 

in Washi~gton had a philosophical little brother in California. ~en 
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~Jashington snee::;ed the "gesundheit" was heard in Sacramento .. 

( 
For a 

time tax revenues and accumulated surplus kept pace, but then in 1963 

the pace was too much and the administration began employing gimmic1cs 

to fuzz up the fiscal picture and more importantly, to avoid or post-

pone the painful choice between reduced spending and increased taxes .. 

Their timing could not have been worse ;from my standpoint.. The 

final desperate ginunick was employed in the election year and as a 

·result in:1erited by me in the middle of the fiscal yea...:: last January. 

The device used to obtain a one time windfall was a swi~ch to an 

accrual bookkeeping system, not a bad thing in itself, but when 

unaccompaliied by a!1.y'provision to insure cash liquidity; it was nearly 

catastrophic .. 

A budget of nearly $5 billion for 12 months' spending was adopted 

to be funded by 14~ months' revenue plus $190 million of accu.mulated 

cash which was spent.as revenue and another $194 million borrowed from 

various state funds ~nlich by California law could not be carried as a 

permanent debt. 1-'ly predecessor was spending as if he were practicing 

to be President. 

At one point someone said - "Cheer.up things could be worse.," 

So I cheered up and sure enough, they got worseo 

He of course had to restore fiscal stability and present a bal-

anced budget for the current year with no cash reserve to call upon 

and only 12 months' revenue for 12 months' spending. 

tle did it and without adopting any new taxes--of course we 
one 

raised th~ old ones about I billion dollarso But seriously, that is 

not our final answer to the excessive cost of government. Ue believe 

government should cost less and the people should pay no more than 

they can afford and no more than they are willing to pay. 

The Creative Gociety remains our goal and ·we pledge its implemen--

tation. Indeed, the beginning steps have been taken. But bringing 

simple common sense to bear on the fiscal chaos confronting us was 

obviously a first priority, and common sense dictated cutting, 

squeezing and trimming to reduce as far as possible the rate of 

S?ending in the few months remaining before the end of the fiscal 

year. 
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But a creative Society must do more than this, it must not only 

make a solemn declaration of goals and principles, but must effectively 

ret;>resent each of its segments in the pursuit of the good of all. 

What the Creative Society will attempt to re-establish is the principle 

that in the American federal system, the states in their proper 

constitutional sphere are indeoendent from the national government. 

Safeguards~ however# must be provided to assure that the states 

themselves fully assume their responsibilities both.social and 

economic. The sovereignty of our states has been dangerously eroded 

as hard pressed s;ate governments reached eagerly for the handout of 

federal money. kur slogan once was "walk softly and carry a big 

stick. 11 Now on the ~tomac shore it's "walk softly and carry a big 

sock." 

The Creative Society is concerned with state responsibility. 

There are problems in our society which require attention and action. 

This action, I believe, should be taken at the state level where a 

thorough understanding of the problem exists. 

As society grows more comolex, administration should become less 
i ' -

centralized. While the problems facing agriculture in the Midwest 

share com.man elements with the problems of California's agriculture, 

there are gl!eat dissimilarities which make rules from Washington 

difficult and at times impossible to apply equitably. The same holds 

true for our urbap problems, our problems of education and other 

problems which face the people of the United States. 

Finally, the Creative Society to function in the best interests 
' 

of the people, requires the participation of the people. It recog-

nizes that no government can possibly find or afford an elite group 

of indiv:i.dua.ls ca9able of making the right decisions affecting the 

market place1
, the home and a 11 or even part of the many facets of our 

society and our daily lives. It recognizes instead that a society will 

be only as great as the 9otential of its people and, therefore, 

government must call upon the genius and the ability of the people 

for the solution of their oroblems. 



For every unsolved problem there are ten 9eople out there eager 

to helo if someone will only point the way. By "out there,. I do not 

mean in California - out there all over J1merica. The Creative Society 

is government of and by as well as for the peo?le. 

v( Ohio doctor wrote: 11 For one. shining glorious moment of 

history, we had the key and the open door and the way was there 

before us. And men threw off the yoke of centuries and thrust forward 

along that way with such brilliance that for a little while we were 

the light and the inspiration of the worldo And now the key has been 

thrown away# the door is closing and we are losing the way." 

We can rediscover that way.. We can remind ourselves and those 

in government who have lost faith in the simple verities that the 

most profound words in the constitution are but three in number--

11We t~e peo9le"o ~ernment is our creature, established by us for 

our convenience and we can leave no more valuable legacy to our 

children than the restoration of the American dream. 

###41=#### 

(Note: Since Governor Reagan s9eaks from notes, there ma.y be 
additions to, or changes in,• the above. Hmvever, 
Governor Reagan.will stand by the above quotes.) 
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I would like to talk to you about what we in California are trying 

to do---it is called the Creative Society~ Now; I am sure that hearing 

that title may have caused some of you to jump to the conclusion tha.t 

perhaps I chose the term 11 Creative Society" as a kind of play on words 

and a play off against the "Great Society.," And you are absolutely 

correct. But because· this is a non-partisan affair, let me hasten to 

.add that I have no ~r:.arrel with the goals of the Great Societyo 

All of us, I am sure# regardless of Party, oppose human misery and 

deprivation. We feel the need to relieve poverty, improve educationv 

solve unemploymcnt 11 insure decent housing 11 and provide medical care and 

equal opportunityo But just so you won't forget which side I am on, let 

me s2,y that I don• t think the Great Society offers the only way or even 

the best way of achieving those goals. In fact, I don•t think the Great 

S·:1ciety could do any of those things and remain a 11 freen society~ That 

~ .. makes the price too high .. 

The problem is not new. Government talks political equality and 

ends up trying for economic equality. And in so doing, it moves more 

and more toward a centrally managed economy. Lord Thom2s Macaulay 11 the 
J 

same Thomas Macaulay who, 100 years ago, predicted the middle of this 

century would see this system of ours grind to a halt, gave some pretty 

good advice to those who serve in governments.. He said 11 our rulers will 

best promote the improvement of the people by confining themselves to 

their own legitimate duties, by leaving capital to find its most 

lucrative course; commodities their fair price: industry and intelligence 

their natural reward; idle and folly their natural punishment, by 

diminishing the price of the la'<\', by maintaining peace, by defending 

property and by observing strict economy in every department of the 

1tate.. Let governa'lent do this and the people will assuredly do the 

·resto 11 

A .fede=al agency recently ruled that television must give equal 

time for opponents of smoking to reply t0 the cigare~te ads on 

television.. But th2 government continues at the sa.:ne time to subsidize 

the production of tobacco. Fede~al limits are advocated for the size 

and shape and weight and the promotional practices of manufacturers. 
They are urged by administration leaders at almost every session of 
Congress. -1-
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Government follo\._, policies that drain away uur gold supply and then 

it interferes with private business and the investments that private 

business makes abroad---even though private business is at least 

responsible for half a billion dollars of the favorable trade balance 

that at least is holding up a little bit the outflow of gold. 

Under the guise of fighting poverty, a number of programs have 

become competitive with the private sector in the field of law and 

employme~t services to name a £ewo And in one small community recently, 

government even set up a newspaper on almost a metropolitan scale with 

a staff of 23. Then they bought 20 Polaroid cameras for the staff of 

23. 

Is government leaving capital to find its most lucrative course? 

Commodities their fair price? The federal government has ruled that 

the American Telephone & Telegraph rate of return is limited to 7 to 

7~ percento Granted that AT&T is a monopoly 6 a public utility subject 

to government regulation. But the FCC ordered lowered tariffs and at 

the same time flatly fixed the maximum over the overall prof it pe=centage 

And when government took this action, more than three million share-

holders of the bluest of the_blue-chip stocks took a billion dollar 

loss on their investment. 
\ 

Not too.long ,ago the same government whose deficit spending and 

deliberate policy of planned inflation now threatens us with wildfire, 

runaway inflation asked eight major oil companies to rescind a one 
; / 

cent a gallon increase on gasoline and they did it 11 in the national inter· 

est for stable prices. 11 Well, strangely enough, gasoline before taxes 

is cheaper today than it was 10 years ago.. Bc.t the gc:..soline tax has 

gone up 19 percent in these 10 yearso 

Ne once had a slogan, "Speak softly 2.nd carry a big e:;tick.'o" Now 

on the shores of the Potomac the slogan is 11 speak softly and carry a 

big sock .. 11 F..nd what have any of us in government or in business been 

doirlg to prevent this destruction of the fr~estp the most virile economic 

system ever implemented by man? 

If we lose this way of ours--this way of freedom--history will · 

record that those who had the most to lose did the least tc prevent its 

happening. When the Bureau of Internal Revenue made its assault on 

b~siness gifts and entertainment expenses, how did business defend 

itself? It lost the battle before it started and lost it by default. 

Business sat down with government as if at a bargaining table and 

debated whether the travelling businessman should be allowed filet-

mignon or be limited to the blue-plate special. Whether the tax 



· ,deduc:tion for gifts f the business employee or { ;spective customer 

should be $25 or $35, the issue was one of principle, not amount. Why 

didn 1 t business say 11 so long as we are legitimately spending money in 

the belief that it helps produce a profitu it is not any of government•s 

business how much we spend. 11 

Those who still refuse to defend themselves, who prefer a path of 

appeasement, who hope that perhaps by smiling.and holding out a h2nd 

they can get a little favor that someone else isn't getting from 

government, are only feeding the crocodile hoping it will eat them 

last. But eat them it will. 

Government has legitimate functions and there is a large area :for 

public good. that is served by cooperation between goverr.ment and the 

private sector.. But this does not include government assuming the 

privileges and the prerogatives of management. 

I ran for office on the theory that governr.:tent does not rule, it 

does not lecture: but it leads., it cooperates., it listens, and instead of 

taking power into its own hands, it turns to the people for the answer 

to as many problems as the people can provideo And I would like to 

give you a little report how well that government "of" and goverri..ment 

nby" the people really works if you set your mind to it. 
i 

In the past several months we have done a nu.l!lber of things 
( 

\. consistent with our belief that in a creative society there are many 

·=:;.i.~ctions now performed by government. that perhaps can be better 

performed by using the full genius and the,power and .the ability of the 

people. Often these who classify themselves more liberally-oriented 

than I am--and that leaves a lot of room--have accused this administra-

tion of being business oriented. They are co::-rect on the basis of two 

facts that some of them never learned. One i~ that businesses do not 

pay taxes, people do. The other is that government does not make jobs, 

business and industry do. 

iFor these reasons we are doing everything possible to create 
\ 
\ 

conditions to insure that business and industry can expand and meet 

their job needs in a growing population in California. At the same 

time, we are trying to give Californians, the taxpayers, the people, as 

frugal and as efficient a government as possible. Neither of the jobs 

can be done overnight. We inherited government machinery a year ago 

that was spending more than a million dollars a day, over and above the 

state's revenue. In fact, my p~edecessor was ~pending so much money 

that I thought he was practicing to be President. 

-3-



'Now thare has a{. -YS been a lot of controve~i::>Y as to whether or 

not government actually can be run like business. Well, I believe that 

government can afford only what it can pay for and should afford only 

what the people are willing to pay for. But proving that government 

can employ modern business practices is a little bit like rubbing your 

turnmy and patting your head at the same time.. And in these last few 

months I have discovered how savage can be the angry resistance of som>"' 

in government when you try to make any change or reduce the size and 

power of government. But I also have discovered that the size and 

power of government can be reduced. You see, being totally inexperienced. 

I had not learned all the things that you could not do. 

In my inexperience I found out that a governor has the right to 

veto some of the poverty programs that come across his desk for his 

state. Of course, the federal government reserves the right to override 

the veto if it wants to, but also in my inexperience, I had not learned. 

that you are not really expected to exercise this veto. So I went aheap 

and exercised it. 

I was told, for example, of one program that was going to put the 

hardcore unemployed in a county to work clearing our op0n park-like 

lands in California. I had no quarrel with that goal, but then I 

discovered they were going to put 17 of the hardcore unemployed to work 

and more than half of the money was going to go for seven administrators 

to make sure that the 17 got to work on -t-:Lme,,. So y.•e ve·!:-.·•)ed it.. There 

was another program that we vetoed that was going to co::;t us quite a 

sum of money and it looked like it was a training course for picketers 
any more of 

and demonstrators. And if there is one t:1i::~·::: we Cc; not. need/in 

California, it is demonstrators. 

This system of ours was never inter..C:.: ... d to be mo:7,opo2.5.zed by a 

hierarchy of ~areer statesmen or governme::1t p:t_ ·;·£ese j_:,1J.=1ls permanently 

structured by ·:::.v~.l service., This uniq';.:: w:.7 ;:;f ct.:rG was int2'nded to 

be constantly sc:::.··..:.t+:.inized by the people---t1~is is ·the secret that we 

hc.ve overlook00. t.)O long in this sys terr. uf 01.:_t..'s.. :'."~ wo::-ks best when 

every once i in a while--from the ranks of thz cit:Lzei!r:x·-·-':.h3 ir:experienb-..: 

citizen just 'b:::ings the fresh ai:.:-, som8 com:non sense and e:T1eryday 

thinking to the p:roblen1s of. governme::Yt... Now p:c:::bably nothing has been 

so self-eviclent in t::.i3 wo::i:-!_d in t.he past a3 the apati1y tr1at beset our 

people, 011r wil:::..ingnc::::s to let C>::;orge do i.-t.:.. !:·1.::w den 't read a:r..y 

endorsemer<'.: int.C> t:1at. fo:r- :..r;;G8 becaus2 this is ;;;, no~p:~rt~_:-2n rr.;el:ing. 
t:1.at th.=;re is no 

But I think tr.at. : can safely say aft.e:;:- a li tt~e mo::rs th<:.:: a "}Cr.:-:/ 

apathy now on the part of Californians in regard to govezn.~ent. 



We set out to kel'f/ our campaign promises and( ice the people got 

over the shock they kind of took to the idea. Government, to start 

with, cannot compete in the market for talent with private business, 

but there is a way that government can compete and that is by asking 

private business to taJ(e a hand in government. One of the first things 

we did after the election and in the months before we took off ice was 

to appoint a committee of leading citizens of our state. It was a 

recruiting committee and it worked virtually full time, not just 

screening applicants. vve did not want the }~ind of peop2.e to head up 

our agencies and our bureaus and our departments who mig~t tu=n out to 
' 

be empire builders and place an undue importance on those agencies .. 

We wanted men and wo~en from civilian life who had no intention of making 

govern..~ent their career, and who would if possible discover that m~ybe 

they could do without the agency they were chosen to heado This blue 

:i::-ibbon citizens i:ornmittee twisted the arms of employers throughout the 

state and came back with one of the finest groups of private citizens 

you have ever seen to come in and take over these jo"bs.. Many of them 

admittedly came only for a year or two. Theu we will let someone else 

take a tu~·n at it. But we do have a type of pe::-son:n.el running thos'S! 

positions in our government that is unequalled in any state in the 

union in any time in our history. 

At the same time that we assembled this team, we took off ice and 

\.;e had to deal with deficit spending. We set a goal to reduce it by 

at least $20 million by the end of the fiscal year a'few months awayo 

We had to grab at the few things we could see itrJnediate\y as a way 

of saving money. We discovered, for example, that common, everyday 

business practices so familiar to you in your work were virtually 

unknovm in government.. No one in the state of California knew how 

many automobiles we owned. There was no system. of disposing of them on 

a mileage or an age basis. We found that depar~~ent heads bought cars 

at retail so we put a freeze on the purchasinq of new automobiles until 
! ' : 

we cov.ld find out what was going on.. The angry screams would have torn 

your heart. And yet in about three months we received reports back that 

... or ·the first time in the history of the automobile in California, we 

.1aa a surplus of cars in our motor pools, over and above the employees• 

demands. Part of this was beca.use we also put a free;:~e 0:-:. out-of-state 

tr0.vel by state employees o We reduced the budge.-:. for that particular 

function by 78 percent. ~'J'e also discovered that fo.r eignt years our 
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·state government had ...,..;en increasing its number ch: employees from four 

to five percent a year, five and one-half percent the year before we 

took office.. So we put a freeze on rehir.ing repla~ements for those ·who 

lef·t government service. viie wanted to see how far down we could take 

it before the cracks began to appear in efficiency. Well, the freeze 

is still on. No cracks appeared, we stopped the growth and we have 

fC'W81:" employees in the state than there were v.rhen we started in January 

of 1967. 

we wondered why a private firm could come in and offer to take 

over our building maintenance for us and do it more cheaply than it was 

being done by the stateo So we decided to do a little digging. In 

the end we ·simply adopted the private maintenance standards that are 

used in private business for five of our buildings---using our state 

employees. As a result of this new procedure, we are now effecting 

savings totalling $750,000 a year. 

\;fe cqnsolidated buying. we took to more competitive bidding. 

~\Te standardized specifications and we saved millions of dollars on the 

purchase of supt'.!lies. We bought high speed tires for the highway patrol 

and the bill was $141,000 less than the previous year simply because we 

changed the method of buying. 

· "i·rnen I took off ice there was a great big stack of stationery in 

my office. It had another fellow's name on it. I thought the height of 

it denoted a certain amount of optirniurn. But when the janitors came in 

one day and decided to burn it, I just coU:ldn 1 t stand it. I have some 

stationery with my name on it but I figured there must be a lot of 

inte:cof f ice correspondence where this can be used. So the girls just 

c~ossed out that name and typed mine in~ And you know I got a certain 

amount of pleasure out of -C.hato Oi.:i.r stat~1 used to rnt out an official 

state map with the governor• s picture on :i t---at le;:.f't my predecessor• s 

Well.~ this gcvernor • s pie tu~='·' ~.': i __ ;_ '. no·i- -~"· :1n t-:-.e s·ta·c' ..... r"-ps . . - ... -- - . . = , .. ;. • 
i 

As a matter of fr.:~t the:ce a:i:en' t any s ca';e ~aps a::\~. that save.:1 $:!..92. 000. 

if VVl.l co:;.;e ·;:.~.J· Cali' £or::::11· ""' .• stop at ·1c·~.1 .• ·r.' nea .... ~--t ·'~ · ~·'-at.; ·~ t 1 ""' .. . - "''. J. .... .;...:. .1..t. •• . - •- ~ ••• o .. -~- H-Y 

will be happy to ~ive you one. 

So we gathered t·:!e m:1:.,t su ;,_;essful p:::·ofez;,:i::mal and business. and 

industrial men and women in th0 r:;ta.te. of Californj ;,i .r..ogetl:er and told 

them of an idea we had, vve told them th::tt up until nowr JOVernment 
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had asked everything c.( :hem but blood, and we wex: now asking blood, 

their blood.. We told them what we wanted was not just the serving on 

a committee or a name on a letterhead. We wanted the most successful 

people in our state in a number of lines of activity to give up literally 

their homes, their careersp their businesses, their professions, for 

from four to six months full t.irne---professions ranging from data 

processing to hotelkeeping. ;qe wanted them to volunteer for t2.sk. 

forces under a business management-consultant firm ar.d an executive 

comrnittee. For the next six months, they worked eight-hour days and 

five-day weeks---going into every agency and department of state 

government to tell us how modern business practices could be put to work 

to make government :nore efficient, more businesslike, mora economical. 

7hey also raised the money it took for the administrative overhead so 

~hat it did not cost the tax-payers one penny. Their rep0rt--after six 

mon·i:hs of work--will be made public early ne~{t month. 

We are already putting into effect some of the things that they 

hc.\re found. For example, hotel men went into the prisons--not to tell 

a warden how to run a priso:i.1 11 but to look at the kitchen, dining room 

2nd housekeeping chores. As hotel men who had to run these places for 

a p1:ofit, they could tell us what we were doing wrong. 

We discovered, for another example, that many licenses issued 
/: 
\, })y the state expire on the same date. We had vast office space that 

w:ls standing vacant most of the year. Then there was that. great rush 
. . 

for temporary employees and the confusion at the end of the year when the 

ex-piration date came around. We have staggered these expiration dates 

throughou:: the year on a regular basis so that we vJill have one work 

force and a continuous work load throughout t.he yes:;: .. 

We also discovered that no one in gover~:i.cent had ever applied to 

government. the principle or standards of floor spac.e per employee that 

:lo::,._ use in private business. They just went out anc1 built public 

bui,ldings or leased them and filled them with peop!_e without realizing 
\ 

;,1'.):": much floor spa.ce was needed. So we start,3".i a::_:;:~·!lyinq to st.ate 

government those standards ·that you use in private business and we were 

able last summer to tear up the contracts and not construct. a $4-, 300,. 000 

building because bv :.1uttir~g u~ .. e employees cl::;.ser together in the 

::;-..lildings we now have, a new building was not need8d then or in the 

f•::,.;:eseeat.le future o In a 14-story building already under construction, 

the interior was altered a little bit using the same space standards. 

It now will house 1,051 more employees. By the end of the year we will 

have reduced off ice space held by the state from nine million to seven 
mi 11 inn Rm1dre feet._ -7-
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\,...; f0und out th<L our phone bill was $16!z mi ... Lion a year. No one 

had supervised iti no one had ever thought to go to the phone company 

for their experts who explain what kind of a phone system is needed. 

vve found out that we have people with adjoining desks who had 

communicating systems. They had lights on their phones so that the 

fellow could sit and look at the light and tell whether the fellow beside 

him was using the phone. That cost two dollars per phone a month extra .. 

Now they can turn their head and look. Our phone bill will now be 

\ $2 million less than it was before .. 

\ 

Every year--perhaps it is true in your state as it was in ours--th~ 

papers would report the.number of highway and freeway project9 that 

would be delayed for a year or so because of higher costs of right-of

way o Last year we were able to announce that on the basis of savings 

already affected in the departments financed by our gasoline tax, we 

were able to start $99 million worth of highway projects one year in 

advance. 

Our agriculture department has started a long-needed rabies research 

department totally financed by the savings that they affect within their 

own budget. We are rotating department heads just as you do in private 

business to give a fellow a new slant at someone else's job---to find 

out what a new viewpoint might discover. We discovered, for example, 

that different processing of licensees' applications will reduce the 

time from 39 days to seven to 10 days because someone completely 

inexperienced in their field took a new look at it .. 

We are going to contract out some of our state printing jobs 

because we found out the state printing off ice was not equipped to do 

some of the job~ as economically as private enterprise. 

As you know,· California is engaged in the great'.'.<:>t water progra..'U. 

in the history of mankind and we are moving more wat<-?.:i: farther than nan 

'!n.s f:vr.:,:: ;}.:me.. At th~ s?,I".!O time, we are going tc :.·.·c.··~: :it:J.ltiple use of 

t".::.e :;:eservoirs created.. ~he largest eartb.-filleG. 1 '::1!.n is at. 0:·:-0v:' :. ~.~' 2.nd 

to §.evelop r.;ecrea::.ional fai:·ilities, but not in compe·::.ition with private 

resort ope.:i:;;'.".:o:::-::, In :..":001.~·.';~a.tion with !.'iv~.te business and ::2-";1ate 

investors there will be mr._:.'~·,.,. tr.can two doJ:i.a::_·s c:: private c..,, .r:." i ~,., ~ invez t~d 

fox- every one dollar of state spending.. vile are going to be able to 

cater in the recreational areas to the sleeping bag camper as well as 

to the people who want to live in luxury hotels.. We are goins to begin 

instituting this plan in all our recreational and -park areas .. 
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,Several years age( ?.lifornia entered into ar.\ ·reement with our 

federal aid program to supply technical aid to Chile. ~'hen my adminis-

tration took office, the State Department began to throw some roadblocks 

in our way until finally we got the hint. Realizing the climate had 

changed---we discovered Little Brother no longer lived in Sacramento as 

far as Big Brother in 'Washington was concerned--so, we just cancelled 

out that program. That is, we cancelled only ,the part sponsored by the 

federal governmento We are going to continue with our own Aid to 

Chile program. '~'Ve cannot engage in a formal program. We cannot spend 

any dollars we do not have. But California does have peQple with 

know-how, so we went the task force route again and I appointed a 

civilian task force., f!i!e think they will respond with a people-to-people 

program. We are going to start with agriculture. Despite the mild 

climate, the good soil a:r1d enough water, Chile is desperately short of 

food.. California., on the other hand, has developed the world's richest 

agricultural economy and we are going to make our know-how and 

technology available to Chile. The people dmm there will be given 

proper incentive and leadership and perhaps this can spread throughout 

the states and perhaps we can do a little better with helping our 

neighbors across the seas. 

Not all of the c~eative Society efforts are directed towards , 

streamlining the bureaus and agencies. V\1hen we had the terrible riots 

in the ~·fatts area a few years ago, one of our indust:;:-ialists--Chad 

McClellan--went in while there was smoke i~ the air and gathered 

together his fellow industrialists. He said we cannot solve all the 

social pr.cblems; but there is a problem we can sol~e. We have jobs to 

give so t~ey organized 2600 industrialists in the Los Angeles area and 

within a 16-month period these businessmen o:::i their o\m set up shop and 

put 17,800 of the hardcore unemployed in the Watts area into private 

E·n·':8rprise jobs .. 

I contacted Ch:-1d Mcc:ellan and asked him if he would take this 

eve.·( on a statewide basi~; and '.:"his he has doneo 

We had another task force of financial experts who studied our 

entire tax structure with the idea of having a tax structure that just 

is not L',:p:;r after :.:::~yer that :ias been piled .:i,p over the past but 

r~ther a tax st:i:-uct.·u.:::-e th::-.t will be· geared to our economy. We do not 

1;,:::::ve a mo~1opoJ.y on the Creative Society.. All over the land poopJe are 

finding c:.:;t so b.ltions to problems. 
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'~1hat are the otr{ .'greater unsolved problemL .:hat government has 

assumed as its total jurisdiction? ttousins_ is one. I do not offer this 

as a solution, but let me just throw it out for thought. We know that 

public housing is a failure and we know that in most of our cities the 

greatest area of crime is the area of public housing. We know that 

in public housing they use the halls and the elevators for toilets .. 

We know how a man refuses a raise or refuses an improved job because it 

will put him above the salary bracket so he cannot continue to live in 

public housing. 

Why hasn't anyone ever asked how did suburbia succeed? Why hasn't 

someone thought. that perhaps the answer is _m::-ivate ownership? Wouldn•t 

it at least be a try to give the person in public housing a deed to his 

apartment unit--give him ownership outright--so when he had the oppor

tunity to move up to a better job, he had au equity in some property. 

And perhaps he could sell his equity by mortgaging and could live in 

the suburbs, too. And maybe you would make a lot of citizens kind of 

policemen and caretakers that would object to the neighbor that was 

defiling the halls and the elevators or throwing bottles through the 

windows. It might at least be worth a try. 

We know that welfare is a failure.. Welfare--to be a success--

should bring people off of welfare instead of always increasing the 

size of it.. Welfare is supposed to be salvaging ~~, not destroying 

them. In crime, the government's only answer is 'cure poverty and 
i 

you will cure crime." But we had the greatest pc'Q'erty we had ever 

known in the dark Depression and we had the lowest crime we have ever 

known and now we are in our highest prosperity we have ever known and 

W O ·-· have more crime here than in any other place in the world. 

Could it be.that while government is so busy meadling in things 

that are not ~ts proper province it has forgotten that its principal 

::·1nc·'.:i ·.1n is to protect soc:i.ety from the lawbreak.e::. Z.": 1 not the othe~~~ 

'::~.,ire are so many ot:::, :::·:- areas.. Today there isn 1 
:: a. st::i.t':, .:.n i<:·.:: 

•1nion that doesr.' t realize that one of the great prc?)lems is the 

financing c.E hJ.~~-.er educa+:.>::m.. Each year costs are going up higher than 

the tax revenues can :::xpa::.>~ with the econ:.i:,:7 and the fede~:·al o·..:.vernrr:-:>r.-': 

has stepped in with g~ants of all kinds to the point that now the 

autonomy of the college and university is being threatened. Because 

with that money comes certain strings and certain controls and people 

are beginning to worry about academic freedom. 
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· · ·Once a.-Jain, what\ .>0ut turning to the privat'.:,__ sector? What might 

happen, for example, if government would give a tax credit--not a tax 

deduction; but credit--to parents who were paying tuition for their sons 

and daughters? Thus, pe~haps tuition could be raised realistically 

because now the parent could afford it because he could dectuct tha.t 

amount from his income tax bill. 

At the same time, industry and business today must find some fund 

or some foundation by which to give money to h2.ve it deductible., What 

if they came to yougand within a ceiling of course, said to every 

business concern: nyou can take as a tax credit 'X 1 thousands of 

dollars for the tuition that you will put up directly and personally 

to talented young people ~rl~o are needy students and who need help in 

getting a college education." That, too, might be worth a try. 

An Ohio doctor said "for one shining glorious moment of history, 

we had the key and the open door and the way was there before us and 

the men threw off the yoke of centuries and thrust forward along that 

way with such brilliance that for a little whileg we were the light and 

the inspiration of the world and now the key has been thrown away and 

the door is closing and we are losing that way .. " 

Well, we can find that way. ·we can find it if you and I are 

willing to reassert our right to run our own affairs; to remind govern-

ment that its only power is derived from .11 we the people"; that these 

t.b.ree words are the most profound words in all of tp.e Constitution ... 

"We-the-people" government is our creature, created by us for our 

convenience only. You can have no greater responsibility today. There 

is no greater challenge and you can leave no more valuable legacy to_ youx 

c:Qildren than the restoration of the American dream .. 

# # # 

~.},.:J:::.2: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be addi :-~_::ms 
to, or changes in, the . above. However, Goverz)_;)r aG 3.g::"t« .,-_..., .• ... 
s 't.2..Cld by the abcv;.::: ~;:uotes.) 
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I am grateful to all those who have participated in this 

conf1:irence--the sponsoring groups~ the Department of Housing and 

Community Development; Nat Rogg, yesterday's keynoter; Congressman 

Clawson; and all the other speakers. 

The wide representation from private industry, local, and state 

governments at this conference indicates the growing interest in and 

concern for our state 1 s housing needs. This administration is con-

vinced that many of our housing problems can be reduced, if not 

solved, by having those public officials, professional and business 

peopl~ concerned with housing, fully discuss the issues. 

We were convinced in scheduling this conference that it would 

present an excellent opportunity for those of us concerned about 

California's physical environment, more particularly its housing, 

to discuss our problems and to explore new alternatives for their 

solution. Your presence here affirms that belief. 

we have called this conference for several reasons: the 

legislature passed a bill in 1967 known to most of you as the 

"Housing Element Bill", or AB 1952, which the homebuilding industry 

sponsored on the basis that it would improve our local planning 

process as it relates to housing. 

we are hopeful that this conference can give clarity and 

direction to that legislation as it relates to California's current 

and future housing needs. 

Second, while recognizing the need for planning, it seems to 

me that a major weakness of planning has been that it has failed to 

involve the full complement of local and private resources, and much 

more importantly, the needs of the people themselves. In the field 

of housing, this weakness has been most obvious. 

I signed AB 1952 because I believed it to be potentially a good 

piece of legislation. But, if that potential is to be translated 

into meaningful results, then discussion of its in~ant is very much 

in order. We have no intention of permitting this legislation to fall 

short of success because of failure to adequately involve private 



( . 
industry and local gvvernment. 

( 

We also called this conference to add emphasis to this 

administration's hope that in the future, planning for housing in 

California will make maximum use of the home ownership princiRle. 

Throughout our history, the principle of home ownership has 

been a guidi~nfluence in this nation's development. 

President,Vf!eroert Hoover, said: 

A former 

"A family that owns its home takes a pride in it, maintains it 

better, gets more pleasure out of it, and has a more wholesome, 

healthy, and happy atmosphere in which to bring up children. 

"The home owner has a constructive aim in life. He works harder 

outside his home; he spends his leisure time more profitably; and he 

and his family lead a finer life and enjoy more of the comforts and 

cultivating infiuences of our modern civilization. 

0 A. husband and wife who own their own home are apt to save. 

They have an interest in the advancement of a social system that 

permits the individual to store up the fruits of his labor. As 

direct taxpayers, they take a more active part in local government. 

Above all, the love of home is one of the finest ideals of our people". 

People do not develop a sense of pride in their neighborhoods 

when the lawns a.re mowed for them by 'public housing employees; the 

garbage is taken out by a public housing employee; and everything else 

is done for them .. Despite all the efforts and.fin~ management of 

many local housing authorities, they cannot overcome the fundamental 

weakness of most public housing: namely, it fails to give a man a 

chance to own his own home. 

What would be wrong with giving a resident of a public housing 

unit a one-time deed to that unit? He then becomes a property owner 

with the property owner's pride in his possessions.. Property owners, 

without question, take better care of their property than renters. 

With that deed the man in public hou~ing would. have the incentive 

to keep up his property, and if the chance came along to move to 
sell 

something better, he could / his public housing unit to make a 

downpayment on the house of his choice. 

I believe this is something that should be explored in detail. 

We, as a people, are not insensitive to the needs of the disad-

vantaged. We are willing to be bold, imaginative, cooperative and 

innovative in solving social problems. 

But it is not unreasonable to want these problems solved within 

thi=> rr~m~wnrk nr trrHiitionri1 American values. Fundamental to our 



problem-... solving mud\. ;Je the re-establishment 0£ ~aw and order, of 

safety in the home and the streets. 

I believe home ownership can help solve these problems. 

This administration has been accused of being business-oriented. 

It is, but not in the sense of offering special favor to any segment 

of society over others. It is business-oriented in the application 

of sound business principles to the solution of public problems. It 

is also a staunch supporter of home rul~. There is no field where 

these tenets can better be tested than in the field of housing a119 

home ownership. Local government, acting responsibly under its home-

rule powers and in partnership with the California home-building 

industry, .can make major strides in this field. I am confident this 

can happen. 

There are those who imply that administrations which use business 

Erinciples and practices as bench-marks in the operation of government 

are without "compassion" and do not recognize social values. They 

seem to harbor the belief that government obtains its financing from 

some extra terrestrial source. They fail to recognize that it takes 

a healthy economy to make it possible for society to do those things 

which must be done for its less fortunate members. 

This is why this administration is doing everything possible to 

1. keep that promise ,to improve the business climate of California--

because the factors making up that climate are so inter-related that 
I 

a detrimental effect on one invariably affects the other. By the 

same token, the strength of one frequently accrues to the benefit 

of others. 

Let me tell. you about some of the things we are doing which are 

having effects on housing and home ownership in California. 

Early in 1967 we established a Task F.orce on Building Construction 

which held many meetings during the year. The committee is composed 

principally of private builders and developers, finance and real 

estate men, and has as its objective the finding of new ways to 

improve California's building climate. The task force works in con-

junction with the various state commissions involved in this broad 

field. 

It is attempting to determine where and how we can cut government 

red tape that might be part of our building and development problems. 

It is investigating areas where the private sector can be encouraged 

to participate more in solving housing problems. 

The director of the Housing and Community Development Department 



between the committee and our administration 
. ( . ( 

Several recommendations have been made by the committee which 

we are now exploring. In fact, one of them is well on its way to 

implementation. This involves the development of meaningful research 

and statistics which would be of benefit to local government and the 

home-building industry. 

Last June, when I addressed the Pacific Coast Builders Conference, 

I promised that the Department of Housing and Community Developwent 

would be restructured in such a way that this research capability 

\-1ould be provided by the Department. I am pleased to report that 

promise is being kept. 

The committee also pointed out the need for more current informa

tion on the condition of our pausing inventory. Thanks to the 

cooperation of the California Real Estate Association and many other 

private organizations, a very useful and unique report has now been 

· published highlighting the condition of California's unsold housing 

inventory. 

Third, a series of ;act finding hearings have been held by the 

Department and Commission on Housing and Community Development to 

review and re-define principal housing and community development 

problems which should command our attention during the next few years. 
\ 
i 

We know that property taxes have it;i some cases acted as a 

deterrent to the development and preservation of low cost housing. 

As you know, we are working on a tax reform progra~. I have asked 

that this reform program produce some type of an incentive which 
help 

will/stop the creeping blight in our cities. Too many potentially 

good homes are being lost to the bulldozer because the owners have 

found it more profitable to let these homes run down than to keep 

them in good repair. 

One possibility is a tax moratorium that would be instituted 

on increased assessed valuation resulting from home repair and 

improvement. The common complaint is that the first person to con-
1 

g.ratulate you after you have improved your home is the tax assessor. 

We are studying a proposal to delay that increased assessment for 

five years, with the thought that more people will be encouraged" to 

upgrade their homes, and the valuable asset that we have in existing 

housing will be preserved and maintained. 

It takes money to build homes. Unfortunately, home building 

activity is one of the first victims when money gets scarce. There 

are signs already that unless new sources of money are found, and 



th t t 1- • \ h ( e grea es 1IDus1ng d ortages this nation has eAperienced since 

World War II. 

One relatively untapped source for home financing is the billiorls 

of dollars in our various pension trust funds. To cite examples of 

groups taking a progressive approach in this area--the Public Employees 

Retirement System and the California Carpenters Pension Trust have 

Shown their faith in California development by pledging considerable 

percentages of their available funds for home building. 

Our task force on building construction is concentrating its 

efforts to provide answers in this field. If we can show fund 

trustees that real estate represents a sound investment and yields 

excellen~ direct returns, we can at least partly solve the money 

shortage. Many bu.ilders say they can build sound attractive homes 

.for $8 to $10 a square foot, and shall make a profit if the proper 

community climate exists. 

That climate starts right here in sacramentop Now we know that 

red tape is one of the biggest deterrents to economical subdivisions 

and home building. Our Commissioner of Real Estate, Burt Smith, has 

worked to cut subdivision processing time in half through stream

lining of procedures. 

Many communities, cities and counties, knowing that time is 

money to the developers, are finding ways of speeding their approval 

of plan checks and inspections. 

We know that outdated specification codes add unnecessary costs 

to building, and much effort of late has been spent by more pro-

gressive building officials on updating codes to take advantage of 

new products arid new materials. 

But much, much more work and push is needed in this area if we 

are to enjoy the full fruits of the genius of American industry's 

research and development efforts. The Department of Housing and 

Community Development is taking a leadership position by shifting 

emphasis from enforcement to updating of codes and regulations. 

Any discussion of housing must analyze fe~ involvement. 

know, we are living in what might be called a 'program era". The 

You 

federal planners in Washington have a program for every social pro-

blem, real or imagined. 

A rock is thrown in a Texas suburb and a national "program" is 

established as a part of the so-called creative federalism. The only 

"creative" thing about the program, however, is that it represents 

yet another federal creation that by-passes the states and takes away 



individual initiativ~ 
l 
\_ ( 

Another outgrowth of the 'program era' is the false hope cre:1ted 

in people whose expectations of a better life rise but are nevex 

filled. Low income people see and read press releases, pcetty 

brochures, and noble promises by the thousands that flow from the 

offices of federal agencies. When the promises are not kept, the dust 

gathers on the brochures and the press releases become yesterday's 

nmvs, the "credibility gap 11 intensifies and "the long hot summers" 

become a way of life. 

To those who interpret these words as lacking in social conscience, 

let me remind you that the federal government entered the housing 

field in 1937 with a public housing program. Thirty years later that 

same federal government says 26 percent of our population remain ill-

housed .. 

Thirty years later the streets of our cities are unsafe. Thirty 

years later most of that housing created under the 1937 program fails 

to meet the social and physical needs of the people living in it. 

Is this the best we have to offer? We think not. Public housing 

has not and cannot solve the housing problems of California and the 

nation. 

In recent months there has been', increasing momentum and effort 

to involve the independent sector in social problem solving. 

American industry has the know-how, .the resources, and the motive 

to solve many of our problems. The motive--and it 1 is a good motive-

is profit, under a competitive system. A few housing units may be 

built out of compassion, but the major needs will be met because of 

improved technology utilized by our private enterprise, profit-making 

system. 

After all, profit is not a dirty word. The building of homes for 

profit creates jobs for the groceryman, the painter, the gardener, and 

we could go on--but the:alternative is clear that profit must be con-

sidered in the production of housing. 

California still has relatively few slums. The sordid tenements 

of the East have been avoided, thanks to an active home-building 

industry and a progressive home rule approach to government. 

The excellent speakers and panelists you have on this program 

have discussed many of the problems facing home building. 

I will not restate those problems. However, there is one which 

seems to stand out as a principal factor--land. Although it is not 

yet the most costly item in home production, it is rapidly reaching 
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Land is a primary factor in influencing si~e selection, design 

of dwellings, and most important, the direction of California's growth. 

Good planning and land utilization, therefore, assume great importance 

in the field. 

Local officials should thus as]<. themselves: 

1. Do our regulations unnecessarily affect the ?lVa ilability of 

land for housing and impede development of homes? 

2. Are we setting aside an adequate supply of land to meet the 

needs of California's present and future people? 

3. Are corrective actions needed for any aspects of the land 

economy? 

You know, this administration already has had a great deal of 

success in utilizing the talents of those in private industry to 

analyze some of California's more difficult problems and co~e up with 

creative solutions to them. 

I would commend this approach to the city councils and county 

boards and suggest that each of the 58 counties and 403 cities estab~: ; 

lish its own blue ribbon task force on building and housing. \·Je have 

found the task force works best when all segments--financial, home

builder, labor union and local officials--are involved. Working· 

togethe~ they should be encouraged to express their observations and 

recommendations through such a task force on the following subjects: 

1. Codes and their application; 

2. Land utilization; 

3. Financial innovations with emphasis on private housing for 

low and moderate income families. 

I 

The League of California Cities, at its conference late last year, 

placed the objectives of this conference in perspective when one of 

the League reports urged: 

11Let us turn_ for the moment. away frdm'.:'the problems of~today ·and 

face squarely the challenge of tomorrow, to shape our communities so 

that each community of California will make a maximum contribution not 

only to the good life for its ow~~izens but for the society a$ a 

whole. For, in the words of ~rge Leonard of Look Magazine--
'California presents the promise and the challenge contained at 

the very heart of the original American dream; here, probably ~ore than 
at any other place or time, the shackles of the past are broken. In 
helping to create the society of the future, a man is limited only by 
the strength of his ambition, the dimension of his concern, and the 
depth of his courage to face the dangers of his own creation'". 

# # 

(Note: Since Governor R~agan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to, or changes in, the above. However, Govern or Reagan will stand by 

~ ' 
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Thank you very much. You are very gracious. 

Mr. Chairman, I want you to know that it was kind of ~ sho.ck to 

me to discover that those -s>ickets were yotl:r.:~ and not -~ine~. J;. b,~ve 

gotten so used to them, l don•t ask whether they are going to be 

here, I just ask which ones? One of my most joyous moment~ Qf last 

year was vetoing an OEO program that was going t.o set U!? a tr~ining 

·school for mor9 demonstrators. 

If there is one thing that tr1e do ~o:t have ~ shortage of, ·tt is 

demons_trators.,. Incidentally, ! am sor~y ti there wa$ any c;onfusion 

as to whether or not l. woul.d be here... You tol4\ ile las~ year that 

it was a tradition,. and if there is OXle thing that I Q.o not break~ 

it is tradition; I am even oQserving Washington•s arjincoln•lil'birth~ 
days this year"lf. Here we are after a yeal;J.'s on-the-job t:raining .. 

(: The redwoods i.t.$ $till standing and the· se~ri;:h 9oes on for th~ l,!':el 

River. 

I sup~ose we have all made some· mistakes in Sacramento, bub 

to do somethil)9 11 One thing for sure, -~he~@ is one mist~ke we will 

not be making ~~ there.t l doubt that we will. $e~ the state t>f 

California get ;nto the same situatj,on ~$· iowa found itself recently_. 

$23 dollar gif' tor a small. lake px:oje~t ...... ~a.:y,l.ng~ we t-ppreciate the 

' gesture, but such a 9ift has to be precessed through too many offices--

they sent. it. bac;ki': We are here to testity that in the openin<,; months 

( of our administration, we :received a great many qj.fts•-small gifts, 

checks and sometime$ bills-from people in California who saicl that 

they wanted to help out in the financial situation of our state. 

I'll tell you something else that ~e have learned un there too~ 

a lesson that another fellow had to go to Alaska to learn. He was 

up there as a young boy in an earlier day. They began teaching him 
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how to drive a dog team. They told him that it was possible of course 

to ~at the dogs on the head and they would be friendly, but not to 

fall down, or they will tear you to 9ieces. 

Now, with regard to protocolg I did not really put down some of 

my notes here with protocol in mind. I only know that Frank Jordan 

has to be ~entioned first by me because he and Nancy are in collusion 

right now on how tc get someboC:y to pain;,: a cOUJ?le of the corridors 

in the state house un there t!lat are a rather sickly shade of green. 

And there seems to be a lesson in that someplace--as to why Frank 

went. to Nancy and no~ to me. I haven't figured it out yet, but I 

will tell you that, after a year up there,. all of us understand 

better why he has been elected and re-elected time after time through 

·':.he wisdom of the l::)eoole of California.. We are most happy that he 

is there. I do not know if it is protocol, since Frank is absentj 

I think that I should ref er to the absent rnember--Torn Lynch--who 

has been proving to us why the two party system lends strength to 

our way of life. 

He has served the state and this administration without partisan-

( shio and has cooperated to the fullest in trying to help us with 

legislation that will solve the problems of crime a:nd pornogra-phy .. 

Now,_ I do not know where the next person comes on the protocol . 

list, but because there is such a wrong impression .around, a feeling 

-about me and education, I want to make it perfectly plain that it 

"j~st ain't true that I got no respect for book learning". Max 

Rafferty, of course, is the constitutional officer who is non-partisan 

in a friendly sort of way. He continues unceasingly to upgrade 

education every day. 

'l'hen, there is our controller, Hugh Flournoy. While Hugh has 

been denied the legislation he wanted in order to solve the ?roblem 

of the inheritance tax aopraisers' system, he has proceeded on his 

own to reorganize that 9articular branch of government, not only to 

make it more efficient, but to make the criteria for those who would 

serve in that capacity, by test ana examination, 9roof that they 

have the knowledge and ~roficiency necessary, instead of simply 

having to demonstrate an excessive amount of nnlit-i..-.:=i1 '7.:>:::il ::it-
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'11hen1 of cours~, there is our den mother, (µ' woman who has 

handled more money than any other woman in the history of the world 

and she is proving to us that 11 mother knows best". She has marketed 

$600 million dollars worth of California's bonds this year, irfpite 

of a bad bond market and until it got too bad, many of those bonds 

were marketed at lower rates of interest .. This bespeaks confidence 

on the part of a great many of the financial people in the country 

in Ivy Baker Priest Stevens and also in this state of ours. Now, 

one of her functions is to invest state funds so they will earn 

revenue until the time has come to use them. And this year, she had 

an average of $18 million a day less to invest than in the previous 

year. Yet, with that reduced amount her investment ea.rned this 

state $11 million more than had been earned in the ~revious year. 

The $67 million in earnings is enough to run her department for 150 

years. 

It is hard to know what to say about the Lt. Governor. He just 

lulls around presiding over the Senate, when he isn't a college 

trustee or a regent of the Universit:yq or on the State Lands Commission, 

or holding a meeting of the commission of the Californias, or being 

chairman of the Automatic Data Processing study that is being under

taken to bring us some of the managernent:tools we need. Then, of 

course, he also is chairman of the Bicentennial Commission, the Job 

Opportunities Board, and certainly, of great importanceu is his 

liaison with H.C. McClellan in that great program that is going on 

in our state with regard to employment. 

There are a number of other things that he has to do. He is the 

only first term Lieutenant Governor ever to be appointed to the 

Executive Committee of the National Council of Lieutenant Governors. 

He is busy. 

But just to prove though that he has some spare time--since I 

have to leave town tonight--he will be making the awards in the 

morning which I understand his oredecessor was never allowed to do. 

Some months ago I was attending a Governors' Conference. We 

thought that it was a very important Governors' Conference and one 

at which California should be renresented. After arriving there 
-~-
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it seemed that a piece of the long hot summer might eru?t. In fact, 

it \'1as about to erupt in California. There were some who thought I 

should clim.b into the plane immediately and head back to C2lifornia. 

I said, "Well, Bob's there isn't he? 11 They agreed that the situation 

was well in hand. So I just stayed at the Governors• Conference. 

He is a teammate. I told all of you ueople last year he would 

be just ·c1:2.t--and we are. 

We 'Jparate in that way--a kind of board of directors i'lith tlie 

Cabinet Officers and these Constitutional Officers who regularly 

meet once or twice a week.. At these meetings we roundtable the pro-

blems we have in Ca1.ifornia. 

It was just a year ago that I interrupted what I was told was 

~y honeymoon to be with you and incidentally, I've learned since then 

t~at it wasn't a love match. I reported to you then what we were 

going to try to do as well as some of the first steps that had al-

ready been taken to meet the fiscal problems of California--problems 

which we had just been uncovering. Those problems could not have been 

worse if this state had gone to Las Vegas. At that time I told you 

/ ~ ' 

\ we had set a goal for the six months before the end of the fisca 1 

year to try and reduce the expenditures by some $20 million dollars. 
J 

Well we made it by June 30th, and with a number of millions of dollars 

to spare, thank heaven. While we were busy economizing wherever we 

could by trimming our sails, there was one run-a-way program in the 

area of welfare called Medi-Cal that was spending so excessively that 

we were only able to balance the books and balance the budget by 

dint of the savings that had been made in the economies during that 

six months period. 

We submitted a budget shortly after coming into office a year 

ago that was, 7% higher than the 9revious year, which meant that 

it was within the ability of the then new tax structure to cover. 

Our taxes !'roduce about 7-8 percent in increased revenue each 

year. This 7 percent increase represented a little less than half 

of the increases we had come to know during previous years. Of 

course it was referred to as a record budget. But all California 

budaets are record budaets and will continue to be record budaets 
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as long as we :i..ncre .... _,e in population and as lon':1 as we have inflation, 

because the combination of these two factors amounts to between 7-8 

percent increase in the cost of government. That figure is predicated 

on the higher price of materials, the higher wages that must be paid, 

the growth that must ta1<e place in certain de9artmerits to match our 

own state growtha and so forth. 

This year's budget, which will be announced next week, will 

be 7.1 percent higher than the previous budget. 

Had it not been for the economies that had taken place this 

last year, in spite of last year's tax increase, we would have had 

to ask for $130 million in new taxes simply to finance this budget 

this coming year. Now this doesn't mean that the cost of Government 

has to be as big as it is. As a matter of fact, the story that I 

just told about the coming year's budget is a little more attractive 

than what I presented because, within that 7.1 percent tax increase, 

there is some $200 million that is actually for tax relief. It is 

going to be returned to the citizens at the local level in some 

practical form to help alleviate the tax burden at the local level 

( and at the county levels. In addition to that, it also includes 

$90 million for ca9ital construction, largely at our universities and 

colleges. This is a first because, heretofore, this construction 

has been financed out of bonds. Now we're going on a pay-as-you-go 

basis just as far as we can, so the budget also re9resents that increase. 

I believe that we should continue to reduce the cost of govern-

ment. This will require the help of the legislature, since we will 

come to the point where there is nothing further we can do administra-

tively. During this session we will need the help of the legislature 

with regard to welfare and the program I mentioned earlierq Medi-Cal. 

There has been some confusion about this but in this last year we 

b~gan to discover the .run-away tendencies of Medi-Cal. 

Our first estimate was some $210 million in excess of the 

b~dgeted amount. But this was not $210 million of state money. 

This was the $210 million total of state, federal, and county funds. 

This means that there was something less than $100 million in excess 

spending at the state level. 
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There has been some comment we have been loose and careless 

wi-::h figures. This is hardly true when you stop to think that 

~i-9al wound up the year spending $63 million in excess of what had 

been budgeted. And $63 million is not too far away from the $100 

million that was projected several months before~ when we had to 

guess at what was in the pipeline.. And part of that reduction was 

not just a mistaken estimateo It was because of administrative 

irnproverr,ents ma.de in the program by Spencer Williams' de?artment, 

some with the heli;> of the.legislature who allowed us to change to a 

modified ac~rual.bo:::ikkeeping in this field, and also allowed us to 

sl-;.orten the six month period to a two month period for submitting bills .. 

Now, Alan Post, the Legislative Analys.t told us and told the 

l~gislature that in spite of the administrative savings that we have 

made and are continuing to make in that program, we cannot continue 

Metli-Cal as it is presently structured without having a tax increase 

·almost every year simply to pay for this one program. 

Incidentally you all know that for several years the counties 
i 

have been storming the gates of Sacramento demanding that the state 

take back the administration of welfare, take it off their hands. 

You might be interested to know that this year there-1, has been a 

complete turn-around and the counties do not want the state to 

administrate it. This comes as a result of the efforts that have 

been made at the state level to free the county administrators from 

undue regimentationg regulation and the red tape that has bound them 

heretofore. As a matter of fact, in less than a year, Spencer 

Williams trimmed 2500 pages of regulations enforced on the counties 

by the state to one manual of 200 pages. Now this is just one 

example of the sound business principles that are being 9ut to work 

as we promised a year ago. 

And more to follow', particularly when we begin implementing the 

task force reports you are all familiar with. 

Some 274 of your fellow citizens--;;>erhaps that inc.ludes some of 

you--have been serving the state for about six months and have given 

us 2,000 specific recommendations for making government more efficient, 

__ ..._ ___ ------.: __ , 
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La'~~ year ! told yo:u 

we were going to put a freeze on the hiring of replacements of em9loyees. 

Every year for the last decade the number of employees in government 

has increased 4-S!;;, ;;>ercent a year. We put a freeze on simply hiring 

replacements. By June 30th, at the end of the fiscal year, we had 

not only stopped that climbing trend but had reversed it by 2.3 

percent fewer erm;>loyees in the state than there were when we started 

in January, 1967. It has been somewhat reduced in the last few 

months about 1.8 percent. That's sim9ly because we have recently 

been implementing legislation of two years ago which calls for 

tripling the size of the state highway patrol. 

We are nonetheless continuing our efforts to make government more 

efficient and a little smaller in size. 

We have one particular department, as a matter of fact, that has 

almost doubled in staff simply because they are switching to auto-

mation, and in the switch-over they must have a large number of 

temporary employees. But when this is finally completed and the 

temporaries are dropped, the permanent structure of that de9artment 

( will be reducedo l?ublic Works has reduced its budget positions by 11 

percent through employing better buying procedures and using more 

modern business practices. From February to October of last year 

Public Works saved $22 million in the purchase of supplies and 

equipment for the state. We have a need to install in every department 

adequate cost controls. This would be in a simple, uniform format. 

Business management practices would enable ~s to push a button to 

find out how we are spending throughout the year, how many employees 

we have, and so forth. At present you would be surprised at the 
I 

amount of snoo9ing that it takes to find out how many peo?le are 

on the payroll .. 

In the division of corporations such a procedure is now being 

employed. This is one of the divisions that is self-su?porting. 

Money comes into the de~artment and excess money is turned over to 

the general fund. Bob Volk estimated last year, shortly after he 

had taken over this assignment, that in this corning year the general 

fund would reap an estimated profit of $163,000. By the end of the 
-7-
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first six months of this fiscal year~ the profit has reached $892,352 

and it will top $1~ million by the end of the year. Cost reductions 

due to eliminating unneeded work, strict controls and a business 

apr;>roach to government were all responsible. 

The division administrating savings and loan could not save the 

state any money, but it did save some of the citizens some money 

because they are financed completely by assessments leveled against 

the savings and loan institutions. They have reduced those assessments 

by $300,000 a year, simply in economies through modern business 

practices in that department. Of course this is not reflected in a 

reduction of the budget. There is also another great savings I woulCI 

like to tell you about. It is not' reflected in the budget because 

it is in the area of those departments financed by the gas.oline tax. 

Now, here the money must be spent in those areas for highways. 

There is no way to turn this back. But you might be interested to 

know that over in that depa.rtment they have exercised such controls 

and made such reductions by means of modernizing and streamlining 

their operations that I believe I can say we are starting, one year 

(. in advance,· 44 highway and freeway projects totalling $110 million. 

This is red tape translated into concrete and steel)' The fact is, 

$110 million comes almost entirely from administrative savings. 

How many of you drive down a street that has been newly serviced 

and three days later they are digging it up to put a ~ipe under it. 

Don't they talk ~o each other? Well we do. This round table set-up 

I rnentioned--the constitutional officers, Gordon Luce, Spencer 

Williams, Ike Livermore and Earl Coke--has helped the administration 

reduce departmental requests for this year's budget by a total of 

$500 million. 

!n San Joaquin County, a cana.l which is part of the water ":;)rograrn 

is going through the delta. We also have a freeway called the west 

side freeway. They are both going to be routed across the west side 

of the county. This was going to' entail two right-of-ways. It was 

going to entail a water project buying land on which to dump the 

dirt ~..,hich they take out of the canal. It was also going to entail 

the highway department buying land from which to get 7 million cubic 
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feet of fill for the freeway$ Instead, they came into the office 

the other day to sign an agreement--an agreement for ~ right-of-way 

which both the canal and freeway will share. The highway is going in 

first. This will provide the rough digging for the canal. The dirt 

that comes out of the canal will, in turn, provide fill for the 

freeway .. 

But the excavation will create pools. So, Fish ana Game got 

into the act and is stocking the pools with warm water fish. The 

.saving~ on just the fill alone and the grading will amount to 

$5 million. But, it doesn•t stop there. 

Down through the years we have read about the conflict between 

the highway department and those who look at the aesthetic values 

of the state: the park and recreation people, the people who want 

to preserve beauty. We know the horrible battle that took olace 

U? north with regard to putting--or trying to put--a freeway through 

the redwoods a few years ago. Wellv here they are talking together. 

For example parks and recreation and the highway department have a 

six man commission, a team that is up in the Tahoe area right now, 

C choosing the right-of-way for the freeway that will be going around 

the lake, to make sure that it in no way lnterfere,s with: or harms, 

the beauty of that area. And they are going to continue along this 

line so that wherever possible we can keep the aesthetic values, the 

natural values, the beauty of our state. 

There is more to this administration than just trying to practice 

economy. Although I know we talk so much about it--because it is 

such a problem--! am sure some people think that we are completely 

negative in what we have done. Sometimes whenthey complain, I wonder 

if they have a picture of us sitting up there in Sacramento on a 

treasure c:hest, just being stubborn saying, "we're not going to give 

it to you, we won't spend it. 11 And of course the truth is if someone 

gets all the money they want for their deoartment it's got to come 

from somebody else's de?artment, because there is just so much to 

spend. and it's all going to get spent. At the same time I think 

we're taking as much money away from the people of C?lifornia as any 

government should take. I'll tell you now this administration is 
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pledged to not ask, and will not ask, for an increase in taxes. But 

we: haven't over-looked the services we have to perform. 

We have a transportation task force for the first time in this 

state. It is headed by William Pereir~ a noted architect. It covers 

every type of transportation from rapid transit, to highways, to air, 

to water. In this way, all of the problems of transportation can be 

put t:oge-!:".!-:er under one group qualified to discuss it, to try and get 

some overall plan for our transportation needs. We have the same 

basic tyne of Coro.mission to appeal to the problems of pollutio~, 

not oniy of air, ·but earth and water. 

In the area of conservation, with all the water neads that we 

have in the state, we have already succeeded in protecting one wild 

r.iver along a fifty mile stretch in northern California. We are 

going to protect others where we can so they will remain the scenic 

wonders that they are. 

I have always been cisturbed. f17~1g over some of the great lakes 

that have been created in our water system. On one portion of the 

lake there is usually a piece of brown with some concessions tnat 

( have been created there, or which the state has commandeered: and if 

~omeo~e wants to use the lake for recreation, he must come in through 

that one particular entrance. But the rest of the lake shore stands 

vacant and idle with a fence around it-~assuring that no one can have 

access to it. Well, in Oroville we are filling up behind that greatest 

of all earth filled dams a lake that will have 169 miles of shore 

line. Bill Mott, in Parks and Recreation, has embarked on a plan 

whereby that lake is going to be opened up to private investors and 

we are going to provide resort recreational facilities for everybody 

from sleeping bag camper to the person who wants a luxury hotel. 

Included will be housing developments that will be created around the 

lake, lake shore developments# lake shore homes, and so forth. In 

fact, there will be $2 of private ca9ital invested for every dolla.r 

the state has put in and we are going to spread this to other areas 

because again we believe that the reso:ct operators in our state are 

the best qualified to make use of these wonders and to make them 

available for the neoole of our state. 
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We haven 1 t neglected human resources. In t. . .e first six months 

of this year three times as many of the physically disabled were 

rehabilitated and put out into self-sustaining jobs as in the previous 

period a year ago. One of the great programs in human resources, and 

Bob {Finch) should be telling you about it because he has been 

dealing closely with it, is one by Chad McClellan. Right after the 

Watts riots he moved into the area and got 100-150 industrialists 

to go in with him with the idea of providing jobs for the hardcore 

unem9loy~d. And in a 16-month period they put 17,800 of the unemployed 

in that area into private enterprise jobs. They put them to work 

and 2/3 of them still remain with jobs. Half of the remaining third 

are only out of these jobs because they were promoted to better jobs. 

Thirty percent of them have moved out of the area to better homes, 

proving that the walls of the ghetto--i£ there are such--are economic 

and can be broken down if you give a man the price to go through 

those walls and to choose where he wants to live. Chad McClellan 

agreed, at our request, to do this on a statewide basis.. He has 

organized, in all our leading cities throughout the state, a program 

( aimed directly at the minority communities, and underpriviledged 

areas. Today there are 20,000 employers in California signed up and 

' participating in this program. They are putting the unemployed in 

those areas to work. 

Now, I talked a great dea 1 during the ca.mpaign about turning 

to the great welth of manpower and womanpower that we have in the 

state. Incidentally I should add that in Chad McClellan's effort, 

as they continue to put thousands of people to work, those who are 

already at wor'J,c are averaging $2.75 an hour, including the women. 
' ; 

Here too there is a great staying power. \ once given jobs they are 

proving what so many of us have said. Government should stop being 

in the business of destroying human bein9s by way of the soul 

destroying dole. On the contrary, ·we should be salvaging and helping 

human beings. 

I suppose you think I should stay away from a subject like mental 

health, but I'm not. Here again I am happy to tell you that in snite 

of all the furor that was raised and all of the somewhat confusing 
-11-
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information that came up, we will again this year, as we did last 

year, be increasing the budget for local health care, the regional 

health care centers for the mentally ill, to further stimulate the 

reduction in the patient ?opulation in our mental hospitals. Just 

a few years ago that population numbered 37,000. We believe that 

in the next few years it will be down to a hospital potmlation of 

about 13,000 which will really represent the irreducible minimum 

because th:;:~se will be custodial cases that will have to be hospitalized 

for the rest of their lives. The others re9resent an actual gain, 

in that t~ey are returned to their communities and are able to live 

nc:cmal lives. 

You might be interested to know that in spite of all you have 

hea:;:d, California is spending more !)er patient in the area of mental 

health than any other big population state in the nation.. But what 

is more important is that you are getting your money's worth, because 

we also lead in the percentage of patients wr.o are taken out of our 

hos~itals and returned. They are then able to live a normal life and 

live on the outside. 

At Camarillo Dr. Nash recently announced that for some time he 
I 

has had two retired executives from industry here in California. 

They are volunteers at that hospital. He gave them carte blanche. 

He admits that he took the cue from our task forces. He gave them 

carte blanche to come in and look at the business operation at the 

hospital and make recommendations.. They have been engaged in every 

one of these efforts doing a fantastic job. We are going to continue 

to find uses for these prematurely retired people because we think 

they are only too happy to serve if only someone will ask them and 

:i;:mint the way. 

We are seeking a program in tax reform in an attempt to give 

\ our tax structure economies so that we don't have to kee9 coming back 

for a tax increase; so that we can have a flexible tax structure that 

' 
will fluctuate with the economy. We have again introduced legislation 

to control pornograplyand crime. We are going to actively get into 

the area of welfare reform. 
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Incidentally, ah~ I should have said this ~ •. ile I was back on 

that subject~ perhaps we just started too soon with some of the 

things that we are doing with Medi-Cal. 

You know, for a time it was kind of lonely out there. Then in 

the last few ·weeks it began to get brighter. I got a phone call 

.from the Governor of Maryland who said that he would like to talk 

to me about some of the problems of Medicaid because he ha.0 just 

' discovered that Medicaid was just about to throw his budget out the 

window. And the next call I got was from Massachusetts. And we found 
was 

out that our good neighbor over here in Nevada / ~ .asking the legis-

lature to cancel Medicaid entirely and start over. They George 

Romney called to say that if they implement a next ste•:> to Medicaid 

in Michigan they would be $50,000,000 in debt. 

When Nelson Rockefeller called, he told me that he was asking 

the legislature to schedule permission to drop 600,000 people from 

the Medicaid rolls in New York. The plain truth is that federal 

government foisted on the states a program which will in truth 

bankrupt any state in the country that tries to operate without the 

proper controls. But let me, because there h~s been so much confusion, 

make one thing plain about this--there is no desire on our part and 
/ 

no intention of doing anything to see that those who need medical 

care and can not 9rovide it for themselves are denied such care. We 

believe that it is our responsibility to provide it and we will pro-

vide it. 

vrif'f 
However, we believe that we shouldn't be hound in~ a.dminis-

trative monstrosities that make it im9ossible to control the program. 

I~d like to cite the example of a family here in California that was 

late in getting to the doctor. The whole family was coming in for 

shots and examinations and so forth on Medicaid. They a?ologized 

cheerfully to the doctor for being late. They said that they had 

had another errand on their way to the of £ice that took longer than 

they thought. 
They were picking up their tickets for Honolulu. 

I 
suppose the shots were to enable them to go. 

Well, I just have taken more time th.an I 
intended to. 

that the tradition that 
prescribed my being here also said 

-13- that this 

I noticed 
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was som~thing in the nature of a re9ort. 

( 

\, 
I thought that because last 

year we started off by telling our troubles, you had a right to read 

':'hs scoreboard ':ind find out what we're doing and we shall continue 

to do along this line. I believe that California can be as great as 

its pebple. I think that its people have just been greater than 

anyone co1~1 J.d believe they would be. I don' t believe that there is 

any a9at'f.y in Califcrnia on the ?art of peor;>le about their government. 

l ml9ht c.lso tell you we have quite a tourist tr'ade out here because 

this is where the action is and they want to see what is goi~g on. 

We hope that in another year we shall be able to make a repcrt 

tb~t will contain less predictions of things in the future, and will 

include some of the answers in the form of the continuing task force 

."te:~orts. We ho"?e that we will be able to tell the succe.ss of the 

n~wly in~~ltuted tax reform. 

I can tell you now that ws are going to continue along the 

course that we have set for ourselves. We are going to continue 

reducing the cost and the size of government. We believe that ·this 

can be done without impairing the efficiency of government. We 

believe that there is still more leeway and more fat to be trimmsd 

away. But we also believe that we can keep this state in the fore-
/ 

front as it is today: 

--In the areas of providing highways for our peo9le to travel 

the length and breadth of the state. 

--In providing recreational land and ?roviding parks for ou~ 

people. 

--In the areas of caring for the needy and those who require 

our:help. 

--In the area of ~reserving what is one of the finest educational 

systems and higher educational systems in the nation today. 

For we are not only going to carry that en, but we believe that 

the educational system should be more available to those who are 

disadvantaged and come from the lower income groups.. We believe they 

should not be 9rev~nted from getting an education in our uublic 

universities because the cost is too high. That is why we are doing 

our best to institute a plan that will provide the where-with-all 



( ( 
for oeserving students who ar.e denied an opportun~ty for an education 

today. 

We' 11 continue, that is Nancy ~,vill continue, to look for a 

place for us to live. We've done that, too, since we were here the 

last time. 

Again I want to thank you for the opportunity to re9ort to you, 

and to tell you that in the days ahead 6 also, I hoDe I have an 

op?ortunity to meet with you on some of these projects; to brief you 

in advance and hopefully enlist your support on the things we are 

trying to.do. 

There's one other promise I'll make at this particular place 

to this audience. Our•s is an administration that believes, without 

any question, in the people 1 s right to know. And that means your 

right to tell them, and you will be kept informed of all that we are 

trying to do. 

# # # # # # # 

NOTE: since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there·may be additions 
to, or changes in, the above. However, the governor will stand by 
the above quotes. 
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BUDGET .MESSAGE OF GOVERNOR RONALD RE.AGAN TO THE 

SENATE AND ASSEMBLY OF THE LEGISLATURE OF CALIFORNIA 
ON FEBRUARY 5, 1968 

In accordance with the provisions of the State Constitution, 

I submit herewith the budget of the State of California for fiscal 

year 1968-69. 

I want to make my position on fiscal policy absolutely clear 

at the outset of this message. I do not seek, nor will I support, 

any increased taxes for Galifornians in the con)ing year. Neither 

will I support the adoption of ~ny programs that are beyond the 

capacity of·the State's revenue system to fund in the foreseeable 

future; and which would in effect dictate an increase in taxes.in 

the following year. 

Total expenditures for 1968-69 are listed at $5,699,536,034, 
. " ' ) 

an increase of $379,351,028 or 7.1% above the revised 1967-68 budget .. 

These proposed expenditures are financed from three sources: 69% is 

derived from General Fund revenues, 23% from Special Funds and the 

remaining 8% from Bond Funds. 

EKamining these three principal budget categories in reverse 

order, it should be noted that Bond Fund expenditures are projected 

at $465,031,711 for a reduction of $184,788,586, or 28.4% below the 

rev.ised 1967-68 level. The reasons fo'r this reductic)n are threefold: 

(1) utilization of $38.5 million of tideland oil revenues for higher 

education capital outlay, (2) a reduction in the overall State 

building program, and (3) the transfer of 



( 
our building program for State institutions from bond funds to 

current revenues. 

The level of expenditures projected for Special Funds will 

rema:Ln almost unchanged. The projected level for 1968-69 is 

$1,336,424,700, and is 0.4% below the estimates for the current year. 

It should be noted that 43% of the expenditures from Special Funds in 

1968-69 will reflect shared revenues collected by the State and 

returned to local governments for use by them. 

The remaining two ... thirds of the budget for the coming year 

is financed from the General Fundo These expenditures are projected 

at $3,898,079,623, for an increase of $569,810,193, which is equal 

to a 17.1% increase above the 1967-68 revised spending level. However, 

a total of $216 million of this.· nearly $570 million increase will be 

set a.side .to provide local pxpperty tax relief in the coming year, 

leaving a balance of $354 million to finance the added costs of the 

/ 

State government and local support programs.for the coming year. 

Adjusting for property tax: relief, we find the General Fund 

budget incre~sing by approximately $354 million or 1006% above the 

revised budget for 1967-680 It should be noted, that if Ca'1ital 

Outlay for 196$-69 had not been shifted to pay-as-you-go, then the 

General Fund increase would have been 8.8%., Included in the $354 

million increase are five items that total $303 milliono These 

are: (1) education subventions> up $69.3 million; (2) higher 

education, up $67.8 million; (3) Medi-Cal, up $62 million; 

(4) Stat~ employee salaries, up $57.3 million;. and (5) welfare 

programs, up $46.6 million. 
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The rerr~inder for financing the General Fund increase in State 

operations, after allowing for the .foregoing five high-cost items, 

tote.ls only $51 million. Therefore, adjustments within and between 

programs were required in order to strengthen this small margin to 

meet priority services, growth needs,, and to provide the. base for the 

conversion to a· $90 million capital outlay pay-as-you-go programG 

This, then 1 is a capsule account of the budget which is presented 

to you todayo 

The following paragraphs, will, offer some pertinent background 

on our budgeting· procedures, emphasize some of our budget proposals 

and summarize the fiscal challenges facing us for the coming yearo 

~udget Backgrou_nd 
\ 

The continued practice of overspending the State's annual 

revenues and covering yearly deficits by "one-time" tax accelerations 

during the first half of this decade reacqed a clirr,ax in fiscal year 

1966-67. That was the year when the State, in recognition of the 

fact that it would be spending more money during the year than 

12 months of revenue could produce, turned to a full accrual accounting 

system in order to achieve a balanced budget. In fact, the State 

Controller's financial statements now show that the State of 

California in 1966-67 spent $112 million of its reserves plus $334 

million of revenue collected in the follow:i,ng year in addition to 

the revenue collected during the normal 12 months' periodo 

Moreover, the adoption of the accrual system depleted the 

1966-67 year-end cash operating position to the extent that, for the 
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first time since the depths of the depression, the General Fund 

entered 1967-68 in the red by having to borrow $194 million. This 

condition if it had been pennitted to continue, would have violated 

the constitutional provision prohibiting continued debt without a 

vote of the people. 

It should be recalled that the original budget proposal for 

1966-67 contained a request that $132 million be set aside as a 

reserve to overcome the obvious detrimental effects of the then-

proposed accrual accountingo Unfortunately, this provision was 

discarded and until this year the cash problem remained unsolved 

along with the greater problem of how to finance a deficit budget 

after no more "one-timefl ta:x adjustments were availableo 

In 1967 I asked the Legislature to work with me in 

solving the State's financial problems, and together we took the 

initial steps to~ards reality by tightening up on State expenditures 

in all a·epartments and by adopting a badly needed 1 tax increase 

program for 1967-68. This tax program provided funds for five 

major purpose_s: 

1. To finance the State's current level of 

, expenditures on a realistic basis by 

providing adequate revenueo 

2 •. To set aside $194 million in 1967-68 for 

restoration of the General Fund to a 

minimum position of cash liquidity 

following the depletion of this· cash 

position by the advent of accrual 

accounting. 
-.4-
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3. To provide $216 million for an ongoing 

property tax relief program in 1968-690 

4. To increase funds for support of local 

schools by $145 million, again on a 

continuing basis .. 

5. To allocate $90 million to a pay-as-you-go 
\ .. 

capital outlay program, thus reversing a 

long time trend of piling debt upon debt to 

·provide for the annual needs of state 

construction. 

However, even with these new funds available there remain some 

very important financial problems for us to solve. 

Last year, we did not legislate an answer to the problem 

of controlling those major programs.which are increasing at a rate 

much greater than our rate of tax revenue increas_~s. It is obvious 

that we cannot long continue programs that outpace our revenues 

without eventµal, tax increases. Nor can we adopt new programs 
~ .. • 

financed by "one-time" tax windfalls without regard to costs and 

sources of revenue for ensuing years. 

Government has an obligation to look beyond the down payment 

stage, when it adopts a continuing program. 

In answer to this need, I am today asking the Department of 
\ 

.Finance, with the cooperation of all State agencies, to prepare 

five-yea.r forecasts of revenues based upon our existing tax 

structure and five-year projections of operating costs based upon 
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our existing programso These projections will be updated annually 

and will provide the taxpayers of the State, as well as the State 

government itself, a blueprint of our future commitments~ For 

years our capital outlay budget has been projected on a five-year 

basis, while our operating and support budgets, which are many 

times la.rger than capital outlay, have been routinely consi.dered 

( on a year-to-year and too often on a crisis-to-crisis basis
0 

\ ... 

Also we need a realistic opera.ting reserve to absorb revenue 

and expenditure 11uctuations. Since a drop in General Fund reve~ 

nue of just 1% would create a fund shortage of almost $40 million 

during the next fiscal year, I strongly favor the reestablishment 

of a reserve figure, equal to at least 2% of our annual General 

Fund budget, at the earliest possible date. Such action could 

eliminate the need for emergency program reductions resulting from 

normal economic fluctuations during a budget year, as well as pro

vide some protection against unforeseen overspending such as may 

happen this year in the School Fund, wherein the statutory spending 

limit exceeds the funded estimates of school apportionments by 

over $60 million. 

Budget Proposals 

Governments throughout .the United States today are feeling 

the pinch of limited financial resources. The Federal Government 

is faced with an annual deficit in the magnitude of $20 billion 

as well as severe program reductions. In California, our cities 

and counties are finding it imperative to establish and enforce 

tough pribrities in order to fit their services to their revenues 

in the coming budget year. At the state level, throughout the 
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Nation, the pro bi .11 is much the same p 

I 
Eithe:.. state spending 

programs must be controlled or truces must again be increased.. The 

state of California is confronted with the same predicament, but 

I am convinced our problems can be solved without imposing additional 

truces. 

In fact, in keeping with our promise to support :groperty 

true relief, later in this Session I will present a plan to reduce 

property truces through the application of State revenues. 

I firmly believe that we, the Legislature and the Administration, 

have the joint responsibility to enact a state budget within the 

limits of existing income. This, however, can be accomplished only 

through coordinated administrative economies and legislative actions. 

The budget I submit today reflects economies in administration 

and anticipates specific legislative action to control the spiraling 

costs of Medi-Cal and welfare programs. 
i 

In. preparing this budget, we were faced with many decisions. 

Program priorities had to be determined within departments and 

be.tween departments. AdmLl'listrative controls, ~rhich we adopted 

last year, were supplemented by further savings as we reexamined 

each departmental proposal. In our bu~get hearings and related 

budget review procedures, all State programs were analyzed in 

detail. Staffing patterns were challenged, and operating expenses 

broken down for better scrutiny. 

Early in this process, I established certain priorities • 

. One was for higher education. Although revenue limitations preclude 

granting all that was requested, I am proposing a General Fund 

operating budget of $280 million for the University of California 

and a corresponding budget of $224 .. 3 million for the State Colleges. 

This represents an increase of $36.6 million for the University, 
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including restoration of the $20.8 million one-time reduction 

(Regent's funds) of last year, and an increase of $27e3 million 

f'or the State Colleges. In addition, salary increase fu..Y!ds will 

add another $14.1 million to the University budget and $13.5 million 

to the State Colleges 1 budget. 

A second priority was salary adjustments for the balance of 

all California State employees. Here we have set aside a total of 

$l~7.6 million to provide salary increases that will average 5.85%. 

This is based upon a.Yi allowance of 5% for across-the-board increases,. 

as recommended by the State Personnel Board, and o.85% to be used 

for equity adjustments. Additionally, $2.2 million has been reserved 

for increased salaries for judges and justices in accordance with 

Sec. 68203 of the Government Codeo 

Due to projected savings in other areas, I am increasing the 

funding of the Short-Doyle local mental .health programs by $3.6 

million in State. funds. This will enable us to provide full 

75% - 25% matching to all counties for the first time., as well as 
J 

allowing for program expansion. 

As I stated earlier, some programs have had to be curtailed 

in order to provide dollars for areas of greatest need. Although 

we find we ca,n meet the State's requirements for capital outlay~ 

we do not have the resources to continue granting funds to local 

public and private hospitals for construction and remodeling. 

This will in no way affect the Federal allocation to California 

hospitals, but \·.rill require the individual hospitals to provide 

two-thirds of the project cost in order to qualify for the one-third 

Federal share. 
! 
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Medi-Cal and Welfare 

Our projections for the State cost of Medi-Cal during the 

current year total $274 million$ Unless necessary program changes 

are adopted, this cost will soar an estimated 460 7% to $LW2 million 

in 1968-69. However, I propose a Medi-Cal budget of $336 million 

for next year. This represents an increase of $62 million or 22.6% 

over the current year. During this Session, I will request 

( legislation to enable us to administer the program within this limit. 

We cannot continue to fund a program of this magnitude and extreme 

growth rate from a revenue source that is increasing at only 7% 

to 8% a year .. 

In the State's welfare program, we also are faced with a serious 

problem of expansion. State welfare costs are approaching one-half 

of a billion dollars annually. This year, for example, the State's 

share of welfare expenditures will r,each an estimated $409, 387, 600. 

If left unchecked, this would climb to'$466,o48,lOO in 1968-69--an 

increase of 13.8%, or $56,660,500. However, I propose a welfare 

budget of $456,048,100 for next year. This provides an increase 

of' $46,660,500? or 11.4%. In keeping with the proposed reduction 

in the rate of welfare spending, I will request specific changes 

in welfare laws. 

Budget Summary 

In addition to the curtailments and program augmentations 

already mentioned, we have provided for other program adjustments 

and new programs within the limit of existing revenues. 

For example, we are making available funds for the creation 

of a new unit within the Department of Justice to direct the State's 
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fight against organized crime, while at the same time expanding 

the staff in the Department's Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement. 

We are providing funds to meet the needs of' a cost of living 

adjustment for retired State employees. 

We are boosting our allocation of funds to the counties to 

help defray the costs of employing public defenders. 

We are adding $3.3 million to our State scholarship program 

in accordance with Chapter 1659, Statutes of 1967. 

From the Motpr Vehicle Fund allocation, we will be able to 

employ 500 new highway patrol officers and support their related 

costs at an e.stimated $7 .. 3 million. In addition, $1 million has 

been set aside to continue the work of improving the communications 

netwo'rk of our highway patrol system. 

One-half million dollars will be made available for new 

positions in our Parks and Recreation Department to provide improved 

maintenance and services in the recreation areas throughout the State. 

Although it is not practical at this time to list all of the 
{/. 

many detailed proposals contained in this budget, I want to assure 

you that we are fully dedicated to a continuing analysis of every 

State program. Consistent with this policy, we shall take 

determined administrative action and actively sponsor legislation 
' 

necessary to fulfill our obligations in those fields where we 

find the State's greatest need as reflected by our growth and the 

requirements of our citizens. 

Last year, the Legislature and the Administration took those 

actions which were necessary to restore the State's financial 
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solvency. This year, our tasl\.s will be equally demanding as we 

adjus_t expenditures to meet the limits of our tax resources. And, 

we must jointly develop the basis for p:togress in our programs of 

the future. 

Therefore, once again I ask the Legislature to join with me 

in these efforts to provide the State of California with a budget 

( based upon sound fiscal policy and dedicated to providing that 

balance of public service which will best meet the needs of all 

of the people of California. 

' i 
\ 
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EXCERPTS FROM SPEECH BY GOVERNOR RONALD PEAGAN 
Governor's Industrial Safety Conference 

Fairmont J~tel, San Francisco 
February 8, 1968 

Like you I have a personal interest and concern in the reduction 

of accidental injuries in California. The size of the attendance here 

is a direct indication that interest in this important work of saving 

lives and preventinq industrial injuries is growing. 

There is no question that reduction of industrial injuries can 

best be made in a climate of understandinq among management, labor, 

and governmentt with goals defined.and good programs of action. I am 

more than a little self conscious talking to you with the knowledqe 

I have that everything I say is known to you already and believeC. 

by you. I can only excuse taking your time on the theory that it 

bears repeating. In the last year we have endeavored to institute 

economies in state government wherever possible. Now there is some-

thing I did not really have to say. The screams of anguish from 

those whose pet programs have been cut are rinqing in our ears. 

Today I would like to discuss with you briefly one area where I 

believe highly beneficial savinqs can be made, first and most important, 

by preserving lives and limbs through the prevention of accidents; 
) 

and then by reducinq unnecessary and unproductive costs which always 

accumulate when serious mishaps occur. 

Seventeen California workmen were trapped for a day by a caving 

tunnel. No expense was spared in rescuing the entrapped men, and 

this is as it should be. But how much better if the accident had 

never happened. How much less the cost in worry, anquish and money. 

Ne are a iarqe and growing state. Civilian employment surpassed 

the seven and one-half million mark for the first time last September. 

These millions work in about 400, 000 places of employment. ?1any are 

exposed to on-the-job work hazards in varying derrrees--and unfortunately 

these hazards take their toll each day, in the form of unexpected ann 

unwanted accidents. Last year in California, there ~:Jere approximately 

195,000 industrial injuries and 669 deaths. ~he direct cost of 

injuries in the form of workmen's compensation benefits paid ~:vas 

approximately $500,000,000. That is almost one-half the states total 

revenue from income tax. This f iqure does not include the indirect 

accident costs. Depertding on the type of industrial environment 
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failure to rneet contract schedules, damage to facilities and ec:uipment, 

and many other intangibles, including morale of employees, will make 

the total loss from three to four times hiaher. In California we are 

use· to big numbers and are trying to make most of them smaller. This 

is one we can and should make smaller. 

Between 1950 and 1958 California had a healthy twenty-five 

percent reduction in disabling industrial injuries. Since 1953, 

( however, there has been only slight improve~ent in the percent of 

accidents. Obviously there is genuine need for a renewed effort to 

get the accident graph started downward again. 'l'his is true especially 

in the marmfacturing industry which has shown a siqnificant increase 

in its disabling injury rate during the last few years. 

On the bright side, a recent estimate released by the Division 

of La~or Statistics and ~esearch in the Department of Industrial 

-Relsations indicates the overall industrial injury rate for 1967 will 

be at an all time low of 30.7 disabling injuries per 1,000 workers, 

down almost three and one-half percent from 1966. Fatalities in 1967 

were down seven and one-half percent. l'?e can take cons.iderable 

satisfaction from these fiqures, and we can all hope that this down-

ward trend will continue. 

Traffic safety is a vital part of our accident prevention effort. 

About one-third of our industrial deaths each year are attributable to 
i 

vehicles--most of them to operators involved in collisions while 

driving on our public streets and highways~ To truck drivers, 

tra~el1ing salesmen, and thousands of others, our highways are a 

place of daily employment~ In view of the vehicle's critical 

relationship to the industrial death problemu I would like to review 

some of the decisions and goals established at th0 Traffic Safety 

Conference held last December. 

California has more than 164,000 miles of roadway in aaily use, 
\ 

a f iqure that is growing steadily. ;.-:e have 12 million 1_ i_r;pnc:0"3 ==n 1 t.I"'\-

mobil2s, trucks, and buses travelling more than 90 billion miles 

each year on those roads, streets and highways. But the cost was 

hiqh. There wGre 4,286 traffic fatalities durinq the first eleven 

months of 1967. Another 211, 000 were injured. The death rate ~-ms 

down 1.9 percent from 1966, but this was offset by an increase of 

2.1 percent in the injury rate. Reqardless, both fatality and injury 

f ige~cs are far too hiqh and this administration is takinq action to 

reduce th2m. 



The drinking driver is one of our most serious problems. 

Alcohol is involved in approximately thirty-five percent of all fatal 

auto accidents. We are seekinq a way to stop issuinq drivers' 

licenses to chronic alcoholics, and I am hopeful that a three year 

trial program now underway will prove effective. Additional legislation 

will be proposed this year to establish a presumptive limits law to 

provide new protection from the drinking driver. 

We also will support leqislation which will require special 

licensing procedures and special protective equipment for motorcyclists. 

While we continue to work with the negligent driver we must also 

focus more of our efforts on the "average driver•• throuqh improved 

education programs, and better licensing standards and techniques. 

We are hopeful schools will be able to expand driver education 

and driver training programs. 

More lives can be saved by improving emergency medical service 

and providing better transportation to hospitals or emergency stations. 

Along with the tightening of licensing standards for drivers, 

we must also improve the standards for vehicles.. Ne cannot allow 

unsafe vehicles to operate on our highways. 

There are other sources of off-job injury and death that need 

attention. The fact that home accidents cause twice as many deaths 

as work accidents is important to everyone here. Many of those injured 

at home are members of our industrial ·work force and thus a loss to 

our productive capacity as well as to their families when unable to work. 

Falls and burns are the most frequent causes of home deaths.. These 

can only be reduced through stepped-up public education programs. 

It is obvious that there is much work to be done in all fields 

of ?Ccident prevention. Such work demands leadership from you here 

today and others like you. 

Your interest in preventing traffic and home accidents along with 

those in industry is in keeping with a trend toward a broad, r:mblic 

~pirited move for accident prevention in all human activities. 

As an ~xample, labor unions in recent years have teamed up with 

the National Safety council and other orqanizations in a campaign to 

make Labor Day a safe day. 

The matter of off-the-job injuries whether on the hiqhways, at 

home, or elsewhere, is especially important to those who work for 

wages, and to those labor officials and employers who concern them-

f h k Even with the help provided selves with the welfare o sue wor.ers. 

f t . i'ndustri'al 1'nJ'uri'es are a serious blow to bv workmen s compensa ion, 



the security and well-being of the workinq man and his family. Off

the-job injuries cause even qreater financial problems since there is 

no assurance that such injuries will ~ covered by payments corresponding 
'il' 
·; 

to those provi:-1.ed by workmen's compensation. 

I would urge that you continue to"· expand your safety efforts in 
:·· 

all areas so that your knowledge and experience in the industrial 

Efety field will be helpful in preventinq injuries everywhere. 

Fortunately, many of the methods of accident prevention effective in 

industrial operations are ertually effective at home and on the hiqhway. 

Employers these days are also payinq more attention to off-the

job safety, not at the expense of industrial accident prevention, 

but as an extra effort to avoid job disruption from injuries wherever 

they might occur. Industry is aware that its strength and its ability 

to earn a profit rests with the strengths and abilities of its 

individual workers--workers who are on the job and free from injury. 

Society has an obligation to do what it can to reduce accidents 

in every area. Industry especially must take a lead role since it 

hus a moral responsibility to send its workers home at niqht in good 

physical condition--tirecl, perhaps, but at least healthy. In order 

to do this, industry must make employ~ent and places of employment 

as safe as humanly possible. 

New techniques in manufacturing processes, some of which require 

the use of inherently hazadous · materials!, now form a part of the 

industrial complex. Industry is dealing with higher temperatures 

and pressures. The use of radioactive materials is increasing. New 

chemicals and solvents are being developed. Techniques are becoming 

more sophisticated, requiringin some cases specialized knowledge to 
I 

prevent accidents includinq fires, explosions, and collapse. The 

safety problems encountered today are far different from those found. 

in industry just a few years aqo, and I do not pretend to know the 

ans~ers. I have faith, howBver, in your ability to solve these 

problems for the future welfare of our workers. 

Government, of course, also has a responsibility especially in 

California where laws require that minimum standards of safety be 

l~aintained. It is government's job to see that these standards are 

appropriate, reasonable, and up-to-date. Procedures must be maintained 

for their enforcement in accordance ~th the law--a responsibility 

of our Division of Inaustrial_ Safety. Fortunately there are many 

employers who willinqly follow safety standards well above the 



Industrial Safety to devote a larqer portion of its ti.me to the 

educational and training aspects of safety. 

The theme of this conference is safety education. Widespread 

education is indeed an essential inqredient in stimulating proper 

safety attitudes and interest. Over half of our industrial injuries 

are preventable by the avoidance of unsafe acts. Of course this is 

not the whole story, and it is not the easy answer to all our safety 

problems. But it is worth the big push that this conference qroup is 

capable of launching. It may be the means by which the industrial 

injury rate is aqain started on a trend of definite decline. 

Safety to be effective must be constant, and if it is to be fully 

effective, we must <.."ork at it every day. William Nrigley was once 

asked why he devoted so much of his advertising budget to billboards. 

He replied that ''If you tell people often enough about something some 

of it is bound to sink in. '1 

The individual cannot be overlooked; his work procedures must 

be examined to eliminate faulty habits and unwise short cuts that will 

eventually lead to an accident. Supervisors have a responsibility 

to teach and train workers the safe way to perform industrial tasks 

and to augment their safety program with periodic safety meetings or 

1. • CJ.SCUSSl.Ons. 

Our labor or9anizations also have an important part to play in 

· this endeavor--by promoting and by endorsing safe ~.vork practices in 

cooperation with business and industry. 

Let me say I have enjoyed being here with you today. I know 

your discussions and deliberations will prove to be effective in this 

important battle that must be continuRlly waged against needless 

accidents. 

NOTE: 

# # Jl 
rr 

Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there mny be additions 

to, or chanqes in the above. However, Governor Reagan t-.rill 

stand by the above ~uotes. 
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REMARKS OF GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 
California· council on criminal Justice 

Sacramento 
February 14. 1968 

It is a great pleasure to welcome you here today at the initial 

meeting o~ the California Council on criminal Justice. As you knowi 

the creation of this council was one of the principal objectives of 

all of us during the 1967 session of the legislature. I am greatly 

indebted to many of you here for your efforts in securing the ~assage 

of that legislation, and particularly the cooperation shown by Attorney 

General Tom Lynch and Senator George Deuk.mejian. 

The report of the President's commission on Law Enforcement and 

the Administration of Justice, released in February 1967,. recommended 

that each state establish a state wide body with the resoonsibility 

for planning and development in the field of criminal justice. We 

feel that this council, which was already on the "drawing board" 

before that report was published will ably fill this requirement. 

With the many problems of crime and disorder which daily face 

the public officials and the citizens of our state and our nation, the 

prevention and control of crime is clearly our nuw~er one problem. 

It is appropriate, therefore, that we recognize this priority in 

establishing this Council on Criminal Justice, composed of leading 

representatives of all agencies and levels of government which are 

involved in the criminal justice process. 

As you will note fr~m the composition of this council, your 

membership will continue and enhance the partnership which has tradition-

ally existed between state and local government in the handling of law 

enf orcernent matters. Under this partnershi?, the primary res?onsibility 

for maintaining law and order rests with the local community. The 

state serves to provide that support and assistance which is beyond the 

scope of city and county government. Together all levels of govern-

ment cooperate in forming a strong and effective means of combatting 

criminal activity wherever it may occur in the state. 

-1-
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As defined in \.. .. e legislation which create( this council, you· 

have five major responsibilities: 

First---to develop plans for the prevention, detection and control 

of crime4 and for the administration of criminal justice. 

Second--to encourage coordination, planning and research by law 

enforcement and criminal justice agencies throughout the state and to.~. 

act as a "clearing house" for pro-s>osals and projects in this field. 

Third--to develop plans for the dissemination of information on 

proposed, existing and completed research and development projects. 

Fourth--to advise the various governmental agencies charged ~ith 

responsibility in criminal justice matters. 

Fifth--to provide a vehicle for the implementation of federal 

crime control programs that are applicable to this state. 

This is a broad mandate for action. We cannot be content with the 

ideas and concepts of ~ast decades. Our ability to cope with crime 

and the criminal must include the most: modern facilities which science, 

technology, and education can furnish. Only by careful planning and 

coordinated effort can new horizons in criminal justice be discerned 

r' let alone achieved. 

Your work should encourage every police deuartment and sheriff's 

office, every court, and every correctio~al agency to attain new 

heights of accomplishment in serving the citizens of our state. You 

can be a catalyst for advance thinking and imoroved techniques, so 

that we as a state can begin to c~tch up with the ever increasing 
I 

crime wave, and hO!?efully to begin to reduce it. 

This council is not just another 11 paper organization, 11 nor is 

it just another "committee." Each of you was selected because of your 

expertise in your area of ciminal justice. We feel that the 

combinatio~ of this talent, and the utilization of this council as 

', the focal ~>0int for progress and development, will oroduce results 

that will benefit every city and county in California. 

In carrying Out your work you have the authority to utilize the 

existing resources of any de?artment or governmental agency. I hope 

you will operate in this manner, so that you will provide the planning, 

the coordination and the quidance. and will then call unon such arouns 
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as the Board of Corrections, the Commission on Peace Officers Standards 

and Training, the Judicial Council and the Department of Justice, and 

other similar agencies, to provide the detailed studies and proposed 

solutions to our oroblems. 

As you begin your work I would particularly call your attention 

to certain areas which appear to pose immediate and grave problems . 

for our s-'..:.ate.. These include: 

l. The increasing incidence of narcotic and dangerous drug use, 

particularly by young people; 

2. The continued threat of organized crime; 

3. The increa~;e in violent crimes, particularly assaults; 

4. The need for crime prevention programs which will involve 

virtually every citizen in helping to deny to the criminal the op~or-

tunity to commit his crime; 

5.. Tlie long and short range correctional requiremants of our 

state, and the need to reduce recidivism. 

6. The need for bringing together our scientific and educational 

resourcea through improved programs to prevent and control criminal 

activity. 

r.rhis is a:n. impcsing list of ob~ecti .. ;r~s, '!J~1t I 1 ~:eel J~hat the members 

of \:ids cmmcil arc equal to the task thot I pose 1or you. :r want 

to express my firm supp0rt of your work and my continued coo9eration 

in a!.l of your s.ct=.']:;.ties. You ha;;-.::; the oppo:;:tunity to render a great 

service to the state of California,. as well c..s to provide a model for 

the rest of the nation to follow. The results of your actions will 

certainly benefit every citizen of our state, if by your efforts he is 

able to live in a better and safer community. 

# # # # # # 
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~ b th task force, 137 have been 
Of 853 recommendations submitteo Y e 

implemented to Clate .. 
One hundred twelve of these recommendations have 

been referred for further study and evaluation, ana 604 are already 

· o~ the 604 which have been scheduled scheduled for implementation. ~ 

5 5 be ef,cected by administrative action, and for implementation, O can ~ 

99 will require legislative implementation. 

of those recommendations already im9lemented, a total of just under 

$7 million in annual savings has been achieved. 

Future im9lemei1tations will i::>rovide the state of California with 

annual savings in the millions of dollars, and this is only a ~art of 

the dynamic influence the a~rylication of sound business management 

techniques is having in California., 

My administration has waved no ~agic wand over the halls of govera-

1,· ment in order to arrive at a more realistic ap1?roach to the management 

of government and its affairs in California. Instead, we have had out-
/, 

standing business-oriented men to acrclinister the program of the 

administration. 

We have sought to eliminate unnecessary work, consolidate operations 

wherever possible, refused to re-olace departing personnel unless there 

was a strong justification for ooing so, enlarged existing resoonsibili-

ties: we have been decisive instead of bureaucratic, and we have not 

been afraid to make changes even with 11 sacred cows." 

By following this plan of action. the yield has been significantly 

encouraging • 

• • • In J?ub lie /;7orks we operate with 17, 9?.4 employees, down from 

20,079 authorizea ·?ositions, or 11 'Jercent under the 1$67-68 budgeted 

figures--and, in many cases, hanc~ le a greater workloaCl with an improved 

work uroduct~ The quality of our service has increased with our 

efficiency. 

-1-
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.•• !n Genera 1 Sc~rVices, p,urchasing techniques have been changed in 

order to provide for more competitive bidding, and more product com-

petition and volume discounts. As a source of General Services' 

actions, better sDace utilization is being made by reducing square 

footage allowances per em9loyee. Savings from this dei?artment are at 

a level of $22 million. Additionally, the cal Expo ~roject is a 

primary example of private enterprise working with the state for public 

benefit • 

.... In terms of investments, we found that by law state highway 

funds could only be invested in government bonds. A change in that 

law, suggested by us, which allows the investment of these monies in 

banks and federal agencies' securities wi 11 result in an increase of 

$500 thousand in increased revenue to the state each year • 

••• In the Drivers• License Division of Motor Vehicles, we were 

able to save $164 thousand by the application of sound business 

procedures, and, as Hubert Humphrey once said, "A billion here and a 

billion there •••• it all adds up! 11 

But--the application of sound business practices to government is 

only one important part of the story. There is another very meaningful 

part to the story of business and government. This second oart is one 
) . 

to which you are all addressing yourselves in this conference--that is, 

the role business can play in helping to solve some of the great social 

problems with which we are faced today~ 

My administration views the a?:=>lication of sound business oractices 

to government as a process through which government can better do the 

job it must do. But government alone cannot solve all the problems 

of our society without great personal sacrifices on the part of every 

individual in society. Instead 0 we must also turn to the collaborative 

efforts of business and government to seek solutions to these pressing, 

demanding, and challenging problems. 

Many of California's public needs are not responding adequately 

to oresent approaches by government. Many of these uublic needs are 

intertwined and are unresponsive to the fragmented, undersourced, 

unimaginative, and shooworn aonroaches designed by people in govern-
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ment who, are far rt .. ...,11ed from the actualities oi: the J?roblems. Many 

of these public needs approach crisis proportions--if they are not there 

already--air pollution, traffic congestion, crime and delinquency, 

dependent children and broken families, urban blight, racial unrest, 

unemployment and underemployment. 

California must turn to its most talented, resourceful, and 

innovative sectors--not just to government--to provide solutions for 

these problems. We must organize a total systematic effort to analyze 

and attack these critical needs. Not government alone, and not business 

alone, but the imaginative collaboration of the public, private, and 

independent sectors of our society. 

If you reach any decision at this conference, it should be a 

decision that the o~portunity for business to engage in social action 

problem-solving is the most needed and challenging task which is 

·before any of us today. 

Just as government cannot 11 create 11 jobs for our unemployed and our 

unemployables--so it is that government, without the heln of the 

independent and business sectors, cannot run efficiently, nor can it 

satisfy the needs of our citizenry. Indeed, without the input of 

business, government would be full of sound and fury, and signifying 

nothing. 

Beyond this, without a combined thrust by all the sectors of our 

society, this may well be the sad commentary of our society. 

I am confident this will not haP'?en--as I am confident the 

business sector will see their responsibilities and accept these 

challenges. 

NOTE: Since Governor Reagan sryeaks from note~. there may be 
additions to, or changes in, the above. However, the Governor 
will stand by the above quotes .. 
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Of 853 recomraendations submitted by the task force, 137 have been 

implemented to Clate. One hund:reCl twelve of these recommendations have 

been referred for further study and evaluationg and 604 are already 

scheduled for implementation. Of the 604 which have been scheduled 

for implementation, 505 can be effected by administrative action, and 

99 will require legislative implementation. 

Of those recommendations already im?lemented, a total of just under 

$7 million in annual savings has been achieved. 

Future im·olemei1tations will '::>rovide the state of California with 

annual savings in the millions of dollarsa and this is only a part of 

the dynamic influence the a".:.l0lication of sound business management 

techniques is having in Californiao 

My aClministration has waved no magic wand over the halls of goverR-

ment in order to arrive at a more realistic a?proach to the management 

of government and its affairs in California.. Instead, we have had out-

standing business-oriented men to administer the pr'ogram of the 

administration. 

We have sought to eliminate unnecessary work, consolidate O?erations 

wherever ?ossinle; refused to re~lace departing personnel unless there 

was a strong justification for 0oing so, enlarged existing resoonsibili-

tiesi we have been decisive instead of bureaucratic, ane we have not 

been afraid to make changes even with "sacred cows." 

By followin9 this ulan of actionp the yield has been significantly 

encouraging • 

.•• In Public ·:,,!orks we ooerate with 17,974 employees, down from 

?.O, 079 authorized :;msi tions, or l J. ':Jercent unoer the 1SS7-68 budgeted 

figures--and, in many cases, hancle a greater workloao with an im9roved 

work ~roduct. The quality of our service has increaseo with our 

efficiency., 
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... In General Scrvices,p:urchasing techniqueb have been changed in 

order to provide for more competitive bidding, and more product com-

petition and volume discounts. As a source of General SerV,ices' 

actions, better s·oace utilization is being made by reducing square 

footage allowances per em?loyee. Savings from this de?artrnent are at 

a level of $22 million. Addit~onally 0 the Cal Exoo ·.Jroject is a 

primary exam9le of private enterprise working with the state for public 

benefit • 

••• In terms of investments, we found_ that by law state highway 

funds could only be invested in government bonds. A change in that 

law, suggested by us~ which allows the investment of these monies in 

banks and federal agencies' securities will result in an increase of 

$500 thousand in increased revenue to the state each year~ 

••• In the Drivers' License Division of Motor Vehiclesg we were 

able to spve $164 thousand by the application of sound business 

procedures, and,, as Hubert Humphrey once said, "A billion here and a 

billion there •••. it all adds up!" 

But--the application of sound business practices to government is 

only one important part of the story. There is another very meaningful 

part to the story of business and government. This second part is one 

to which you are all addressing yourselves in this conference--that is, 

the role business can play in helping to solve some of the great social 

problems with which we are faced today~ 

My administration views the ar:>lication of sounet business ~ractices 
' 

to government as a process through which government can better do the 

job it must ao. But government alone cannot solve all the l?roblems 

of our societ'! without great personal sacrifices on the l?art of every 

individual in society. Instead 0 we must also turn to the collaborative 

efforts of business and government to seek solutions to these rn::essing, 

demanding, and cha.llenging :oroblems. 

Many of California's public needs are not responding adequately 

to Bresent ap~roaches by government. Many of these uublic needs are 

intertwined ana are unresponsive to the fragmented, undersourced, 

unimaginative, and shonworn aoDroaches designed by people in govern-
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ment ·,.1bo·are far re, .. ._.,.,.red from the actualities ot the J?l'.'Oblems. Many 

of these public needs approach crisis proportions--if they are not there 

already--air pollution, traffic congestion, crime and delinquency, 

dependent children and broken families, urban blight, racial unrest, 

unemployment ana underemployment. 

California must turn to its most talented, resourcefuL and 

innovative sectors--not just to government--to provide solutions for 

these problems. We must organize a total systematic effort to analyze 

and attack these critical needs. Not government alone, and not business 

alone, but the imaginative collaboration of the public# private, and 

independent sectors of our society. 

If you reach any decision at this conference, it should be a 

decision that the O'?POrtunity for business to engage in socia 1 action 

problem-solving is the most needed and challenging task which is 

before an~ of us today. 

Just as government cannot "create" jobs for our unemployed and our 

unemployables--so it is that government, without the he.lo of the 

independent and business sectors, cannot run efficiently, nor can it 

satisfy the needs of our citizenryo Indeed, without the in~ut of 

business, government would be full of soun4 and fury, and signifying 

nothing. 

Beyond this, without a combined thrust by all the sectors of our 

society, this may well be the sad commentary of our society. 

I am confident this will not hal?"?en--as I am confident the 

business sector will see their resnonsibilities and accept these 

challenges. 

NOTE: Since Governor Reagan sryeaks from note~, there may be 
additions top or changes in, the above,. However, the Governor 
will stand by the above quotes~ 
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It is a great pleasure to extend greetings to participants at this 

seminar on intergovernmental relationso This is one of a series of 

statewide conferences in which representatives of government, education, 

and the private sector come together to discuss and seek solutions for 

the problems facing our stateo 

Some of you recently attended a very excellent conference on housing 

where state and local government officials were joined by representatives 

of business and industry in a significant review of the problems 

involved in providing adequate housing for all the citizens of 

California. 

I am sure that this conference will likewise be successful in 

identifying the major challenges which face state and local governments, 

and which will require the joint efforts of all these groups represented 

~:Pere. You can help provide the citizens of this state with the quality 

of li~e they need and deserve. 
I 

r;~·oo of ten we are all necessarily concerned with the day to day 

p-co:)l~:ms and crises which demand immediate resolution. Yet we cannot 
t 

c-.t:fo:r.d to overlook the equal, but sometimes less apparent, necessity for 

v~,ag range planning. We must look today at the problems of California 

s~ 10, a~a even 20 years in the future so that we can begin to develop 

a blueprint fo~ the type of California we wis~ to achieve. 

We have already started this in state government by initiating a 
I 

five-year projection of information on needs for state services and 

facilities and the availability of resources to meet these needs. 

Your conference today is certainly consistent with the idea of 

taking a long-range view of California's future, establishing goals and 

-lbjectives, and bringing together the talents of a variety of disciplines 

and backgrounds, to formulate solutions and recommendations. 

As we look toward the California of the 70's and ao•s, one of the 

traditions and strengths of our state which we certainly wish to pre

serve is the partnership and concept between state and l.ocal government-

and the strong concept of "home rule"--which has reserved to cities and 

counties a high degree of governmental authority. 

-1-
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'l'his adrninistri .... ..1.on recognizes and seeks t~ strengthen the role 

of local government as a vital force in our society. The cities and 

counties of California daily fulfill the most essential needs of the 

people. These functions, carried out at the local level, give bur 

citizens the greatest opportunity to exert strong and constructive 

influences over their government. 

The growing national trend towards centralization of government · s 

done much to remove political decision-making from the people. This, 

in turn, has too often sapped their sense of responsibility fer the 

course of government. To counteract this trend we must build strong 

local governme.;:nts that are responsive to local needs and which allow 

their citizens to directly shape the policies which affect them .• 

While we are talking about keeping government close to the people, 

I also w~nt to talk about involving people~-private citizens--directly 

in government itself. I am sure you are all aware of the many ways in 

which the private sector has been involved in many of the programs of 

this administration. 

The recent reports submitted by our Survey on Efficiency and Cost 

Control are examples of this. Other groups have worked on legislative 

recornmendations, environmenta_l quality,. fiscal and revenue management~ 

and a variety of other projects. 

I know that at the local level there is a similar willingness on 

the part of public officials to obtain the ideas and efforts of citizens 

who are not regularly a part of the gove.rnmental structure. I certainly 

want to encourage such involvement and to .indicate that the dividends 

which will be gained--both in good suggestions and in a renewed sense 

of participation in the processes of government--will·be beneficial to 

government an4 to the citizens alike. The fact that so many of you are 

here today as, representatives of the independent sector attests to your 

agreement with this principle of citizen participation and responsibility. 

I spoke earlier of the partnership between state and local govern-

ment, because, to me, this certainly characterizes the working relatioP-~. 

ship which,we seek to promote in California. Int~rgovernmental 

problems are perhaps the most complex issues that we face in Sa~ramento. 

Virt~J.ally all action taken by the state affects loe!al government in one 

way or aEother, and likewise the views and actions of cities and 

counties have a great influence on the policies and programs of the 

state. 

-2-
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We have therefche felt the need to expand and improve the techniques 

a"1(. the ors.anizational means for managing intergovernmental relations .. - ~~ 

~'l!! seek th~ mnst effective vehicle for relating the needs of city and 

co11~ty gov1 ~rnment, of schools and other local agencies to state programs 

and planning .. 

I am therefore happy to discuss with you today some of our ideas 

for enha! icing the state's capability of working with local government 

in achi2ving our common objectives. 

As you know, we recently submitted to the legislature a plan for 

th2 reorganization of the executive branch of state government. ·within 

this reorganization we are instituting a new concept designed to 

p~r.ovide a vehicle for handling intergovernmental problems. It is our 

plan to expand the role of the Intergovernmental Council on Urban 

Growth; and give it the capability for exercising an advisory overview 

of all problems mutually affecting state and local governments# and to · 

engage in long-range planning in these areas. 

This concept does not accept the idea that we can compress into a 

single department of state government the problems of local governments. 

Indeed, virtually every department of state government is concerned with 

some subjects which affect cities and counties. Therefore, we need a 

ccn:1c :.1 which can cut across the governmental structure and provide a 

com:i;:r~henrd\"e and coordinated approach to the common problems of a 

variety of governmental agencies. 

We propose, therefore, to create a Council on Intergovernmental 

!~elations which will give all of us the best possible means for working 

tcr.;ether. We hope this council--reporting directly to the governor's 

oi:iice--will serve as a sounding board for ne-v•; ideas and new programs 

ana recommendations for implementation at the state and local level. 

Rapid growth and economic development have seriously affected the 

quality of California's natural environment and there.is an immediate 

r.eed to provide effective waste management \controls.. Legislation has 

already been introduced which will approach this problem. I will ask 

a group of outstanding citizens to determine an appropriate course of 

action to preserve and enhance environmental quality on a long-range 

basis. 

Public service manpower shortages are critical now and will intensify 

by 1975.. Changes in urban growth patterns have created the need for a 

new dimension in public service~ Last week I authorized the creation by 

Executive Order of the California Public Service Education and Training 
Advisory Council. Their charge will be to develop creative plans and 
cooperate and assist in the development of programs for the training of 
public servants for all levels of aovArnmenr_ 
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The Council on ~ntergovernmental Relations also will be called upon 

to assist in the implementation of certain federal grant programs and 

to provide assistance in local planning and com..~unity development 

efforts. 

One direct result of the intergovernmental approach has already 

been achieved.. That is the creation of the Intergovernmental Board o~-

Electronic Data Processing which is concerned with the development of 

information systems as an essential part of long-range data collection 

\ • and planning. 

f 
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But mere recognition of the importance of local government is not 

enough.. t·:~ m'..:;.st be aware that an increasingly complex u~cban society--

with the :problems of the co~e cities and sprawling sub"J:d:is--creates new 

and difficult problems. 

We believe the ans'>•ter to these problems is to strengthen, not to 

abandon, the basic conce:::pt of local government. It. is to find new 

s.._;lutions which will promote greater efficiency and effectiveness, while 

at the same time retaining local decision-making and responsiveness to 

individual citizens. 

There are certain inunediate problems to which the Ci:mncil on 

Inte!:9:overnmental Relations might direct its efforts: 

1--To review the allocation of governmental services and resources 

between state and' local governments and to make recommendations for 

changes w·!1ere necessary .. 

2--To give local governments the opportunity to develop fiscal 

programs and sufficient revenue capabilities to finance local services 

without having their ta::dng capacity pre-emptsd or redu::::ed by excessive 

federal o.nd state taxation. In this reg~rd." ou:r recent action in 

proposing to the'. legislature that certain sales tax revenues be allocated 

to the counties for property tax relief is a first step in this endeavor. 

3--'I'o solve the p:t:oblem of the prcl ifera"-::ion of special taxir,g 

districts and to C.·:::·.;elop a plan for. strE.':1gth':)n:i.ng local gove:r:-11ment l~y 
ir::ry~ovir.g its E~:':f.l.cienc·v in pr:-0viC: ~no th~ v:::.::=i.·::>m1 :38rv:L-:::es w!dch a::-e too 
ofi8n fragmentized in s;all an~ ccstiy local taxing agencies. 

These have been some of the ideas developed by this administration 
concerning the problems of California and the programs which will ful
fill our ~ub.:!.'e needs. It in no e~rngge:c<:i.tic'n to s:-:y ti::,,.-::. the quality 
or. J ife v.faicb. w-il 1 be en:j.:>yerS by Cr1 l ifo!".·1iar.s c~f t::.e fu·!.:i.ire (•epend:J 
to a grea~ eatent on ef~0rts s~ch as yours to6ay. 

# # # 

(Note: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to, or changes in the above. However# Governor Reagan will 
stand by the above quotes.) 
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In Rslease of Excerpts of Speech By Governor Ronald Reagan 20th 

Annual Cc.lifornia and Pacific southwest Recreatioa and Park Conference 

to he: r~c:- leased for :? ,,rn .. 1 S today / please correct Page 2, Pa.ragraph 

rn.:i.<:i.:ber 5 to read : 

Occasionallyq a property in our park system can f~nction better 

:i.f it is not state owned.. Tl1is is true of our Squaw valley ski area .. 

So :~ 9~~ going .iQ.. sell &· 
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:.i.:t is a pleasure to be here among such a large group of fellow 

conservationists. I recognize that one of your primary inte~ests is 

in the conservation and preservation of America's natural resources so 

that -t:he:i' can be used and enjoyed by future generations of P..mericans. 

I share that interest with you because it is part of the con-

servative philosophy to preserve the best of our heritage--including 

our natural resources. But the conservative philosophy also demands 

that the best use be made of those resources we preserve. 

In California we are proud of the record we have cade in 

preserving our natural heritage and this administration is striving 

to build on and improve that record. 

We are proud, also, of the recreational use we are making of 

park la::da and our great natural resources. And of the inn':lv~tions 

our Parks and Recreation Department is bringing into this broad fieldo 

At the same time, we recognize that what we are doing today 

is not enough. We must prepare for tomorro\'1--·to make parks and 

recreation even more readily available to the increasing. millions 

of Californians and others who need to share and who have a right to 

share in all that California has to offer .. 

We must examine and plan for our environment and how it properly 

relates to economic progress of our state. 

I don't suppose a governor can be expec~ed to be a technician 

or an expert in specific fields of resources--but he can be held 

responsible for the appointment of experts and outstanding leaders who 

--,can provide imagination and advanced thinking. In the language of my 

former occupation, we have done a good job of casting and I am par-

ticularly proud of the team we have put together. The captain of this 

team is Ike Livermore, a noted conservationist. With him are 

Bill Gianelli, director of the Department of Water Resources, an 

acknowledged expert; Jim Stearns, director of the Department of 

Conservation, a life-long dirt farmer experienced in soil conservation 

and timber management; Admiral Ned Sprow, di~ector of the Department 
_,_ 
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of Harbors and Watercraft, with his Coast Guard experience; 

Walter Shannon, director of the Department of Fish and Game, a noted 

and experienced leader; and William Penn Mott, Jr., director of the 

Department of Parks and Recreation, world-famed in conservation and 

park management. 

Conservation people tell us that there are few departments o 

parks or resources as free of political interference as those of this 

administration. It is going to stay that way. 

Under Bill Mott's guidance the department last year added 

more than 12,500 acres to the park system, including more than 2,500 

acres of redwoods (no, I don't believe if you've seen one redwood, 

you've seen them all). 

But, while we added parklands, we do not think that just adding 

more land is the answer to all of California's park and recreational 

needs. 

if it 

So we 

Occasionally, a property iq our park system can function better 
. ~ 
is not state owned. This .w:es 
~ ~~:)_-£ ~~ .:::6 . 
sold J:t aifa profit. 

true of our Squaw Valley ski area. 

In addition, we think that developed park properties should 

( · undergo regular re-evaluation to make sure that they still meet the 

needs for which they were originally required. If they do not, then 

they should be disposed of and new lands should be acquired that do 

meet current needs. In other words, we do not think a park system 

should be static, and in California, it is not. 

Let me digress here just a moment to point out that about half 

of California is federally owned. Most of that land is mountain and 

forest land in the Sierras. We are working to persuade· the federal 

government to make more of these lands available for recreational 

development and use. 

we think that it is possible to evolve an integrated program 

with the federal government, letting it concentrate on the mountains 

while we; concentrate on providing recreation along the coast, in the~-

desert and in the interior valleys. 

But, since there seems to be a determined effort to portray this 

administration as only interested in saving money, let me get back 

to a brief report of our accomplishments and progress during 1967. 

Working with Bill Mott, we started out by adopting a 13-point 

"action program for the state park system." This included reorgani-
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~ystem, more utilization of private capital in park and recreation 

development1 development of a more realistic user fee schedule and 

institution of a camping reservation system. 

Then we went one step further. We lifted the ban on pets. 

v"Te figured, "love you, love your dog. 11 

01"le of the things we did was increase park fees, not to deprive 

people of the use of our parks, but rather to charge a larger pro-

portion of the costs of maintaining parks against the park users 

instead of the general taxpayer. But, we also cut them in half for 

the fall and winter months in order to stimulate off-sGason L~se. 

A major ad-..rance has been the establishment of communications 

between departments. I am pleased to tell you of the progress be ir~g 

made by the special committee which I appointed to resolve problems 

b<.:.:tween highways and parks, an interdepartmental committee made up 

of representatives of the Resources and Transportation agencies. 

This committee has, in its ::::ih·~rt life, resolved many problems and 

resolved them not on engineering values alone, but has looked at the 

problem in a total er:ivi::=onmental planning process considering all of 

the va.!.ni::s, net just the economical ones. 

~or instance, a special technical task force made up of 

planners,. ecologists, landscape architects and engi.neers is now 

studying the problem of locating an all-year-round road on t11c west 

side of L<ke Tahoe. This will be done by, environm.::mtal planning so 

that the unique resources of the area will be protected, at the sa~e 

time providing for the transportation of people and thingso QuQlity 

and creativity are being emphasized in all of our planning efforts. 

As part of that emphasis, we intend to take a strong look at 

possible ways of bringing _parks to people. Everybody does not have 

the time or the money to travel to the desert or to the mountains or 

to the wilderness areas. 

we think there should be a way to give our city and slum 

dwellers the advantages of parks on as nearly a daily basis as they 

wish. The quiet and tranquility of the great city parks such as 

Central Park and Griffith Park can d~ much for modern man in today's 

hurried and harried living. 
toward 

And, the small neighborhood parks can go a long way / keeping 

our boys and girls off the.streets and channeling their energies into 

worthwhile activities. As our cities and urban areas continue to grow, 

the need for new parks grows greater and the strain on existing 
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facilities mounts ever higher. 

I am asking Bill Mott to look into ways and means of helping 

our urban areas develop and expand their P.ark ~stems __ to meet the 

needs not only of today but also of next year and the next 50 years. 

One possibility is to look at freeways and their rights-of-way 

with the idea of multipurpose use of the land around them and pert 'S 

even the space above them. rt is 
1
possible that freeways can be more 

than merely the shortest distance between two points. They can be 

focal points for parks, recreation, even industry and shopping centers. 

Our parks and recreation people, along with our highway and 

public. works officials and representatives of cities and countie~ are 

being asked to sit down together and study closely the existing 

possibilities we think are here. 

Thus, the challenge to the Department of Earks and Recreation·~. 

is clear. Its responsibility is not only to protect the environmenta' 

quality of California, but also to provide for the recreational· needs 

of our people. In reorganizing the department, it was not our 

intention to give greater emphasis to these recreational needs than 

to preservation of the natural resources of this state, but rather 

( to provide an organizational structure that would recognize not only 

the preservati?n and conservation responsibilities that the department 

holds, but also to accept the challenge of constructively providing 

for the leisure-time demands of our citizens. 

We recognize also that good conservation practices go beyond 

merely preserving what we have left. We must also be in the business 

of reclamation, as well as that of protection. We must not only 

protect our r'ivers, lakes, bays and beaches from pollution; we must 

reclaim an? purify those that have been polluted. 

And, we must do the same for our air. These major problems 

will not be solved this year or next. But Californians are deter

mined they will be solved, and we are working in. that direction. 

Referring to Tahoe again--that very unique beauty spot we 
i 

share with our neighbor state, Nevada--years of frustration were 

ended with the establishment by our legislature of the !r£boe Regional 

Planning Agency which will move toward protection of the unparalleled 

beauty of the area while insuring balanced recreational and economic 

development there. In the best spirit of neighborliness and coopera

tion, Governor Paul Laxalt and the legislature of Nevada enacted 

similar Tahoe leqislation so that both states can move forward toqether 



I have asked the Resources Agency to lend full support to the 

Bay Counties Development Council which, this year, will complete a 

comprehensive study of protection of the natural attributes of 

San Francisco Bay along with proper respect for its economic develop

ment. 

We are concerned ·with the problems of coastal development and 

conservat.ion. We know too little of the enormous values for mankind 

of proper understanding and use of our coastal resources and the sea 0 

But, we are going to know more, thanks to the fine work and informa

tion provided by the Advisory Committee on Ocean Resour·:::es.. Throu9h 

their efforts we h2ve created the Interagency Council on Ocean 

P.~):i10urces, with Lt. Governor Finch as chairman. Ee:re is an advisory 

commission of experience which will probe the problems of coastal 

deve1opment and conservation. 

Legislation has already been enacted creating the Middle Fork 

of the Feather River as a wi:!.j river. This fifty-mile stretch of 

nature will provide a primitive area where man can enjoy the outaoor.s 

as it was before he arr:ved. 

C.:-;lLr!)rnia is also progressing in the area of open space 

protectio:i as it relates to land usage and the tax base. p,-;!w realize 

the extent to which green grass is giving way to blacktop, but the 

threat is real and serious. O?en land in Southern California is 

being converted to urban uses at a rate of 70 square miles per year. 

You can get some idea of what that means if you think of the city 

of San Francisco occupying only 44 square miles. 

Legislation was passed last year to provide tax relief for 

agricultural lands which remain' ·as open spc::ce.. A broader study by 

the Legislative Joint Committee on Open Spac0 Lands and its advisory 

committee will clarify our direction with regard to this complex 

problem. 

Though we are moving in these many specific areas of resource 

protection, all of it and more must come together to produce an 

environment: which will provide the people of this state a healthy 

and exciting place to live, next year, ten years hence and in the 

year 2000--just 32 years from now when as many as 50 million people. 

may live in our state. 

Environmental protection study legislation is now before the 

legislature and I have instructed our Resources Agency to provide all 

leadership and technical assistance for its passage. 
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We must come to grips now with the total environmental needs 

of people and their enjoyment of life as it pertains to the quality of 

air and water and its availability; to the proper protection and use 

of the land and the rivers and streams, lest there be none; to the 

creation of a balanced transportation system, lest we be oven.thelmed 

by autos and freeways, aircraft and airports, rails and terminals--al 

gobbling up the land, without plan or coordination. We must study 

noise and its effects on people, the potential of thermal and nuclear 

pollution, and we must have adequate parks, recreation areas and 

space, and peace and qui~t for people and living. 

I have asked Director Mott also to concentrate upon the prep

aration .. of the master plan. This wi'.!-1 define state responsibility 

so that it is clear to other agencies and groups who must supply 

city, county and regional recreational areas. This plan will define 

the needs for ~cenic and historical areas and for r~creation. Updated, 

regularly, it will give us a solid five-year look ahead as well as a 

longer vision into 25 years for park and recreational needs" and the 

private sector will participate. Not only is the recreational 

industry, on its own, becoming most significant in the state, but we 

are assisting by review of statutes whi?h unduly restrict or dis

criminate against such development. There must be no double standard 

which places higher requirements on private development than on 
· state-own·-id 

public or / ·. parks where supervision, sanitation and density 

are equivalent. 

Wherever possible, we are seeking private capital expansion of 

concessions in state parks--stores, cabins, roadside car.-iping areas, 

boat lr:nm·~hing--perhaps even golf courses in state recr0:..:ition areas. 

The Department of Parks is seeking a partnership with the 

local communities adjacent to state park monuments by the appointment 

of .citizen advisory committees. we need tl;ie imagi:-:>ation and enterprise 

by which, for example, in Coloma, at the John Marshall Gold Discovery 

Site, local citizens helped rebuild Sutter's Mill--as it was that day 

in 1848. Or self starters of the 11Save the Redwoods League 11 who 

recently helped us acquire the final major addition to the Avenue of 

the Giants, in Humboldt County, ·or the enterprise of the Sierra Club, 

-whose members recently planted 10,000 seedling trees in one of our 

major redwood park watersheds. 

It is possible that we will see a Redwood National Park in 

the next year or two. And this is well and aood_ Rnt- 1.ot- mo .o. .......... i..-..~.: .... ,,. 



th3t we do not need a national park to protect our redwoods. 

California has nlready done that. Most of the remaining virgin 

grmvths of the redwoods are already protected in state parks. And 

let me p)int out that any national park, to be meaningful, will have 

to enconp.:iss at least two state parks. 

DE.sirable as a Redwood National Park may be, we are insisting 

that at tte same time the economy of our Northern California timber 

areas b2 protected. 

And we are also insisting that the federal government, in 

r£turn for our redwoods, give us beach and mountain 1<:1:1ds that can 

be developed by· California into useable recreational areas. 

We recognize tlnt the future is in the hands o:F. our youth. The 

youth of today will either be the protectors or the des~royers of our 

lu~c1o C1.lr schools are dcing a magnificent job with conservation 

edncation--but we rrr...Ist help. We have created a Rc:isour~es Ag~ncy 

Conse:::-vat:ion Education Comrr.i·!:tee of Fish and Game, Parko and 

Recreation, Water Resources, with the lead from t:he De.r-artment of 

Conservat }_.:;in,, to work w i.th the State Department of Education in this 

all imrc 1:':.arrt program d2<.Telopm:.~nt. I asked ~very .school, service 

club, t:;.(; press, T.V., radio o.nd news media and ev·ery citiz::m to help 

emphasize Conservation Week, I.'I<:~rch 7-14; to bring home the message 

to youth and adults alike~ 11Understar.d the value of o~r land, streams 

·and countryside; protect it from litter and degradation; leave it 

unsullied for future generations because if it is destroyed, it is 

lost forever. 11 we are determined not to let that happen. 

# # # 

(Note: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be addi
tions to, or changes in the above. However, Governor Reagan 
will stand by the above quotes.) 

.., 
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It is a pleasure for me to be here today. This is not the first 

taxpayers group I have appeared before, but we made certain at the 

last session of the legislature it would be the largest--if not in 

numbers, at least in terms of taxes paid. 

Regarding that tax increase, I feel like the mother spanking 

her lovable but recalcitrant child--it hurt me more than it hurt you. 

You know what happened. I spent a year campaigning for fiscal 

responsibility and against new taxes. 
a 

Then/ little better than a year ago, when I took office, we 

found the fiscal affairs of California in such a state that it was 

impossible to have both fiscal responsibility and a balanced budget 

without new taxes. 

So we had to raise your state taxes. Those of you who have 

already paid your tax bill know this all too well. 

The-tax increase amounted to $855 million. 

I want you to know just why that tax increase was necessary--

how it came about and where the .taxes are going. 

Of the $855 million in tax increases, $690 million went to pay 

for left-over programs and debts. These were debts incurred but n~ve!_ 

paid during past years: 

--First, a $194 million d~ht which was a carry-over from the 

last year before our administration took over. We took the position 

that this debt had to be paid off. The attorney general agreed, 

saying that a continuing deficit was unconstitutional in California. 

--second, we had to raise $496 million to pay for programs and 

spending projects which had been started by the previous administrat.i·: 

Some of these programs may have been worthwhile, but the hard fact 

is that the money should als0 have been raised on a contin11ir.a bosis 

at the time the bills were passed. This w~s not done and we had to 

do it--we had no other choice. 

So, these two items--$194 and $496 million, which total $690 

million--came due and payable last year. The taxpayer charge account! 
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which had been piling up over the past several years caught up with 

us and you had to pay. 

In addition, your state government decided to help offset the 

spiraling costs of the local schools and the increasing pressures 

on the p:roperty tax. This amounted to $145 mill ion~ To have failed 

to do this would have been to jeopardize the educational system and 
I . 

would have increased the pressures on the local property taxes even 

more. 

Twent.v million dollars out of the total tax increase--that is 

the request my administration asked for to meet the ne:-?ds of a grow-

ing state. That $_=..;:o million was less than 046 percent. cf th9 tot.21 

t'"lx im:::reci.s~. we asked for that amount because the programs were 

started and we believe in a pay-as-we-go policy. We will not duck 

hard decisions and we will not try to hide the costs of government 

fro:n you. 

Let me also point out that if it had not been for the economies 

we put into effect during the early months of this administration, 

the tax increase would have been $130 million greater--in other worcs 

$985 instead of $855 million. 

If it were not for the economies1 we have achieved already--not 

counting those that we are now also working on--if we had allowed the 

growth of state government sp~nding to continue at the same rate as 

the Brown-Unruh administration during the 1last five; years of the 

previous administration--we would have to increase your total state 

taxes at a rate of ~~out four percent per year. 

We cannot allow this to happen. Now that we have paid off the 

debts and straightened out the accounts we inherited, we are determined 

that this government will live within the means of its taxpayers, 

and will live within the revenues which are now projected--without 

any tax increase. 

When I took o£f ice I pledged that we would cut and squeeze and 

trim. we have done that. we will continue to do that. 

·when we did cut back on some of the.se programs, the cries of 

anguish were loud and long. But I heard no great storm from the 

taxpayer whose dollars were being discussed. Now w~ hear from them 

as the tax bill comes due. And I want to point to those who have 

made a career of buying gifts for the peopl.e with the people's money, 

it is their turn now to listen~ it is their turn to hear the anger 

and the wrath of the taxpayer. 
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~f they did not hear it in their budget meeti~gs when they refused 

to cut costs or when they passed more spending bills, let them hear 

it now. Keep it in mind the next time they ponder the spending of 

millions of dollars. 

In face of all these problems--the absolute necessity to raise 

taxes to cover past debts and inherited programs--and the need to 

adopt a budget of $5.7 billion for the coming fiscal year--in face 

of all this, there are those in the legislature, there are those on 

our campuses who complain that we are not spending enouqh of your 

money. They demand that you spend even more through taxes. 

Despite the fact that we increased the budget for the University 

of California by $30 million over•the last year, there are those who 

demand that we increase that budget even more. Despite the fact that 

we increased the budget for the state colleges by $39 million, there 

are those who demand that we increase it even more. 

It is the same in some areas of public assistance--Medi-Cal, 

social welfare, etc. There are those who want to spend more and 

more. 

Where, I ask, is this money coming from? From the taxpayer? 

He cannot afford it. He just cannot afford it. And, we cannot con~ 

tinue to confiscate his earnings--raising the state's take, year 

after year. 

Almost every day ·in the legislature bills ar.e passed which 

demand more of your money •••• some would taJ<.e millions of your dollars. 

The votes are cast--and the bills passed--by those legislators who 

know full well that if the taxpayers were voting, the bills would 

be turned down. Yet, too many legislators continue to vote to take 

or mortgage more of your rr,oney. 

The time has long since passed to put an end to this. 

We must have a new set of priorities, a nE'lw agGnaa for state 

government. We must place more emphasis on cutting costs. The tax-

payer must be permitted to keep more of what he earns. 

Let me say that from a strictly political viewpoint, trying to 

hide the heavy costs of. state govar;-;.ment and cb .. 1.ck.ing the wr<:lth of 

the taxpaye~, it would h~ve been exp8disnt for me to go along with 

withholding. This might well have been easier for some of you, too, 

but the credit-card approach somehow makes it seem as th011sh we are 

spending less when wa are actually spending more. 

But. I have refused to go along with this easv way out--it would 
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( '·· be«a disservice to the taxpayer under the present circumstances. 

It is important that you know just what state government is 

costing you. It is time that all of us realize the grinding load 

·which is imposed upon each one of us, that we know the actu2.l cost 

of government on our income, .our lives and our futures. 

The tax increase should make you angry. I hope it does make 

y0u ang:ry. It makes me angry. 

But, focus your anger on those who caused it--those who first 

spent your money without telling you what the bill would be--and 

without making clear to you that you would have to pick up the check. 

Pocus your anger on the politician who uses your money to buy 

his vot9s ·and the:!'."1 tries to shift the blam:~ when the bills come due. 

An angry taxpayer is the best weapon we have for kaeping down 

the co3ts of g~vernment. 

Tha lesson of April 15, 1968 will be a harsh one. It should 

serve as a reminder that govrarnment is r.ot free--not even wh.<=:n the. 

costs are hidden and sugar-c~ated and dribbled out through g:i.mmicks 

and slogans,. which may sound good, but which only dslay th1~ day of 

reckoning. 

But now that I seem to be in a complaining mood, let's talk 
I 

about the numbers game that is being played with Medi-Cal. According 

to some, we made a false and horrendous estimate of Medi-Cal over-

spending and then had to readjust and blushingly a·.1mit we had been 

guilty of crying wolf until, finally, according to these financial 

sooth-sayers, we actually turned up with a surplus. After listening 

to them, I am better able to understand the record of the past 

several years. 

The numbars game is not limited to Med:L .. ~Cal. When we are 

successful in effecting economies, those economies are loudly 

denounced as surpluses resulting from our miscalculations. Hell, 

those surpluses for the most part are hard-;-earned th:::-ough the careful 

business practices of those we have appointed to head our various 

departments. They accrue to the benefit of the taxpayer and# as far 

as I am concerned, those department h.eads have my thanks. If they 

a:re to be censured, let those who have no reg2rd for the public. 

treasury do th2 censuring. 

Of course, we· do not always find surpluses. ·we have found a 

couple of deficits---::he last one for $70 millicn--due to miscalcu-

lat ions in a piece of legislation adopted last year.. .'.Vlay I say it 
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~as not a part of our legislative program. 

The last error will be compounded by another $82 million next 

year unless the legislature acts to rectify the legislation--AB 272--

which is at the base of the trouble. 

I have invited the Speaker of the Assembly to sit down with me 

and members of the staff this week to see what we can work out.. In 

the meantime, we are hopeful that continued economies may give us 

enough funds to meet at least part of this year's deficit. Just as 

last year's economies paid for the excess spending in Medi-Cal, I 

have promised already, and I will repeat it here, we will not go to 

the taxpayers for more money to rectify that error. 

I have not changed my belief that we are already paying too much 

for government. 

I am still convinced we can trim the fat out of government and 

then base our tax rates on what government should cost rather than 

on what it costs now. 

we are also working on the premise that taxes can be spread 

more equitably.. Centainly the hodgepodge, crazy quilt tax structure 

California has now can be improved upon. 

As you know, tax reform is a major goal of this administration. 

We had hoped to be able to present a comprehensive tax package this 

year for the legislature to consider. 

·' It appears now that we may have b~en overly'optimistic. Never-

theless, our own people are continuing to work diligently with the 

California Taxpayers Association and others toward this end .. 

We are taking full adva~tage of a repo.:::-t turned into us after 

nE::arly a year of study by a special Tax Task F'orce I appointed early 

last year. 

wa are E::xamining t!:'3 rn(,;rits and demerit.s of a num~er of proposals 

and suggesti0r~s 211 air.'.ed at simpli£yi"1g ci."":.d m::.:.};i.::.9 mere c:.qaitable 

our tax sys~::.sm. 

I shol-~:.'_d l~_ks to G1sc~i£:S som'.:) cf ·.:h.;::;::;3 pr·c:;;;:-.:;s;;ils in.detail, but 

!!°C ::t t .1.:.a J..:.:. reason - w:Lll J. 

.,.. ....... ;-
J_, ..-.... I T.tv .. 1:,c,;::. t.vc are .......eo.dy to 

make a propcsal ~~~ tax ~~r0rm, the peQplG of C?lifc~nia will be the 

l~'Jvl. j· .• s~_ :..~:. yc·u. have an interest in ot::r ·::ax system and our tax 

take, so should you have an interest also in wh~Te and how your tax 
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. mohey is spent. 

You not only have a right to demand maximum efficiency in those 

existing programs we spend your money on,· you also have a right to 

know what programs· .are being contemplated and why. 

And just as you have a right to these answers, so do you have 

a responsibility to ask questions, to keep an eye on your government, 

to insist that it function properly and efficiently. 

Let me warn you here that if you--if all of us--do not acce9t 

that responsibility, government will not long function p~operly and 

the blame will rest.onoyour shoulders as well as on the shou:;.ders 

of those in government. 

An indifferent electorate paves the surest read to bad govern-

ment. · 

Today, m~re than at any time in our hist?ry, we cannot afford. 

bad governmen-t. The demands on government by society and th<'3 com-

plexities of society itself 0.re too great. 

Gove~nment at every level must be aware of the problems we face 

and must seek to deal with them within a framework that preserves 

the rights and freedom of the individual, ar.d calls into play the 

genius of those who make up our society. 

No government, however large or however powerful, has at its 

"command the resources and the brainpower to find the answers to 

society's problems and to apply them equitably. 
'• ~ -

Too many in government today at almost every level fail to .~ :•.· .. 

recognize this. As our nation has grown in population and in 

technology, tho.se within government niore and more have tend'ad to 

believe that 011;1y they have the answers, and ·they have attempted to 

foist their answers onto the people with an increasing "fatb.er knows 

best" arrogance. 

Som~n·1here in our nation somebody has found an answer to almost 

every problem that besets us. Those answers are more available than 

ever before, to be .used wherever they are applicable. 

Govarnment must not be too proud to turn to those with the 

2nswers, to use tl':c:--.1, to he2.p with th8r'.l, to pr-ovicie the encouragement 

and the incentive to make them wor}::::.. 

We are trying that at the state level in California. we turned 

to the business community to help us streamline our state government. 

We turned to Chad McClellan, and he has more that 20 thous?nd 

industrialists and businessmen organized and working jn cooperation 
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\,., ith government to provide job training and job placement for our 

unskilled minority citizens. We turned to a citizens' task force 

and the California Medical Association to look at our mental 

hospitals and recommend cha·nges and improvements. And, as I mentioned 

earlier, we have turned to many people, including your organization, 

to help us with our tax programs. 

We ~"'ill listen to anyone who may have the solution to one of 

our problems, who can help us not only attack the symptoms, but also 

the root causes. 

It is easy to point to the pressing problems of our time: 

--The awakening discontent with their lot of the poor, the under-

privileged and the minorities 

--Crime--against individuals in the form of increased violence, 

and against society in the form of new uses of violence. 

--The plight of our cities, racked by crime, stifled by traffic, 

smothered in air pollution, infested with slums, afflicted with urban 

sprawl. 

The solutions to the problems come less easily. There are some 

who would have government--preferably big government--take over. 

There are others who believe that solutions begin at the grass 

roots--where the people are--that local government knows its peculiar 

problems best and can solve them best, that state government must do 

what local and regional government cannot do, and that the federal 

government must do what states cannot. 

In recent years this approach to government has been out of 

fashion. 

For 35 years the federal government has been usurping the powers 

of the state governments, the state governments have been taking 

power from the local governmen~s and all governments have tended more 

·and more to limit tl:e op::ions of the individual citizen. 

Compulsion has beco~:JB a way of lif.e in our land--all in the name 

of problem solving. 

And yet, too often we fail to reach the root cause of the problemE 

We deal only with t:c~ sy:rptoms. 
I an not ::ool5Yh en;.mgh to say we shouldn • t a2al with the sympto1!c: 
We must, of co.~:-se. We cannot and will not tolerate rioting in 

the streets or on the campuses. We will make a determined effort to 

make our streets safe from those who would murder and rape and robr 

v.1e will work to unclog our streets, purify our air, educate our 

children. 
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But beyond all this, we must seek to determine and correct the 

causes of our failures. Why have the cities decayed; why have crime 

and dope addiction increased; why have not our minorities of this 

generation escaped from the slums? 

A~d, at the same time that we seek answers to these present 

problems, we must look to the futu:::-e and anticipate new problems. 

Already we have people looking down the road to see how 

Califoinia can adjust to the problems of a peacetime economy, looking 

zit new approaches to our water problems, studying the possibilities 

offered by our ocean resources. We must anticipate a state park 

system that will take care of a Cali£ornia population approachir:g 

50 milli~n persons; and work on a plan for an integra~ed t~ansporta-

tion system. 

Most of these projects are going on at minimal cost to California 

taxpayers and are depending on the involvement of leading citizens 

throughout California. But more of them can be carried out by a 

government always on the brink of insolvency due to exceas and fisced 

irresponsibilityo 

The fact remains that California must maintain a stable and 

prosperous economy. 

And that takes us right back where we began. A stable and 

prosperous economy goes hand in hand with a sound and equitable tax 
! 

system •. we are determined, with your help, to give the people of 

California such a syst:em and to have the courage to say no to living 

collectj~ely beyond our means. 

# # # # 

(NOTE~ Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be 
additions to, or changes i:-1 the above. However, Govc~nor 
Reaga.n wili stand by the above. quotes. 
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You do me a great honor by inviting me to break bread with you. 
One of the first things that happened to me as Governor was to be 
immediately shipped off to Washington to a conference that was going 
on there. I left the Cameflia City as a brand new resident, had two 
hours with Ev Dirksen and discovered that flower you're wearing is 
a marigold. 

Seriously, I appreciate the opportunity to report to you on the 
·doings of one of the major industries of your community. And, in 
this case, I'm reporting also to the stocklhl.olders. And if some of 
you haven•t become aware of that, you'll find out when you get the 
bill from your broker on April 15. 

rtve had the opportunity to get around the state since the 
election some. I was up in one of our more spacious but less populated 
counties in the North and an old fella accosted me and said, nyou 1re 
from the Capitol. 11 He says, nThey got some smart fellas down there. 11 

.And I said, nThat 1s so. 11 And he says, 11They got some that aintt so 
smart.I! I allowed that was so. He says, "Pretty damned hard to 
tell the difference, ain 1t it? 11 

One of the first things I learned in this new job was the truth 
of an old story that has to do with a newcomer in the go1d rush days 
to Alaska. And one of the first things he had to learn was how to 

( drive a team of husky dogs. And they showed him how to harness them 
''· up and then they told him, "These dogs are all right. You can pat 

them on the head and they won't hurt you ••• unless you fall down, 
and then they 111 tear you to pieces. 11 

A couple of days ago, I heard a fellow on the radio here in 
town. I don't know who he was, but I have a deep affection for him. 
He was on the radio and for some reason or another he said, 11Every 
man should have a wife, •cause sooner or later something will happen 
that you can 1t blame on the Governor. 11 

But I'm sure that a part of your hospitality in extending this 
invitation to me must have been prompted by curiosity. After all, 
it isn 1t every day that a fellow who, for a number of years, has 
been riding off into the sunset with "The End" superimposed on his 
back, turns up on the State House steps with something called 11The 
Creative Society11

• 

Briefly and informally for the next little while, let me open 
this stockholder's meeting. This Creative Society that I have talked 
about is based on a belief in the people 1s ability to manage their 
own affairs and, in cooperation with government, solve the vexing 
problems that have plagued us for so long. It's based also on a 

_ belief of mine that government tends to get hidebound and the hides 
'are laced together with red tape and the story of government is 
usually, and too often, written in red ink. 

Now, let me give you an example of this and of what seems to be 
some strange philosophy that government and people in government 
have. 

I know it's kind of like the sergeant. The young rookie was 
asking him why he was doing somethtng a certain way, and the sergeant 
said to him, nson, let me ask you something. If you were starting 
a brand new country and one of your first chores was to create an 
Army and you got the first division of that /\1•my organized, what 
would you ca.11 it? 11 The kid said, "I 1d call it the First Dj.vision. 11 
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He says, "In the United States they called the first one the S0oond 
Division, and if you can understand that, you'll understand everything." 

Well, with regard to the red tape and the red ink of government, 
in 1920 it cost $20.75 to phone from New York to San Francisco. And 
for that amount of money, you could mail 1,037 letters •. Today it 
costs $1. 00 to call from New York to San Francisco, and for that 
amount you can only mail 16 letters. So, the government is investi
gating the Bell System. 

The one thing the Creative Society isn 1t and can 1t be is a 
magic. wand. Tax.es had to be raised. The budget is an enormous 
5.7 billion dollars. The budget is too high. Taxes are too high. 
And I have discovered that there is a savage resistance on the part 
of srn":e to reducing either the size or power or cost of government. 
There 1s a defeatism on the part of too many of you with regard to a 
belief that nothing can stay the growth of government. 

Now, I'm here to tell you that, while we have a long and hard 
road ahead, the power and the size and the cost of government can be 
reduced, that we _1ve made this start, and that now we have reached a 
point in which we have to have the help of the people of Californie 
from here on. 

I won't go into the story that you know already about the fiscal 
mess that we were in. I'll just tell you something of our approach 
and the results so far. 

We had quite an awakening when we first arrived in S~cramento. 
It seemed that with every drawer we opened, the story got worse. 
One day when I was shuffling through the papers on my desk, thinking 
thare must be a letter of resignation in there someplace, somebody 
came in and said, ucheer up, things could be worse. 11 So I cheered 
up, and sure enough, they got worse. 

But 44~ of our bud~et goes back to the county and local govern
ments. That 1 s fixed by law. Eight percent is in the use of the 
bond funds and California is the biggest marketer of bonds in the 
United States. Fourteen percent of th.em marketed by us--about an 
average of 600 million dollars a year.' That 1s, of course, specified 
and controlled by law. Twenty-three percent are special revenue 
funds, and again, these are fixed by law. · 

But at least here we can do something. We can exert an effort 
to see that you get a better buy for your dollar. Only 22% is the 
amount of that big budget that goes to pay for the administration 
and the running of the government of the State of California. And 
here we can make an effort in the way of economy. 

I would like you to know that if we could cut--you can do a 
little bit of arithmetic and figure it--if we could cut the cost of 

. operating the State of California in two, we 'i'!ould only be reducing 
the overall .state bu'.J.get by a little more th.:H1 ten percent. W:.'1.ich 
will give you some idea of how tot.::.gh the job 5s. 

However, I didn 1t set out to discourage you. We made our first 
start. We reali.zed that we had to start effecting economies very 
quickly. We looked around for the immediate ones. 

: In the last ten years, while we've increased the population of 
California 39%, the number of state employees has gone up 70%--so 
one of our first ef f'orts was to put a freeze on the hiring of 
replacements for employees who left the services of state government . 
. 4nd I am able to tell you now that, after that continued growth and 
size of government here, .there are today 1.8% fewer employees in the 
State of California than there were a year ago last January. But 
even here we 1ve been handicapped. We could only apply this to the 
a.rlministration of the State of California. 

Higher educatior<was a different matter and we couldntt exert 
that freeze or have an effect on them. You'll recall, incidentally, 
+-b8.t the state University was going to be put out of business by the 
reductions we made in the budget for the University. 

But somehow they 1ve not only managed to stay in business, the;r 1ve 
mana~ed to increase their number of employees by 8.4%. Even with 
the J.irn1twl hitdp.:ct ~ t:hat wiped out some of the gain that we've made. 
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Now our gain, incidentally3 was made also in s,D.ite of the fact 

that we 1re increasing the California Highway Patrbl to keep up with 
our expanding network of highways. There is a bill introduced in 
the Legislature to provide radar for the California Highway Patrol. 
It is an established and proven fact that by the use of radar •.• 
each radar set is the equivalent of a great many highway patrolmen. 
It is also a proven fact that, in the country, with the use of 
radar, you protect the lives of citizens on the h~&h,ays and ,lou 
can reduce automobile deaths and accidents. ?ve-7/z..-"'v-(----,;1;.;(7 

But I will predict that before the week is out 3 that bill will 
be killed in committee. It 111 be killed because one particular 
lobby is exerting a great deal of pressure on the Legislature, and 

·that lobby isn 1t within a tenth of being as powerful as the people 
of California could be, whose money will be taken and whose lives 
will be lost in highway accidents. But, unfortunately, the lobby 
is here, and the people have not made their will known to the 
Legislature. 

Now we had another thing something in the nature of a freeze. 
We discovered that our state employees were tourists at heart. 
They we~e. all over the place. We didn't tell them they cou.ldn 1t 
leave .•• we just told them they had to come in and tell us where ._/". 
they were going ar:d why. And that reduced the budget for out-of
state travel by 78%. 

By last spring we had_peduced tbe amount of gasoline the state 
ha.d to buy fo~L~ the statev-Cars by 15%. Incidentally, we discovered 
also that nobody lmew how many of those cars we had, so we put a 
freeze on buying them. And that ts made some changes. But one of 
tha weird changes is, sudden:.y by stopping buying them, we got a 
Sl..i..i::'plus of' automobiles in all the state motor pools. 

We did something about the beautiful four~or reports that 
were being circulated from department to department each year. They 
formed a staclc that was half as high as I am. We found that mimeo
graphed reports wj_ll do just as well. 

We disco"rnred that we h.ad a phone bill of 161! million collars, 
so we brought the phone company in. Somehow someone had overlooked 
that they have a department that wij..J;come in and survey your needs 
and tell you what kind of a phonet..1fystem you need. And we brought 
them in. 

They found people sitting at adjoi~ing desks with inter
communicating systems. The~r had phones on their desks with lights 
on them so they coi.;;.ld l.::rok at the light and see if" the fellow 
sitting alongside was using the phone. Those cost two dollars per 
month extra per instrument. Now they turn their heads and look at 
each other and the phone company tells us the bill will be reduced 
two million dollars this yeare 

. ~· 
~l(::j r~ ·~-1 ~r~·~ -; .. a ._i"'"H-l"-.-:c:~ ·, v--t~·,..l+···+~:t ~h·"'1:1c°' \, ~ ... onso .... _G.av -~- uy._ .. 1 0 , J...·------=··-d 1 .. 1. cou.__.. _ ... J. -·J.Vt. ~.J.1....r11ng, 

standar0.ized S2Jecif1cati:ms" li-io::::> ex.a.r:>;o:..e, ;,;:_-:, :.-:ta.·..re bought th.is 
year Y s h.igh-speed tires for the California i-LLghway Patrol at 
$141,000 Jess than they cost a year ago. All in all, from February 
First a yea1"' ag8 to October 31, we reduced th8 cost of supplies and 
equipment pur•.-:hased for ,.:;he state by 22 million dollars. 

You know, th<=) sta,;:;r:~ used to be in the pheasant breeding 
husiness for restr.i:.king of our countryside for the hi..::.J.Tters. We ire . 
~.,ot. against that- ·~~1ut we found that we could go out cf the breeding--
1Tus1ness and buy them from private enterprise and save $3300 a year. 
So now we buy them instead of raising our own. 

We i'oui:i_9vout there were a number of' jobs being done by the 
State Printrng Office that they were not equipped to do, and that 
we ~ould actually get them done cheaper from private enterprise. 
We are now contracting this work out. 

Incidentally, in one of those task forces we had going through 
the.state government, they just happened to be in the State Printing 
Office on 81 occasion when they were getting ready to scrap one of 
the presses. A great many thousands of dollars were involved. But 
somehow the press just wasn't equipped to do the particular job. 
It had to be done. And one of the members of the task force just 
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happened to be in the printing business and he showed them how. If 
you just went around in back and made some minor adjustments, you 
didn 1t have to scrap that pri.nting pJ.~ess--and that saved a few 
hundred thousand dollars. 

We sold the Grizzly for $204,000 and now occasionally have to 
travel by charter, but most of the time we travel commercial. That/~ 
saved the state $116,000 a year on the Governor's Office travelingv'" 
expense. I did drm1 the line, however, when some of our eager 
beavers suggested I start traveling by i

1Flying Nun 11
• 

We're taking an inventory of the lan~ We're selling the 
biggest white elephantye found. We've had it since that famous 
Olympics--the state 1S-holdings in Squaw Valley. 

,_,.,/ 
But also now, particularly in our mental institutions,, as we 1ve 

declined in population and as there's been a change in the type of 
patient involved--because the patients who could be rehabilitated 
are now being sent back to regional health care centers--we 1re 
inventorying the farm land that used to be kept for mainly re
habilitation around those as well as other state institutions, and 
they are going back on the market and going to be sold. 

With regard to investment of funds, we have gott~a change in 
legislation giving us more flexibility in investing '1!tate funds. 
And they are invested up until the time they have to be spent or 
have to be used. This has added hundreds of thousands of dollars 
to the earnings on those funds. 

We have a program, a merit ~gram,, in the state--have had for 
years--~<l1ereby employees are given bonuses when they suggest things 
tt..at will result in increaseC. efficiency or economy. Wei re paying 
out three times as much in those bonuses now as had been paid out 
previous to this administration, because the fine employees of this 
state--and there are a great many thousand of such employees who 
take great prjde in thei::' work and are dedicated to their tasks-
they 1ve discovered that someone is interested. 

A couple of weeks ago I awarded two bonuses of $11,500 each 
to· two young men who had,, on their own time, worked out a sys·tem 
for speeding up the delivery of funds such as the federal grants and 
getting them invested and, as a result of their plan3 the state is 
getting an additional $309,000 a year on return on just the brief 
investment of those funds. 

The Savings ~Loan Department is fina~ced by assessments 
against the savings and loan industry, which may not cut someone's 
truces in the immediate run, but certainly itss a return of money 
where it should be. We 1ve reduced tne cost of operating that 
department by $300,000 a year. 

Throughout this country our business cJ..i:nate has not been the 
bc7f'·i~;. And one of the drawbacks in the busi;.1sss climate was our 
Corp0rat1on Commission. And down through the years, businessmen 
throughout the country and here in California have known that here 
was a great hold-up and a great, massive bureaucracy that was 
hindering what we were trying to accomplish. But we have a self
supporting Corporation Commission now. 

The Corporation~mmissioner told us at the beginning of the 
year that he had begun effecting some economies ar.c!. efficiencies 
and he believed that he would be able to hand the General Fund, 
by next June 30, a $163,000 profit over and above the running of his 
department. Well, a short time ago he was in to tell me that that 
$163JOOO was a wrong estimate--it's already a million and a half 
dollars, and by June 30 expected to be a $2 million profit. Around 
ohe half million of that is a reduction in the cost of his department. 

Throughout the country, as I 1ve had occasion to get out, I 
have round that the increased efficiency and improvement in the 
Corporation Commission here in California is the talk of the 
business community in the nation. 

Have you ever wondered in government whether people ever talk: 
to each other? You know, you drive down a newly surfaced street 
and three days later they're tearing it up to put a pipe underneath? 
Well, wetve got people that do talk to each other. Some of them 
are here today. 
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I can see Bill u1anelli out there. Bill is heading up our 

great Water Project. Bill came into my office the other day with 
Sam Nelson, who is in charge of our Highway Department. They had 
an agreement. They just thought I'd like to have them sign it in 
my office. I was delighted. 

I 111 tell you what the agreement does. As you lmow, the ~r 
f_roj ect is going on down through the Valley. There rs a peripheral· 
canal going around the Delta.. You know also that the West Side 
Freeway is also going down through the Valley. Well, across San 
Joaquin County, there were two rights-of-way. The highway needed 
land from which it could get seven million cubic yards of fill3 and 
the canal needed additional land where it could dump the excavation. 
Hell, those two rights-of-way are now very closely parallel. It 
means that less land will be taken off the tax rolls of San Joaquin 
County. 

The highway is going first. They'll do the primary grading or 
digging of the canal first. That digging will provide the seven 
million cubic feet of fill at a savings of five million dollars and 
they won~t have to tear up any of the county's roads because the 
trucks bringing the dirt will simply go from the site of the canal 
next door·to the freeway. And, incidentally, Fish and Game even 
got in the act. · 

As you know, if you dig a hole that big and let it stand fo~ 
a while down in the Delta, youtre going to have a lake. So Fish 
and Game is stocking the pools of water in the primary digging 
area until it~s time to finish the canal, and the people will have, 
fishing holes there. 

But this taught them something else--out of this has come a 
program whereby as they go on down the two hundred miles of the 
Valley, they are going to use one admin~rative headquarters for 
both the Water Project and the Highwayvl'rogram. They are going to 
use the same areas for eq_uipment, for servicing, for repair, for 
fueling. · They are going to use the same staff and the same equip
ment for emergencies, such as for slides and so forth. 

And this has now spread over into permanent structures. For 
example, a forestry camp had space and utilities already in. With 
the addition of only a little office space, we found we could use 
that same location at a great savings for both the offices of the 
Highway Project and the Water Program. This has all come about 
simply because in government we now have some men, ',like these 
gentlemen I just mentioned, who believe that their function is not 
to build an empire, but is to run government as if it were their 
own business in the way a business should be run. 

With regard to the gasoline tax, since I 1ve touched on. highways, 
this is one of the areas where we can 1t reduce the budget. The 
money there has to be spent. Spending is based on the amount of 
gasoline tax which comes in. 

But we can make sure that you get a better buy for your dollar. 
A few months ago I was able to tell the people of California that 
as a result of savings in administrative overhead in the use of the 
gasoline tax, we were starting forty-four highway and freeway 
projects--$98 million worth--one year ahead of schedule. 

In fact, I am now pleased to tell you that I spoke too soon. 
The figure is now $194 million--translated' from red tape and 
administrative overhead into miles of concrete highway for the 
State of California. This is the equivalent of a 2~ increase from 
your gasoline tax. 

We are reducine; our officevsPace and believe that within a year 
we v·1ill have it accomplished. The office space occupied by state 
e:;overnment offices will go from 9 million square feet to 7 million 
sq_uare feet. And all that it took to do this was to simply apply 
the private business standards for square foot of space per employee 
for those doing similar work. That same standard applied to 
gov<".:rnment workers made this reduction possible. 

I rm sure you already know about the four million, three hund::ed 
thousand dollar building that was to have been started last summer 
for one of our state departments. It will not be built. We simply 
tore up the contracts without signing them because by applyin6 these 
same stanrlards we found that we have no need £'01 .. that_ building, now .. 



You received yov.,., not:ification for the ren~· ... r of your auto
mobile license a lit(,. .~ early this year--that 1 s \_~cause we got word 
of the postal increase and we saved $110.tOOO in postage by sendinP" 
them out early. You 1re going to get them even earlier next year,

0 

And we had some sideline benefits. We discovered that by 
sending them out early we reduced the amount of overtime and the 
number of temporary employees needed for this rush period. So 
we are going to put them out about another month earlier next year 
and reduce it even farther. Renewal time for license is 40 days. 
We have already reduced this by five days, and we're in the midst 
of a planned phase out which, by July, at the time for renewing 
licennes, will be ten days. 

Incidentally, having men of this kind who ask questions, as 
businessmen do, Verne Orr over in this particular department took 
note of the fact that when you lose your driver's license you go into 
one of the Motor Vehicle Bureau offices. You give them your name 
and address and they hand you a certificate. That certificate is 
good for sixty days, as a license. And Verne got wondering how we 
really know who the people are and whether theytre who they say 
they are when they come in and get those certificates. / 

So we changed the rules. If you go in now with a lost driver's 
license, they tell you it will be put in the mail the next day, and 
you'll have it. And in the first 23 days of the change of the rules, 
we received back 551 of those certificates, all of them sent back to 
us by people who said we didn't lose our licenses, we don't know 
why we t ve been sent this. Maybe one indi.cation is a woman who 
wrote us to say she received it. She didn't lose her license 
because she never had one. She can't drive an automobile. But she 
said also that in the same week she received the license, a check 
was stolen from her mailbox. Those certificates are as good as a 
driver's license for credit and for identification for cashing checks. 
So~ we 1re sending those letters and those returned certificates as 
they come 1n to local police throughout the state. 

Now, some of our economies and our attempts at economy were met 
with great screams and dire predictions. In addition to the one 
I 1ve already mentioned, another was that the colleges and the 
Universities were going to disappear and the quality of higher educa
tion would sink to an all-time low because of the economies we made. 

( Increases in the budget for higher ed~on are based in part 
on higher prices we all have to pay and on increased enrollment. 
But with the cuts that were made last year and this year in the 
budgets which higher education asked for, you might' be interested to 
know none of the dire things happened because, even with the cuts 
required this year, our budget provides the highest increase per 
student of the average of the last ten years. 

And, in addition to this, believing that a program-type budget 
is good business, we have in our budget this year, made proposals 
that will give the college system more flexibility than they have 
ever had in being able to use their money. · 

We knew of an incident a few years ago with this tight-line item 
budget where one state college wanted to buy some motion picture 
cameras and some very intricate lenses for scientific research. 
Under the system previously in effect, somebody in Sacramento blue
penciled the cameras and not the lenses. The college is sitting 
there with shelves full of lenses and no cameras to put them on. 
So we are giving them a program-type budget to the best of our 
ability. 

You have yard, of course, that with the changes we have made 
in the mental health program--and here the screams were especially 
Joud--we were going to destroy this program which was admittedly the 
le::i.der of the nation. 

California, ltii th the exceptilin of one or two small states that 
don't have the great problems of the large states, is the leader in 
the mental health field. I don 1t see some of the same critics rush
ing into print to acl<:nowledge, now that the year is over, that we 
have increased our lead over the rest of the nation. 

We are spending more per patient than is being spent in any otller 
state of the Union. We are enlarging the floor space per patient 
to the 70 square feet we always wanted instead of the 55 square feet 
they 1ve always had. Wetve accelerated the pace o.f putting patients 
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that can be cured or rehabilitated into regional and local health 
care centers. We are moving toward the day when we 111 have only the 
custodial patients there for whom there is little or no help or 
improvement. 

We have improved the mental ~ardation program. We 're working 
toward the day when we can stop operating these.large hospitals for 
the mentally retarded with their thousands of unfortunate young 
people and to get more of them into the local centers where they 
can live in more normal surroundings and be taught to have a more 
useful life. We have given them a flexible budget which they have 
requested but never had before, and there will be an increase in the 
nurses compared to the number of patients. 

In the midst of this fiscal crisis, some of those who must 
share the responsibility for the financial plight we were in have 
been the most vocal critics, not only of our efforts to economize 
but, of course, of our efforts to increase the taxes in order to get 
out of the debt position we were in. But at the same time they 
continue to propose spending measures. 

Indeed, they introduced enough spending measures last year to 
increase the budget by 43~ million dollars at the very same time 
they were complaining about the economies. And I blue-penciled 
$43~ million out of that budget. 

Wetre unhappy with the tax situation. It doesn 1t reflect our 
thinking on the kind of tax system we should have in this state. 
So we have a task force that's been working for the better part of' 
a year, and we are now working to put into legislative form proposals 
for complete reform of our tax structure, to see if we can't have a 
tax system that-·will be geared to our economy, that will go up with 
our economy so that we don 1t have to keep changing the rules on you 
ru1d coming back every couple of years and telling you we 1re going 
to take a h:i.gger percentage out of your earnings. · 

In that connection, I've made a suggestion and I 1d like to 
make it again right here, because in the days ahead I'd like to 
solicit your thinking. You know tnat the corporation and insurance 
tax can only be raised in California by a 2/3 vote, a 2/3 majority 
of the Legislature. I see no reason why the individual taxpayer 
should not have the sa~e protection. And I am going to seek a Con
stitutional Amendment that will make it necessary to have a 2/3 vote 
of· the Legislature to increase any tax ,in the St.ate of California. 

Maybe I can take a minute here and mention something there's 
been a great deal of discussion about 3 particularly in view of 
April 15 coming up. It has to do with w;i.thholding. I have taken 
a position against it. I believe this reflects the feeling of the 
majority of the people of California. I personally am opposed to 
withholding. 

I would like to point out that there are some people who are 
dropping us letters to tell us they•ve changed their thinking since 
receiving their tax bill. They've changed their minds about it ••• 
they want withholding. I can understand that and I have said and will 
say again, if this is widespread and the people of California have 
changed their minds and want it, certainly I cannot stand in their 
way. 

But before they make that decision,\ before perhaps some of you 
make that decision, I want you to know that the greatest proof that 
withholding is a sedative and not a cure for the ailment is the fact 
that, had we put withholding in, with this present increase in the 
personal income tax there wouldn't have been a peep out of anyone. 
They wouldn't have noticed it. 

Here is the greatest proof that when the p~ple become conBc:ton.~ 
of the size of the tax, withholding then becomes a convenience for 
government. It puts 1n·the hands of government an easy method for 
increasing the tax. 

Also, before the people make any change in their thinking, I 
want them to know, I want them to understand, the main convenience is 
for goverrnnent. It makes it easier for g0vel.'nment to mA.nag,3 its 
funds. It mal{eS it ea.s:l.8r for• govf.'!1·.nmeni.. to collect. But it is an 
increase in your tax. · 
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record of collection in which there is only 
way of people who either make errors or cheat 
And there is no proof at all that withholding 

I don't thintc the federal government has that good a record and 
they have withholding. So forget any idea that there are hundreds of 
millions of dollars being lost to the people of California by others 
not paying their taxes. There are some, to be sure, but the biggest 
increase that the state would get rrom withholding is going to come 
out of your pockets .. 

Even without increasing the rate, there would be anywhere from 
60 to, in a couple of years, a hundred million dollars under with
holding. This would represent the state 1 s ability to take advantage 
of increased prosperity the minute it happens and get more out of 
your pocket without waiting a few months before c.atching up with that 
increased prosperity. 

Als-o, for whatever ability this would give the state to cure 
cheating on the part of some individuals, it would just put the 
state in the business of cheating, because they have a happy term. 

They say the state would get about $20 million from what they 
call a 11 recurring windfall 11

• Now isn't that a nice sound? A urecur
ring windfall 11

• That means, $20 million a year that you don 1t owe, 
but you pay ••• and you don't know that you don't owe it, and the 
state gets to keep it. I don't think the state should be in the 
business of cheating. 

Well, enough about that. Now, I don 1t want you to think "that 
because we 1ve placed a great deal of emphasis on money matters that 
wetve neglected the area of people, the people's problems. 

Our programs of state subsidies to the county probation depart
ments have substantially reduced the number of commitments to the 1~ state 1 .s correctional institutions. There are nearly 1500 less than-. 
were anticipated nearly a year ago. 1 · 

For the first time in the history of the Youth Authority there 
are empty beds in the institutions where a short time ago they were 
talking about the need for new building. 

We are now working on a special program with regard to the 
young women who are in our correctional institutions. .And if this 
works out, it will save $170,,000 a year and mean that here, too, 
there will be adequate space. This program has been hailed nationally 
by others who are in this field. 

In the Division of Apprenticeship Standards, we have set up 30 
new programs. We have adopted a new code to insure that minority 
races have an equal chance to take advantage of these programs. 

With less personnel in the Division of Industrial Safety, we 
have increased the workload and the results. We've increased the 
number of safety inspections. We have vastly increased the condi
tions that have been corrected and the net result is that our rate 
of disabling injuries is at an all-time low in this state. 

At the same time, in the program to rehabilitate the physically 
and mentally handicapped, we have doubled the rate who are being 
aided, rehabilitated, and put out into private self-sustaining jobs. 

Over a year ago I went to Chad McClellan, who had gone into 
the Watts area right after the riots with a program in which he 
had enlisted the support of his fellow industrialists to provide 
jobs in the minority areas. I asked him if he would take this on, 
on a state-wide basis. He did. It is at no cost to the state and 
today, in some 16 major areas. in the state, he has set up a program 
in which thousands of businessmen and industrialists are engaged 1.n 
cooperating with the government on Job training programs.t. putting 
these people in the minority areas to work. 

And, I might add, we have the lowest rate of tmemployment that 
we have had in well over a decade-- right now, in the state of 
California. 

0 
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On the subject of the task force, composed of almost 300 of 
your fellow citizens that went into 60 agencies of state government 
and came back to us with 2000 recommendations for economies and 
efficiency controls, I had to laugh about an editorial in a certain 
local paper. It was to the effect that this report, like all the 
others in the past, would be warehoused, gather dust, and nothing 
would ever happen. 

Well, we've only had those for a few weeks. yet, 206 of their 
recommendations have already been put into operation for an *8 million 
a year savings. I have approved another 600 that can be put into 
effect simply by administrative decision, and 99 that ·will be sub
mitted to 'tne Legislature because it requires their approval .. 

If and 1:1hen the bulk of these are implemented, they can redi,:ce 
D.nd Nill reduce the cost of government in the neigh9orhood 6:,, ~>2~Y) 
million a year. They will cancel out the need for ~153 million in 
capital construction. They will save on a matching basis $67 million 
a year to the counties and local communities and they'll even reduce 
the federal funds that we need by ~>92 million. \'!hen you ca.n save 
money for tte federal government, you have perfor~aed something of a 
miracle.. ~~ 

Very shortly a lake, with a 169 mile shore line, will be filled 
to capacity behind the dam in Oroville. I don't know about you, 
but every time I fly over some of those multiple-purpose lakes of 
the water system and see them with a dam and one little civllized 
pa>cch ·uhere the state has condemned some la<1d and given a concession 
it recalls to my mind that if you want to get on the lake and fish 
or boat or anything you've got to go through that small patch, 
because the rest is cut off by a chain link fence. It says, in 
effect, don 1 t you dare dabble your hands or feet in the water·. 

Well, it's not going to be that way anymore. Up at Oroville, 
Parks and Recreation has worked out a plan ·whereby in the lake be
hind the dam at Oroville we are going to the private sector, to 
resort promoters and to builders, on plans which ·will give us con
trol. 

We are going to develop the lakeshore by private means for re
sorts all the way from luxury hotels to campsites and to building 
of lakeshore homes around the lal\:e. And when this is done there, 
we're going to spread this system to the otger areas that the state 
controls in the same way. 

In the area of judicia:', selection, we have a bill before the 
Legislature, and it's going to have hard going unless you make 
your desires known. I don't believe that judges should be appointed 
on a basis of politic al favoritism. I thinlc what they do is too 
well nigh sacred. 

We have a piece of legislation which \"rill talce ~ once and for 
all, the appointment of judges out of politics. This is a program 
whereby on the highest level of the court there ·will be a statewide 
commission appointed: two judges, two members of the bar, two 
citizens. And this board will take all names of possibilities for 
judgeships and screen them. 

The board will then submit the names to the Governor, who must 
make his selection from among them on the basis of character and 
ability and experience. 

There 'Nill be five regional boards of the same texture, made up 
of local people of the judiciary, the bar and the citizenry around 
the state for the lowe1.., court levels. And t~ere will be advisory 
members from each local area that will be appointed to help those 
boards even though they don 1 t have a vote. 

And in this way, governors henceforth will be handed the names 
of' people chosen by their peers and their fellow citizens as being 
qualified, both personally and by experience, to be judges. I am 
doing everythin¢ I can to see that this is approved, but, as I say, 
it is going to require the support of the people to let government 
know that that ts exactly i11hat you ·Nant. 

Over a ten-year period the population of our state has in
creased 39J0o Uelfare spending in California i.ient up 247% in constant 
dollars over the same period. 
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1ie are bound in and limited by what we can do by federal regu

lations as far as reforming the program until we can get help from 
the federal r;overrnnent.. l'!e have done what we can fo:r the local coun
ties. \·1e have reduced 2500 pages of state regulations to one 200-
page manual. 

But ~'Jet ve gone farther than that. Fe have just announced that 
in Fresno, \·1e Nill have an experimental program o In Fresno we' re 
starting a pilot program where all of the multitude of i1.el.fare 
agencies are going to be .formed under one director, into one program, 
to funnel people in at this end and funnel them out .at the other 
end into jobs they're trained for in private enterprise. 

1;-!e' re going to break the dependency cycle and have a goal of 
making people independent of welfare instead of the other \1ay around. 

I 1m running over my time and I didn't intend to. But I'll just 
take a minute or two more, if I may. 

A ~halleng~ of our• society, of course, goes :far beyond r.-Jhat we 
in g:overnment are attempting to do. There ia a challer:..ge "!:;:') you 
hc:re as the leaders in your community, and this challenge extends to 
service club members throughout the state and throughout the United 
States. You have a great and personal stake in what happens in your 
state and your nation. 

Th>S challenge is simply this: If our s~1stem of gr.:vern:::ent :.s 
to work the way it was meant to work, ·we mus~-; re"1erse ·the t:.··;;r;, f' 

turning more and more authority and control over our lives to 
government. Fe must accept our responsibility as free men and es 
concerned citizens. 

Now it is easy enough to say, nuell, I vote and I pay my taxes 
and I obey the laws. 11 But,, we are kidding ourselves.. This isn't 
enough, and you know it. Otherwise, you wouldn't be members of 
service clubs--because by their ve1"y name they imply that theytre 
of service to fellow citizens. 

What can you do? Well, the an~wer. is as easy as it is varied. 
The problems lie all around you. And, only you can provide the 
lasting solutions within the framework of a free society. 

What are you as businessmen doing, for example, to prevent 
Juvenile delinquency? You.., as individuals or your clubs, can do 
a great deal. Most kids old enough to get into serious trouble would 
rather i:mrk than play if we gave them half a chance. Uhere are the 
summer jobs and the after-school jobs that you and I used to have? 
Well, most of them are gone and the excuse is government regulations 
and government paperwork. And that excuse has some validity. 

But, if v1e' re interested in keeping the kids off the street and 
out of trouble, we can make an extra effort. If there•s some way 
that the state government can get out of your way.., let us know and 
we•11 do it. The alternative is to keep critioizin:; the younger 
generation while we turn our backs on them. 

Now you can make your complaints about the high cost or govern
ment meaningful by demanding fiscal responsibl.lity at the city and 
the county levels where.your tax dollar doesn't buy as much as it 
should in most cases. 

You can work in the poor areas and the slum areas through govern
ment programs or through privately sponsored and financed programs. 
Itts not enough to just give to the Community Chest or the Red Cross 
or the Salvation Army, although this, too, is vital. 

Today 1 s pr•oblems demand your time and your energy as well as 
your money. They demand your personal involvement and that again 
is the meaning of the Creative Society. 

Money may seem like an answer in 1·!ashington where the slogan 
used to be uHalk Softly and Carry a Big Stick" and now it's 11 \"!alk 
Softly and Carry a Big Sack11

, but if money is the answer, how do 
we explain that California ranks third in the nation \·Jith the 
number of poor and first in the amount of federal anti-poverty funds 
that we've been alloted. Since mid-•64 we•ve spent $288 million in 
this program in California. 
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And we didn't.t:i.lleviate _poverty, we created an adminis'tra-cive 
, nightmare. Follo\-i( ~ \~at ts, millions or dolla were funneled into 

that area as a hot spot. They had to solve ito For a time there, 
I can assure you that the poverty prog:ram administrators· outnumbered 
the residents. And then a national magazine doing research found 
out that more than 507G of those funds went for administration. 

'rhis is i.:Jhy I vetoed a number of poverty programs in the 
state. One in Fresno was set up to teach people hot·J to demonstrate. 
If there's one thing we don't need in California, it's mo1•e dernon
stratox·s t 

There was another one down in Ventura Couoty ••• it was a pilot 
program. It was going to put 17 of the hard-core unemployed to 
1t1ork clearing up our park lands. I vetoed the program because they 
were going to have seven administrators to make sure the seventeen 
got to work on time. But it wasntt enough. The seventeen were 
expected to travel 12,000 miles doing this job and there was no pro
vision made for their transportation or their housing. 

The general accounting office has said that there is one Job 
Corps Training Center in California ·with 1, 860 enrollees and a 
staff of 1,078. . 

But even this pork-barrelling has been topped by one in Chicago. 
They had an organization that was a"t·.rarded $872,000 to teach basic 
arithmetic and reading to dropouts. \tell, that's a '1.IJOrthy purpose. 
Kind of cu1 ... ious, a reporter for the Chicago Tribune went down one 
day to see ho·N they wePe doing in school. And he interrupted a crap 
game. They explained to him that it was a recess. 

. But then he started looking at the teachers--they got $3840 to 
$6500 a year--not an excessive amount, but neither \'las their work .. 
He found that two of them were in jail--one charged with murder, one 
charged with conspiracy to commit murder. Three wex•e out on bond-
vmi ting trial for rape. Another i·ms waiting trial for aggravated 
battery, and still another one vJas on probation for a burglary con
viction. And the director said it was too early to say whether the 
program had been successful. 

Incidentally, the teachers were paid $5 a head for each dropout 
they could bring in. And since they were able to offer the drop
outs \~45 a week plus a family allov1ance, the best recruiting place 
was the nearby school, where they were talking the kids into drop
ping out. 
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·well, there is a better way. Not only you, but those who work 
for you, could be encouraged to be involved. Ours is a world of 
increasing leisure .... leisure to play golf, go boa'blng, go skiing, 
and leisure to help those who need help and can profit by it. 

You can be minimal good citizens--doing what the law requires 
. and litt~le more, or you can become involved--if you want to save our 
society and build a better societJr. There is a demand that you 
become involved. The alternative is a·continued drift to big govern
ment ••• to bread and circuses ••• yes, and to riots and bloodshed 
fomented by those \vho 1 ve been p:eomised much but have received very 
little. 

You have a very definite stake in t-Jhat we 1 re attempting here 
in Sacramento, 1:.!e have proven; I believe, already, just showing a 
little light at the end of the tunnel, that government can employ 
common sense and can employ business practices. · 

He've proven that the people can participate in government and 
can lend their abilities to the solution of the peoples' problems. 
\.

1e've proven that the size and the power and the cost of government 
can be reduced. He 1 ve brought hope acr~oss this land that goverrnnenv 
of and by as uell as for the people is still a practical possibil-tty 
and is still the basic American .dream. 

Chad 1-1cClellan, who I mentioned a short time ac;o, has received 
invitations from 20 Governors, Democrat and Republican, and he has 
~one to those Governors and today there are 13 programs in 13 differ
ent states started because of him, all similar to ours. 

Ken Pryor, v1ho \'Jas chairrnan of the citizens 1 task force, is on 
the same circuit at the invitation of other Governors. He has just 
returned from r-1aryland \Jhere they are now going to put a citizens' 
task force to 'l.'1ork in their state to bring about the same 
-:C: v ..... ..-~_....,,.-..,.,........_-..._.,_.c;...,_ "·•- \..._,,.._ 



No, He haven't totally accomplished all v1e intend to do or all 
that t·m 1 ve tried to do. But ue 1 ve made a start and 1.-1e have reached 
the point nm'! i·1here we cannot continue without your support. 
Because from here on, to make the real reductions, ·we need chan,;es 
in the laws.. Ue need the baclring of' the Legislature to give us 
the flexibility. 

If those ,,1ho place their faith in ever more poi·rerful govern
ment succeed as they are trying to succeed in stoiJping '1.i·vhat we 
have started here, then each one of us ·will have to ask, where, 
if ever, do \·Je think it can get such a start again as v1e have give. 
it here in Californiae We must succeed, or I believe it is pro
bably the last chance for that Americ.an dream.. Thah,lr you • 
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